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A GENERAL IBM 704 OR 7090 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR COMPUTATION 
OF CHEMICAL ~UILIBRIUM COMPOSITIONS, ROCKET PERFORMANCE, 
AND CHAPMAN-JOUGUET DETONATIONS 
SUPPLEMENT I - ASSIGNED AREA-RATIO 
PERFORMANCE 
By Sanford Gordon and Frank J. Zeleznik 
SUMMARY 
An addition to the computer program of NASA TN D-1454 is given that permits 
calculations of theoretical rocket performance for assigned area ratios. The use 
of thermodynamic derivatives to increase accuracy of interpolation in a specified 
range is discussed. A sample problem is included to illustrate the use of the 
program and to indicate the accuracy of the calculations. 
INTRODUCTION 
For various one-dimensional analyses involving rocket engines, theoretical 
performance data are often desired for specific area ratios. These data cannot 
be obtained in the same direct fashion as data for assigned pressure ratios (see 
ref. I), inasmuch as area ratio is not a thermodynamic state function. However, 
by use of thermodynamic derivatives given in reference 2, data at assigned pres-
sure ratios may be interpolated with excellent accuracy to give data for assigned 
area ratios. 
This report presents an addition to the IBM 7090 program given in reference 
1 to permit calculations at assigned area ratios. Several 'other minor modifica-
tions to the program were also made. These modifications are described under 
the sections 1I0ptional Reading of Thermal Data From Cards,lI IIH,P Problem (Com-
bustion Properties Only),11 "Specifying Reactants in Terms of Moles," and IICor-
rections to Reference 1.11 
SYMBOLS 
nozzle throat area per unit mass flow rate, (sq in)(sec)/lb 
polynomial coefficients 
CF thrust coefficient 
c* 32.174 PcAt/w, characteristic velocity, ft/sec 
h enthalpy of reaction products per unit mass of reactant, cal/g 
hc combustion enthalpy of reaction products per unit mass of reactant, cal/g 
I specific impulse with ambient and exit pressures equal, 
(lb force)(sec)/lb mass 






(lb force)(sec)/lb mass 
molecular weight 
chamber pressure, Ib/sq in. abs 
ratio of chamber pressure to exit pressure 
temperature, OK 
any function 
ratio of exit area to throat area 
INTERPOh~TION OF PARAMETERS 
Use of Derivatives for Interpolation 
As indicated in reference 2, derivatives can be used to increase the accu-
racy of interpolation in a specified range . This is true because each derivative 
is approximately equivalent to having an additional point in the specified inter-
val . For example , if only the functions are known at two pOints, only a linear 
interpolation equation is possible . However ) if the first derivatives of these 
functions are also known at the two pOints , a cubic polynomial may be derived. 
With second derivatives also known at the two pOints, a quintic polynomial may be 
derived . 
The general form of the equations used to determine the quintic polynomial 





The six coefficients ~ are determined by the solution of the six simul-
taneous equations obtained from equations (1), (2), and (3), where each equation 
is evaluated for two values of x. With coefficients determined, equation (1) 
is then used to obtain interpolated values of y for other values of x. 
When second derivatives are not available, cubic polynomial coefficients 
an(n = 0, I, 2, 3) are obtained from equations (1) and (2) (with terms a4 and 
a5 omitted), where each equation is evaluated for two values of x. 
Interpolation Equations 














c P 32 .174 
(9 ) 
(10) 
E~uations (4) to (7) are of the form of e~uation (1). In referenc~ 2 , the 
logarithmic form for the functions pclp, T, M, and E and the form I are 
shown to be preferable to the linear form for accuracy of interpolation. The 
coefficients in e~uations (4), (5), and (6) are determined by means of e~uations 
(1) and (2), and the coefficients in e~uation (7) by means of e~uations (1), (2), 
and (3), as described in the previous section. The order of calculation is, 
first, to interpolate a value of pressure ratio corresponding to an assigned area 
ratio by using e~uation (4). This interpolated value of pressure ratio is then 
used in e~uations (5), (6), and (7) to interpolate corresponding values of T, M, 
and I. The interpolated values of pclp and I are then used in e~uations (8) 
to (10) together with the assigned value of E and values of hc and c* 
known from the combustion and throat conditions to obtain corresponding interpo-
lated values for CF , I vac ' and h. 
Accuracy of Interpolation 
An indication of the accuracy of interpolation may be obtained from a sample 
problem. It is expected that accuracy of interpolation should be least for those 
propellants that have considerable dissociation of combustion products due to 
the effect of changing compositions during expansion. Therefore, a propellant 
that has a high combustion temperature, 44150 K, and conse~uently considerable 
dissociation was selected for the sample problem. The fuel is a 50 - 50 mixture by 
weight of hydrazine and unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine, and the oxidizer is 
fluorine. The propellant is at an oxidant-to-fuel weight ratio of 2.5 and a 
chamber pressure of 1000 pounds per s~uare inch absolute. The same thermodynamic 
data were used as for the sample problems of reference 1. The schedule of as-
signed area ratios selected is 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 25, 40, 50, 60 , 100, 300, and 500 , 
all on the divergent side of throat. The schedule of pressure ratios chosen to 
cover the range of these area ratios is 3, 10, 30, 100, 300 , 1000, 3000, 10,000 
and 30,000. The results are given in tables I and II. Table I contains the 
results for combustion, throat, and the schedule of assigned pressure ratios for 
e~uilibrium composition during expansion. Table II contains the interpolated 
values of table I data for the schedule of assigned area ratios. 
To check the accuracy of the interpolated data , the interpolated pressure 
ratios of table II were read in as a new schedule of pressure ratios. The 
directly computed data for these pressure ratios are given in table III. A com-
parison of tables II and III shows that all the interpolated data except vacuum 
specific impulse, temperature, and molecular weight are correct to all figures 
tabulated for all the assigned area ratios. Vacuum specific impulse is correct 
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to all fi gures tabulated except for the area ratio of 60 ) where it is off by only 
one unit in the last place. Temperature and molecular weight are also correct to 
all figures tabulated for about half of the area ratios. For the other area 
ratios) molecular weight differs by 1 to 3 units in the fifth figure and temper-
ature by 1 or 2 units in the fourth figure. 
The same excellent accuracy of interpolation was obtained for several other 
problems checked . In general) it is felt that no closer spacing of initial pres-
sures will be needed to obtain interpolated data that are good to about the same 
number of significant figures as tabulated in table I for the original data. 
To check the accuracy obtainable with fewer initial pressure ratios) a check 
similar to that given in tables I) II) and III was made) except for starting with 
a short pressure ratio schedule of 10) 100) 1000) and 10)000 (besides combustion 
and throat) . In this case, specific impulse was correct to all figures tabulated. 
Vacuum specific impulse was correct to all figures tabulated except for area 
ratios of 10 and 25, where it was off by 0.1 pound-second per pound. Temperature 
was off from 00 to 70 and molecular weight from 0 to 0.017. Other problems that 
were checked gave about the same results. Therefore, for many cases, the short 
pressure ratio schedule will also permit excellent accuracy of interpolation. 
As expected, the same type of check for frozen composition performance gave 
even better interpolated results than the check for e~uilibrium composition per-
formance due to the absence of the recombination effect on the data. 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
In addition to the area-ratio-interpolation option) several modifications 
and corrections to the program of reference 1 are discussed in the following 
sections . Since the IBM 704 is no longer used at this Research Center) these 
changes to the program of reference 1 have been made for the IBM 7090 only, 
except for the few corrections to the IBM 704 program . 
Area-Ratio Interpolation 
I n order to include the area-ratio-interpolation option in the program 
presented in reference 1, it was necessary to add the new routines SANFO, SET, 
MGAUS, and EXITT and also to make a few modifications in the existing routines 
MAIN PROGRAM) CORE5, PERPAR, and VAR. The FORTRAN listing of the IBM 7090 
program containing these new routines and modifications is presented in appendix 
A. Those statements in the modified subroutines that differ from those of refer-
ence 1, to permit area-ratio interpolation} are indicated by the typed words 
"area ratio" that appear to the right of the statements. 
Optional Reading of Thermal Data from Cards 
In addition to the program input to be discussed in the section PROGRAM 
INPUT DATA, thermodynamic data must be supplied to the program. These data are 
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assumed to be avail able as a master data tape that must be loaded onto tape 
handler number four at the start of computation and unloaded when the computa-
tions have been completed . Since this master data tape is used for both reading 
and writing , it cannot be file-protected. Loading and unloading the data tape 
are time- consuming and costly. Unless a tape handler is available for the exclu-
sive use of the thermodynamic data tape , it is more economical to make the data 
tape from binary cards than to stop the computer for loading and unloading the 
data tape. The following changes will permit operation in this fashion : For 
the IBM 7090 program, replace card number 123, page 87 of reference 1 (PAUSE 
11111) with 
REWIND 4 
5000 CALL BCREAD (DATA ( 44 ), DATA ( 1) ) 
DATA(23) = DATA(26) 
WRITE TAPE 4 , (DATA(I), I = 1, 23) 
IF (MDATA(l)-MEND) 5000, 429, 5000 
Also remove card number 332 , page 88 of reference 1 (PAUSE 77777). The corre -
sponding change for the IBM 704 program involves replacing card number 106, 
page 50 of reference 1 (PAUSE 11111) with 
REWIND 4 
5000 CALL BCREAD ( DATA ( 44 ), DATA ( 1) ) 
DATA (23) = DATA(26) 
WRITE TAPE 4 , (DATA(I), I = 1, 23) 
S CLA DATA (1) 
S SUB END 
S TNZ*5000 
and removing card number 432, page 53 of reference 1 (PAUSE 77777). If these 
changes are made, the master data tape is no longer needed but the equivalent 
binary cards must be available . These can be made from the master data tape . 
These changes use the subroutine BCREAD (A,B). This subroutine is part of 
the computer system at Lewis and is given in appendix B. Its only function is 
to read the absolute binary cards punched by a companion subroutine BCDUMP (A,B), 
which is also given in appendix B. These subroutines are given in FAP, with the 
assembled binary equivalents appearing to the left of each instruction . The 
BCREAD subroutine is assembled on four binary cards , while BCDUMP is on seven 
binary cards . 
In both subroutines the arguments A and B are the first and last words , 
respectively, to be read or punched, and the address of A must be less than or 
equal to the address of B. In FORTRAN, arrays are stored in reverse order. 
Therefore, in dumping or reading the array DATA (I), the last member of the ar -
ray, DATA (44), is dumped or read first, since its address is the lowest of the 
entire array. Each binary card contains 22 words of information, and thus, 
since the data for each species require 23 words (see fig. 6 of ref . 1), two 
cards are required for each species. The second of each pair of cards contains 
the first 22 words. The first card of each pair contains the first three words 
of the record, for identification purposes, plus the 23rd word . These two 
6 
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subroutines are not essential and can be replaced by any e~uivalent subroutines 
or sequence of instructions. 
In the event thermal data are read in as binary cards, they are considered 
as part of the input and precede the input cards described in table V. The last 
pair of binary cards contains the word END in DATA (1). 
H,P Problem (Combustion Properties Only) 
A few modifications were made in the subroutines MAIN, CORE2, and HEAD in 
order to permit obtaining combustion properties for a series of pressures. These 
modifications are indicated in the program listings in appendix A by the letters 
"H,P" that appear to the right of the statements . 
A sample output for an H,P type of problem is given in table IV. The same 
thermodynamic data were used as for the sample problems in reference 1. The 
input for the H,P problem is discussed under PROGRAM INPUT DATA. 
While the program of reference 1 can produce the same type of combustion 
information when run as an H,S problem, data for only one assigned pressure 
rather than for a series of pressures can appear on the same output sheet. In 
addition, the H,P problem does not calculate throat data, as the H,S problem 
does, which are not needed when only combustion properties are desired. 
Specifying Reactants in Terms of Moles 
The subroutines MAIN, INPUT, OUT, and CORE5 and the format of the reactant 
card (card type 1, table V) were modified in order to permit the option of speci-
fying either the number of moles or the relative weights of reactants. In the 
program of reference 1, only relative weights can be specified. The program 
modifications are indicated in the program listing in appendix A by the typed 
word "moles" appearing to the right of the appropriate statements. 
The modifications to the reactant card format are discussed under PROGRAM 
INPUT DATA. 
Shift Functions 
To avoid a possible source of error in the use of the four shift functions 
ALSF(N,X), ARSF(N,X), LLSF(N,X), and LRSF(N,X) discussed on pages 24 and 25 of 
reference 1, it should be noted that these functions do not destroy the contents 
of the multiplier-quotient register C(MQ), although C(MQ) may be altered as a 
result of the shifting. This fact is used in some portions of the program to 
avoid storing C(MQ). Therefore, any routines written to replace these functions 
must not destroy C(MQ). Appendix D presents the FAP coding for an acceptable 
subprogram of the function type that can be used to replace the four shift func-
tions. 
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Corrections to Reference 1 
Equation (47) of reference 1 is given incorrectly. It should be 
!Fe - F g <O 
Several errors in the IBM 7090 program appear in subroutines MAIN, CORE2, 
INPUT, and CORE4 . In the program listing of these subroutines in appendix A, 
the corrected statements are indicated by the typed word "correction" that 
appears to the right of the statements. 
The corrections to the IBM 704 program are given in appendix C. 
PROGRAM INPUT DATA 
Table V presents six types of input cards. Five of these types (1, 2, 3, 
4 , and 6 ) were discussed and given as table VIII in reference 1. The following 
sections discuss the changes in input for the area-ratio-interpolation option, 
the H,P problem, and the specification of reactants in terms of moles. 
Input for Area Ratio Interpolation 
The new type 5 card, the area-ratio schedule, permits area-ratio interpola-
tion as an option. It should be noted that in the input of reference 1 only one 
b lank card follows the schedule of pclp (or P or T). In the modified program 
presented herein, however, two blank cards follow the schedule of pclp 
(or P or T) if an area-ratio schedule is not included . 
If the interpolation is for area ratios all on the divergent side of the 
nozzle, a maximum of 13 assigned area ratios is permitted . If interpolation is 
for area ratios all on the convergent side or on both sides of the throat, a 
maximum of only 12 assigned area ratios is possible, since a dummy area ratio of 
unity is needed. On the area ratio schedule cards, the convergent - side area 
ratios must be first, followed by unity, and then the divergent - side area ratios . 
If only divergent-side area ratios are desired, they need not be preceded by 
unity. 
The schedule of assigned pressure ratios should be selected to cover the 
range of the area ratios desired . The pressure ratios, following combustion 
and throat , shoul d be in ascending order . As in reference I , 25 pressure ratios 
are still permitted if area ratio interpolation is not desired; however, only 
11 pressure ratios in addition to combustion and throat are permitted when area-
ratio interpolation is desired. As indicated in the section on"Accuracy of 
Interpolation ",11 pressure ratios will usually be more than sufficient. 
Input for H,P Problem 
The H,P problem is specified by the code H,P on the problem card (card type 
3 , table V) . The rest of the input for the H, P problem is the same as for the 
8 
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H,S problem except that in the former case the schedule cards (card type 4, 
tab l e V) contain assigned pressures in atmospheres, whereas in the latter case 
the schedule cards contain assigned pressure ratios. 
Input for Specifying Reactants in Terms of Moles 
For the program of reference 1, columns 46 through 53 on the reactant card 
(card type 1, table IX, ref. 1) were reserved for specifying relative weights 
of propellants . This reactant card has been modified to reserve col umns 46 
through 52 for specifying relative weights or number of moles. If relative 
weights are being specified, column 53 is left blank. If the number of moles is 
being specified, the letter 11M" (for moles) is keypunched into column 53 . For 
each problem, either all of the reactants must be specified as moles or all of 
them must be specified as relative weightso 
Two examples of reactant cards with the new format are given in table VI. 
When specifying the reactants in terms of moles, the first 30 columns for ~, 
OfF, and %F on the mixture card (card type 6, table V) may be left blank. In 
this event, the number of moles of fuel relative to oxidant is assumed by the 
program to be as given on the reactant cardso If, on the other hand, OfF, ~ , 
or %F is specified on the mixture card, the number of moles of fuel relative to 
oxi dant is adjusted accordingly. 
A VAILABILITY OF PROGRAM 
As indicated on page 25 of reference 1, the source program decks will be 
made available to ~ualified computing centers if a written re~uest is addressed 
to t he authors at the Lewis Research Center. The IBM 7090 program supplied will 
include the changes given in this report. 
Lewis Research Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 








EQU I VAL ENCE 
EQU I VALENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EQU I VA LENCE 
EQU I VA LENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EQU I VALENCE 
EQU I VALENCE 
EQU I VALENCE 
EQU IVA LENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EQU I VALENCE 
EQU I VALENCE 
EQU IV ALfNCE 
EQU I VAL ENCE 
EQU I VA LENCE 
EQU I VA LENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EQU I VA LENCE 
[QU IV ALENCE 
EQU I VA LENCE 
EQU IVAL EN CE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EQU I VALENCE 
EQU I VA LENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EQU IVALE NCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU I VA LENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EQU IVAL Ef\JCE 
EQUI VALENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
[OU IV ALENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EOU I VAL ENCE 
EOUI VALENCE 
EOU IVAL ENCE 
ECJU I VALENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EOU IVAL fNCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EOU IV AU:NCE 
EOU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EOU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EOU IV ALENCE 
EOU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EOU IVA LENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL fNCE 
EOU IVAL ENCE 
EQUIVAL Ef\JCE 
EQU IVALE NCE 
EOU IVALE NCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
APPENDIX A 
PROGRAM LISTING FOR IBM 7090 
IG(1), C(l», IG(4 20 ), 
I ANS ll), C(4 21) I, IA NS( 45 4), 
IH SUM, C( 42 4)1, IS SU M, 
I WTMO L, C(4 26 », ICP, 
I DLMP T, C(4 28 1), IDLMTP, 
I GAMI'A , C( 430 », (A RATJ D, 
IV MACH , C(4 32 », (S P IM P , 
(VA CI , CI4 34 1', (CF, 
( RHO I, C(4 37», ( RHOVA C, 
I RHO , C1439 11 
IT PI, C(44 0 1l, IPI I, 
I EP P I, C(44 2 11, lA W PI, 
(T ETA, C(44 5 » 
l ETA I, C(446», 
l AW ETA, C(4481), 
I S IG I, C(45111, 








C( 429 » 
C( 43 1» 
C( 433 » 
C( 436) 1 
C( 438 » 
C( 4411) 
C( 443 1) 
C( 447» 
C I 450 ) ) 
C,I 452 1 ) 
I ANS LA 8 1l), C187511, IANSLAB( 454 ), C(1328 1) 
I FORM ll), C(13 29»,IFORMI1 5 ), C( 1343 1) 
I ELMTll), C(134 4 », IELMT(15), C( 1358 » 
ILL MTll), C(1344», ILLMTlI5), C(1 358 » 
I DA TAll', C(13 59 », IDATA( 23 ), C(1 38 1)1 
I MD ATA(1), C113 59 11, IMDATA( 23 ), CI13 81 11 
I EN IlI, C11 382 11, IEN( 90 ), C114 71 II 
II SYS, C(147 2 », IJ EAN, C( 1473 )1 
IACX, C( 147 4 », IACF, C(1 475 » 
I AMX , C(147 6 », I AMF, C(1 477 » 
I RHOX , CI147 811,IRHO F, C11 479 11 
ICD EFX Il), C11 480 1l, ICOEFX ( 20 ), C11499 11 
I DX ll), C( 1500 », I DX( 20 ), C(1 5 19 » 
I FORM LAIlI, C11 520 1l, IF ORM LA(1 8 ), CI1 53711 
I MM LAll), C(1 52 0 », IMMLA(1 8 ), C( 1537» 
IP ROD IJ), C11 538 11, IPR OD(3), C(1 540 » 
I S Y S T~ll', CI1 541 1 I, I SYSTMI1 5 1, C(1 555 » 
I MTSYS(1), C1154 111, IMT SYS (1 5 ), C1155 511 
IOF, C(1 556 », IFPCT, C(1 55 7» 
I [QR AT, C(1 558 1) 
I KODE , C(1 559 », IKA SE , CI 15 60 » 
CI 1562 1) 
C( 15641) 
I KON T, C(1 561», INF, 
IND , C (1 563 », I NE , 
I NOEO , CI 1565 » 
I BOX I 1), CI 177 1 ) I, 
I BO FIl), C(17 86 », 
IH X, C(l BO l», 
IV XPL S, CI1 803 1', 
IV FP LS , CI 1805 ) I, 
l EN LNll), C(1 861 1), 
I DE L NIl), CI1 95 11', 
IHOII), C(2 041), 
I SIl), C(2 131), 
I XIlI, C12 22 111, 
I DE LT All), C(2 241), 
180 (1), C1226 111, 
I PO , C( 22 76 », 
I SO , C( 22 78 », 
IT, CI 2280 1', 
IAAY, C( 22 82 », 
I HC, C( 2284 », 
I PC PIlI, C12 286 11, 
I DAT Ul'll), C( 2311», 
IP C, C( 23 14 1), 
IIPR OB , C( 231 6 1), 
II HS , C( 231 8 », 
II SYM, C( 232 0 », 
11 0 10 , C(23 22 », 
I BO XI 15 1, 
I BOF II 5 ), 
IHF, 
IV XMI N, 
IVFMI N, 
l EN LN( 90) , 
I DE L "1 (90 ), 
IHO I 9 0 ), 
I S I 90 ) , 
I X I 20 I, 
I DE LT AI20 1, 
I BO 11 5 ), 
I HSUBO , 
IT LN, 
I AAY LN , 
ICPS UM, 
(T C LN, 
IP CP ( 25 ), 
IDAT UM ( 3 ) , 
lTC, 
IIFIXT, 
II COND , 
1 I PROD , 
IL DRU M, 
C(17 85 » 
C11 80 011 
CII B0 211 
C(1 80 4» 
CI 180 6» 
C11 95 011 
C1 204011 
C12 130 11 
CI 222 011 
C1224 011 
C( 2260 1) 
C( 22 75 ) ) 
C( 22 77) ) 
C( 22 79» 
CI 228 11 ) 
C( 2283 » 
C( 2285 )1 




C( 23 19 ) ) 
C( 232 11) 
C123 23 11 
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EQU IVA LEN CE (I DR~, C( 2323 )), ( KORU M, C ( 2 32 4 )) 
EQU IVAL F.NCE (L, C( 2325 )), (ll, C ( 232 6)) 
EQU IVAL ENCE ( M, C( 2 3 27)), (Ml, C( 2328)) 
EQU I VA LENCE ( N, C ( 2329 )), (I ~ , C( 2 330)) 
EQU IV ALENCE (I Ql, C( 233 1) ) , (1 02 , C ( 2 332 )) 
ECU IVAL ENCE (1 0 3, C ( 2333 )), (K~AT, C ( 2 334)) 
EQUIVALENCF (IM AT, C ( 2335 )), (Iu SE , C( 23 35)) 
EQU IVAL ENCE (I ADD , C( 2336 )), (IT NUM tl , C( 2 337)) 
EQU IVA LEN CE (lTAP E, C( 2338 )), (P, C( 23 39)) 
EQU IV ALENCE (I DEtlUG , C ( 23 40 )) , (IF RO l, C ( 2 341)) 
ECUIV ALENCE ( A(l), C( 2342 ) ) , ( A(1 350 ), C ( 369 1)) 
EQU IV ALENCE ( CO EFTl(1), C ( 3692 ) ) , (C OE FTlt1 350 ), C( 50 41)) 
EQU IV ALENCE ( CO EFT 2 (1), C( 5042 )), (C OE FT 2 (13 50 ), C(6 39 11) 
EQU (VAL ENCE ( CO EFTll), C ( 6392 )), ( COEF T(13 50 ), C(774ll) 
EQU IVAL ENCE ( ATOM (l), C(77 42 )), (AT CMl3 0) ), C( 8044)) 
EQU IVAL ENCE ( ~A T O ~(l), C ( 7742 )), (MAT OM ( )03 ), C ( 8044 )) 
EQU IVA LENCE ( KORE , C( 8047)) 
EQU (V ALENCE ( MT, OM T) 
ECU IVAL ENCE ( HS , MHS ),(T S ,MT S ),(PT ,M PT),(TP,/H P),lD ET ,MOET) 
EQU IV ALENCE (P ROB ,MPR OB ),( ENO ,M END ) 
EQUI VALENCE (T MLM,MT MLM) , ( BLK, MB LK) 
EQU IV ALENCE ( NARE A,C(1 060 7)) 
EQU I VALENCE ( SARE A ( 1 ) , C ( 10608 ) ) , ( SARE A ( 13 ) , C ( 10620 ) ) 
EQUI VAL ENCE (I UN OE R,C(1 062 1)) 
EQU IV ALENCE (I OVER , C (1 0622 )) 
EQ UIVAL ENCE ( KS AN, C(1 062 3)) 
EQUI VALENCE ( WX ,C(1 06 24)) 
EQUI VALENCE ( WF, C ( 10 6 2 5)) 
EQUI VAL ENCE ( H P,MHP) 
D I MF.NS JON 
D I ~ENS I ON 
Ol l'ENSION 
D I MENS JON 
C I MENS JON 
DI MENSION 
OIl' ENS I ON 
OI"' ENS I ON 
DIMENSION 
OI"' ENSION 
OII' ENS I ON 
SARE A(1 3 ) 
G( 20 , 2 1), A(1 5 , 90 ), EN(90 ), 
OE L N( 90 ), HO ( 90 ), S ( 90 ), 
DE LT A( 20 ), BO ( 15), PC P ( 25 ), 
COE FX( 20 ), OX( 20 ), FOR M(lS) 
COE FTl ( 15 , 90 ) , COE FT 2 ( 15 , 90 ) 
ELI' T!l 5 ), OATA(2 3 ), OATUM(3), 
BOX ( 15 ), BO F(15), AN S (4 54), 
LLMT( 15 ), MTS YS (1 5 ),M DAT A( 23) 
ANS LAB ( 45 4), COEF T(1 5 , 90 ) 
MATO,..,( 10 1 ,3 ), AT OM ( 101 ,3) 
H S=307362606060 
T S=637362606060 
P T=47 7363606060 
T P=63 73 47 606060 
OE T=242563456060 
ENO=25 4 524606060 
BLK=000000C0006 C 
OM IT=464431636 06 0 
0~ T =60606C606060 
H P=30734 7 606060 
READ I N I NPU T DAT A 
IF ( I S Y S-9~ ) 40 1,403 ,4 0 1 
READ TAPE ) ,( G(I),1 =1, 80 44) 
REW I ND 3 
I F ( SENSE SW IT CH 6) 6 51,71 9 
ISYS=99 
IF ROl = C 
EN LN( 90 ) 
X( 20 ) 
PROD (3) 
FOR MlA(1 8 ) 
SYSTM( 15 ) 
00 7 0 
0071 
00 7 2 
G0 73 
u0 74 














































0 11 5 
0 116 
0 117 
0 11 8 
0 119 
0 120 
0 12 1 
0 12 2 
PA USE 11111 0 12 3 
4 29 CA L ~ I NPUT 0 124 
I F (L) 65 1, 65 1,4 33 0 125 
4 33 WR I TE OU TPuT TAPE 6 ,44 3 , HX,VXPL S ,VXMIN,HF,VFPL S ,VFMIN 0 126 
1 , ( ELMT(I), BOX (I), BO F(II,I=l,L) 0 127 
44 3 FOR~A T (1 0 ~ 10X I D .NT 3 E16.6/1 0H FUE L 3E16.6/(lH A6, 2E 20 . 8 » U128 
C 0 129 
C RI GH T AD J US T ELEMENT SYMBOL S 0 130 
C 0 131 
CO 44 7 K=I ,L 0 132 
T,..Lfo! = [lM T( K) 0 133 

















































TMLM = ELMTIK) *0000000 00077 
IF I MTMLM-~BlK) 447,1447,447 
TMLM = ELMTIK) 
ELMTIK) = ARSFI6, TMLM) 
CONTINU E 
IFISySTMIL+I) )453,920,453 
IF ISY STM IU) 921 , 453,921 
00 449 K= I,L 
00 448 J=I,L 
IF ILLMTIK)-MTSYSIJ» 448,449,448 
CONTI NUE 
GO TO 453 
CONTINU E 
CA NC EL ---CMITS---FROM PREVIOUS PROBLEM 
00 145 2 J=l,M 
COE FTlI1,J) = DMT 
COEFT211,J) = e MT 
COEFTll,J) = DMT 
JUSE=1 
GO TO 598 
00 459 K=I,15 
SYSTMIK)=ELMTlK) 
CALL SEARC~ 
IF IJ U~[-2) 600,635,635 
SET ARRAY PROD TO BYPASS ALL CONDENSED PHASES 
PRODll)=O.C 
PR DD (2)= 0 . C 
IF IM-35) 198,198,1198 
[F IM-70) 199,199,1199 
[F IM-90 ) 200 , 200 ,6 35 
PR OD (2)=377777777777 
PROD(3) = 377777777777 
Tf'lP=PR OD (2) 
PR OD ll)=ARSFIM,TMP) 
GO TO 201 
M12 = 1'-35 
PROD(3) = 377777777777 
TMP=PR OD (3) 
PROD(2)=ARSFIMI2,TMP) 
GC TO 20 1 
Ml2 = 1'-70 
PROU(3) = 37777777777 7 





103= 10 2 +1 
Ll= 101 
1'1=/'+1 
DETERMINE WHICH GASEOUS SPECIES SHOULD BE OM ITTED FROM THE PROBLEM 
AND WHICH CONDENSED SPECIES SHOULD BE USED [N THE FIRST ITERATION 
READ I NPU T TAPE 1,204,IDATAll),1=1,8) 
FORMAT 1412A6,3X» 
SJh =OA TAII)'I-DMT) 
IFI SJW)207,220,207 
DO 2 13 K=I,4 
00 211 J=I,N 
DO 208 1=2,3 
KK=2·K+I-3 
SJW=DATAIKK)'I-COEFT2 11,J» 
IFI SJW)211,208, 2 11 
CO NTINU E 
IF IJ-I') 209 , 209 , 210 
CALL RYPASS IJ,2) 
GO TO 2 13 
CALL BYPASS IJ,3) 
GO TO 213 
CONTI NUE 
CONTIN UE 
















































































DO 222 J=I.M 
CALL BYPAS~IJ.l) 
IF (IPROO - 2) 221.222.221 
221 COEFTlI1.J) = OMIT 
COEFT211.J)=OMIT 
222 CONTINU[ 
C ARRANGE ANSWER REGION 
C 
1= 1 










IF (K) 651.607.605 
607 DO 609 K=I.34 
609 AN~IK) = 0.0 
DO 1700 K= 1, 454 
1700 ANSLABIK) = ANSIK) 
DO 1701 J = 1. 15 
DO 1701 K = 1. 90 
1701 COEFTIJ.K) = COEFTIIJ.K) 
C 




701 READ INPUT TAPE 7,703,PROB,KASE 
703 FORMAT IAS,IS) 
IF IMPR08-~HS) 70S.901,705 
901 IPR08=1 
GO TO 715 
70S IF IMPROB-~TS) 707,902,707 
902 IPROB=2 
GO TO 715 
707 IF IMPR08-~PT) 709,903,709 
903 IPROB=3 
GO TO 715 
709 IF IMPROB-~TP) 711.904.711 
904 IPR08=4 
GO TO 715 
711 I F I MPROB-I'DETl 713,905,713 
905 IPROB=1 
IFROl=-1 
GO TO 719 
713 IF IMPR08-I'HP) 9001.9000.9001 
9000 I PROIl= 5 
GO TO 715 
9001 IF IMPROS-PT) 631.429,631 
715 no 716 K=I.25 
716 PCPIK)=O.O 
1= '; 
1716 READ INPUT TAPE 7.718,(GIKJ,K=1,5J 
IFIG(11)1719.1719.717 




GO TO 1716 
718 FORMATI5FIC.2) 
C READ IN AREA RATIO SCHEDULE 
C 
1719 IK = 
2013 READ INPUT TAPE 7,718,IGIK1.K=I.51 
IF IGI 1) 2001.2003,2001 
2001 00 2002 1=1.5 
ANSIIK) = Gil) 
2002 IK = IK+l 




































































IF( IK-1)2 0G 4,11 9 ,2004 
2004 IU NOER=O 
00 20 0 5 1=1,1 3 
IFIANS(1)) 20 11,2010,2011 
2011 IF (AN S ( I) - 1.00001) 2006,2006,2007 
2007 NAKEA = NARcA +l 
SAREA ( NARE A1=ANS(Il 
GO TO 2005 
2006 IUN OER = NAREA 
2005 CONTINU~ 
2010 I O V ER=~AREA- IUNOER 
C 





71 9 RE AD I ~PU T TAPE 7,721,EORAT,0 F,F PCT,PC,TC,KODE,IDEBUG 
721 FORMAT ( 5FI O. 2 ,I5,16X,ll) 
IF ( EORA T) 725,725,723 
7 23 0 F=(-EORAT*VFMIN-VFPLS)/(VXPLS+EORAT*VXMIN) 
F PCT=100.C/(I.0+0 F) 
GO TO 745 
7 25 IF ( 0 F) 731.731,727 
727 F PCT=100.Cf( 1.0+0 F) 
729 EQRAT=C F*VX~IN+VFMIN 
IF( EORATI 9C50 ,745,9050 
9050 EQRAT=ABSF«O F*VXPLS+VFPLS)/EORAT) 
GO TO 74 5 
731 IF(F PCT) 9C5 1,905 1,733 
905 1 IF (PC+TC) ~052 ,700,9052 
qO~7 IF( KS AN) 9053 ,7 00,905 3 
9053 0 F=WX/WF 
GO TO 727 
733 0 F=( 100.0 -F PCT)/F PCT 
IF ( 0 F) 719,1733,729 
173 3 IF (VFI'I N) 729, 746,729 
74 5 IF ( 0 F) 719,746,746 
746 DO 747 I= I ,L 
747 BO ( 1)=( 0 F*SOX(I)+BOF(I) )/(1.0+0 F) 
IF (IP ROB- ll 651,749,746 
74 8 IF (IPR OB-5 ) 9002,749,651 
%02 HSUlIO=G.O 
GO TO 75 5 
749 HSURO=(O F*HX+HF)/(I.0+0 F) 
755 WRITE CU TPuT TAP E 6,760,KASE,PROB,0 F,F PCT,EORAT,PC,HSUBO, 
1 ( BI) (I),I=I,ll 
760 FOR~AT (IHI1 5 ,3X,A6/1H 4EI7.8/( lH 7CI7.8)) 
H5URO=~SURC/I.98726 
00 1771 I = 1, 454 
1771 ANS(I) = A~SLAB(I) 
RHG=RHOX+O F*RHOF 
IF (RHO) 77 2 ,772,771 
771 RHO=(1.0+0 F)*RHOX*RHOF/RHO 
172 00 177 2 I = I, 454 
177 2 AN SLAB (I) = AN S(I) 
77 ~ IF (IF ROT ) 777,651,779 
777 CALL CCRE4 
IF (KOR E ) 1,77 9 ,1 










GO TO 1 
ERROR ~RINT OU T 
WRITE OUTPLT TAP E 6 ,633,PR OB ,KAS E 
FORMAT ( 2 1blTH ERE IS NO PROBLEM A6,2X,15) 
GO TO 651 
WRITE OU TP u T TAPE 6,637 
FORM AT (47blTRCUB LE IN COMPILING MASTER THERMODYNAMIC TAPE) 
REWIND 4 
READ TAPE 4,(OATA(I).I=1,23) 
WRI TE OUTPU T TAPE 6,640, (OATA( I) ,1=1,23) 
FORM AT (IH 3A6 ,2Fl0.l/(IH 2F8.1,7EI4.6)) 
IF (MDATA(I)-M END ) 639,900,639 
WRIT E OUTPuT TAP E 6,643, «COEFT1(K,J),K=I,14),J=I,N) 
WRITE OUTP UT TAPE 6,643, «COEFT2(K,J),K=I,14),J=I,N) 
































































SUBROUTINE SEAKCH ( 333 
C ~ 3J4 
C l'33 5 
Col'MoN C 03 36 
EQUIVALENCE 1 G (1) , C (1) , IG(4 20 ), C 1 42,) ) ~ 337 
EQUIVALENCE IAN SIll, C I 421) ) , IANS (4 54 ) , C I <3 74) ) ( 33M 
EQUIVALE"lCE IHSUM, C(424», IS SUM , C I 425 ) ) C339 
EQU IVAL ENCE IWTMo L, C(426», IC P, C(4 27 ) ) 03 40 
EQUIVALENCE I OL"'PT , C I 428) ), l o LMT P , C I 429) ) 034 1 
EQUIVALENCE I GAMMA , C(430», IA RAllo, C14311 ) 03 42 
EQUIVALENCE IVMACH, C. I 43211, I SP IM P, CI4 33 11 0 343 
EQUiVALENCE IVACI, C(4341), ICF, CI43611 03 44 
EQU IVALE NCE I RHo I, C(4371), IR Ho VA C, C 1 438) ) 03 45 
EQU IVALENCE I RHo , C I 4391) 0346 
EQUIVALENCE IT PI, C I 440) ) , I P I I, C14411 ) 0347 
EQUIVALENCE I EP PI, C(4 42 », I A~ PI , C(443» 0348 
EQUIVALENCE 1 T ETA, C I 445) ) 0 349 
FQUIVALENCE IFTA I, C(446», I EP ETA , C I 447) ) CJ50 
EQUIVALENCE lA W ETA, C(448», IT SI G, C I 450 ) ) C351 
EOUIVALENCE ISIG I, C I 451) ) , I EP SIG. C I 452) 1 0352 
EQUIVALENCE lAW S IG, C I 453» 0 353 
EQUI VAL ENCE I AN SLA B 111 • C(87 5 », IAN SlA B(454 ) • C(132 8 » 0354 
FQUIVALENCE ( FORM( ll. C( 13291). I FORM(15). CII 343 » 0 355 
EQUI VALENCE I ElMTll), C I 1344) ) • I ELMT I 15 ) , C(1358» 0356 
EQU IVALENCE IllMrll), C(1344». Ill MT (1 5 ), CI 1358» (35 7 
FQUI VALENCE 10ATA II) , C(1359», IOATA( 23 ) , C ( 138 1» C358 
EQUI VAL ENCE I MDA TAI 1), C(1359». I I'DATA( 23 ), C(13811) 03 59 
EQU IVALENCE I EN 11), C( 1382 », I EN (90) , CI 14711) 0360 
EQUIVALENCE IISYS, C(1472 », IJ EAN , C(1473» 036 1 
EQUI VAL ENCE IACX, C(1474», IACF, C(147 5 » 0362 
ECUIVAlENCE IAM X, C(1476», I AMF. C(14771) 0363 
EQUI VALENCE I RHDX , C(1478», IRHOF , C( 147 9 » 0364 
EQUIVALENCE ICoEFX I 11, C(14 80» , ICOEFXI 2C ), C(1499» 0365 
EQUIVAlFNCE I DX I 11, C(1500» , IDX(2 0 ), C (1 5 19 ) ) 03 66 
EQUI VAL ENCE I Fo RMlA 111 , C(15 20 », IFoR ~lAI 18), C(1 53 7» 0 367 
EQUIVALENCE I MM lAll), CI 1520 », I MMlA (1 8 ) , C(1 537) 0368 
EQUIVALENCE IPRoDIll, C I 1538 ) ) , I PROD (3) , CI 1540 1) 0369 
EOU IVAlENCE I SYSTMI1I, C I 1541) ) • I SYSTMI 15). C(1 555 » 0370 
EQUIVALENCE I MTSYS I 11, C(1541», I MTSYSIl 5 ), C(1555» 03 71 
EQUIVAlENC~ 10 F, C(1556», IFPCT, C(1557» 03 72 
EQU IV ALENCE I EQRAT , C I 1558) ) C373 
EQUI VAL ENCE IKooE, C(1559», IKASE, C(1560) ) 03 74 
EQUIVALENCE I KoN T, C(1 56 11), INF, C(1562» 0375 
EQUIVALENCE INO, C I 1563) ) , IN ( , C(1564» 0376 
EQUIVALENCE IN oEQ , CI 1565 » 0377 
EQUIV AL ENCE I BOX Ill, C (1771) ) , I B OX (15) , C(1785» 03 78 
EQU IVAL ENCE I BOF 11) , C(1786», IB OF(15), C(1800» 0379 
EQUI VAL ENCE IHX, C I 180 11 ) , IHF, C(1802» 0380 
EQUIVALENCE IVXPlS, C (1 803 ) ) , IVXMI N, CI 1804» 038 1 
EQUI VAL ENCE IV FPlS , C (1 805 ) ) , IVFMI N, C(1806» 0382 
EQUIVALENCE I EN lN I 1 ) , C I 186 1) ) , lE N I N(90 ), C (1 950 ) ) 0383 
EQUIVALENCE 10E l NIll, C (1 95 1) ) , ID EL N190 1, C(2040» 0384 
EQUIVALENCE I HO (1), C(2041», IH O(90 ), C(2130» 03B5 
EQUIVALENCE I S (1) , C(21311) , IS (9 0 ) , C(22201) 0386 
EQUIVALENCE I X III , C I 2221» , I X (2 0 ) , C(2240» 038 7 
EQUIVALENCE I DE lTAIlI , C(22411)' ID ElTA( 20) • C(2260» 0388 
EQUIVALENCE I BOI 11, C(22611), I BOI 15 ), C(2275» 0389 
EQUIVALENCE I PO, C(227 6 1), IHSUBO. C(2277» 0390 
EQUIVALENCE I SO . CI227B», IT lN, C(2279) ) 039 1 
EQU IVAL ENCE (T, C(2280», IAAY l N, C122B1I) 0392 
EQUI VAL ENCE IAAY, CI22 82 », ICPSUM, C(2283) ) 0393 
EQUIVALENCE I HC , CI2284» , ITC L N , C(2285» 0394 
EQUI VAL ENCE I PCP 11), CI22R6», IPCP(2 5 ) , C( 23 10» 0395 
EQUI VAL ENCE ID ATU M(1), C(2311», IDAfUM(3) , C(23131) 0396 
EQUI VAL ENC E IP C, C(2314» , lTC, C( 2315) ) 039 7 
EQUI VAL ENCE IIP RoB , CI2316» , II FIXT, C(2317» 0398 
EQUI VAL ENCE I IH S , CI2318», IICOND, C(2319» 0399 
EQU IVAL ENCE II SYM, C(2320 », IIPRoD, C( 232 11) 0400 
EQU IVAL ENCE I IDID, C I 232 2 ) ) , IlDRUM, C(2323» 0 401 
ECJUIVALENCE II DRM . C I 232 3 ) 1 • IK DRUM . C(2324)1 0402 
EOU IV AlENCE I l, C 1232 5 ) ) , Ill, C(2326» 0403 
EQUIVALENCE 1M. C I 232 7) ) , (loll, C(2328» 0 404 
EQ UIVALENCE IN, C I 2329) ) , I I Q , C(2330» 0405 
EQUI VAL ENCE 11 0 1, C(2331», II Q2, (12332) ) 0406 
EOU IVAL ENCE II"'AT. C(2335», I IUSE, C(2335» 0408 
F.QUIVAl ENCE II Q3 , C I 2333) ) , IK~AT, C( 233 41) 040 7 




































EQU I VALENC E 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
(ITAP E, C(2338)), (P, C(2339)) 
11DEBUG, C(2340)), (IFROZ, C(2341)) 
(A(lI, C(2342)), (A(1350), C(36911) 
(COEFTl(ll, C(3692)), (COEFTlI1350), C(5041)) 
(COEFT2(ll, C(5042)), (COEFT2(1350), C(63911) 
(COEFTll), C(6392)), (COEFTl1350), C(7741)) 
(ATO~(I), C(7742)), (ATOM(303), C(8044)) 
("'ATOI'(I), C(7742)), (MATOM1303), C(8044)) 
(C12,MM), (E,ME), (EN D,MEND) , (BLK,M8LK), ( RPN,MRPN) 
(GA S ,MGAS),(SOL,MSOL),(BLIQ,MLIO),(BLPN,MLPN) 





o I MENS ION 
DIMENSION 
DIMENSION 
o I MENS ION 




G(20 ,21), A(1 5 ,90), EN(90), 
DEL N(90), HO(90), S(90), 
DELTA(20),OO(15), PCP(25), 
COEFX(20), DX(20) , FORM(15) 
COEFTl(15,90) , COEFT2(15,90) 
ELMT(15), DATA(23) , DATUM(3), 
BOX(15), BOFIl5), ANS(454), 
LLMT( 15) ,MTSYS( 15) ,MDATA(23) 
ANSLAB(454), COEFT(15 , 90) 
















DO 1 K=l,L 
IF (LLMT(K)-ME) 1,2,1 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 3 
2 KION=l 
TEMP=ELMT(K) 
ELMT(K ) =ELn(L) 
Eun (L) =TEI'·P 
3 I SCL=O 
M=(' 
00 4 J=I,15 
DO 4 K=l,9C 
CoEFT2(J,K) 0.0 
4 COEFTl(J,K) 0 .0 
DO 6 J=l,1350 
6 A(J) = 0 . 0 
REWIND 4 
7 READ TAPE 4, (DATA( I) ,1=1,23) 
IF (MDATA(l)-MEND) 900,171,900 
UNPACK THE BCD FORMULA FOR THE PRODUCT 
900 00 16 1=1,2 




17 TMPI = DA TUM(I) 
FORI<LA(J) = ARSF(30,TMPl) 
DATUM( I) = ALSF(600000C,TMPl) 
J=J+l 
IF (K-4) 925,925 , 21 


























































































GO TO 17 
21 IFI 1-1) 926,926,25 
926 1=1+1 
GO TO 13 
C BEGIN SEARCH FOR FIRST NON BLANK ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTER 
C 
C 
25 J=1 2 
29 J=J 
IF IMMlAIJ)-MBlK) 35,950,35 
950 IF (J-l) 3C,30,951 
951 J = J-l 
GO TO 29 
30 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,31,IOATAII) ,1=1,3) 
31 FOKMAT 114r THE FORMULA 3A6 , 33H IS INCORRECT ON THE MASTER TAPE) 
GO TO 7 
35 IF IMMLAIJ)-MRPN) 30,952,30 
952 J = J-I 
IF IMMLAIJ)-MGAS) 953,39,953 
953 IF IMMLAIJ)-MSOL) 954,41,954 
954 IF IMMLAIJ)-MLIO) 30,41,30 
39 ITYPE= 1 
GO TO 47 
41 ITYP[=2 
47 J=J-l 
IF IMMlAIJ)-MLPN) 30,955,30 
955 J=J-I 
C OBTAIN ANO STORE THE FORMULA NUMBERS AIK,J) 
C 






IF IJC NT ) 30,81,59 
59 IF IMMLAIJCNT) - MCIO) 958,67,67 
958 GO TO 163,85),NLSW 
63 ICNT=ICNT+l 
GO TO 57 
67 GO TO 169,63),NLSW 
69 IF IICNT) 959,330,959 
330 IFIKION-I)~0,333,30 
333 NLSW=2 
GO TO ':>7 
959 IF IICNT-2) 77,73,30 
73 NU~B MMLAIJ-l). 10 
77 TMPI FOR~lAIJ) 
TMPI ALSFI18,TMPl) 
B TMPI TMPI. 377777777777 
B TMP2 FOR~LAIJ)·400000000000 
B TMPI TMPl+TMP2 
NUMB NUMB+MTMPI 
VALUE = NU~B 
J=J-IC"T 
NLSW=2 
GO TO 55 
81 GO TO 130,85),NLSW 
85 IF IICNT) 960,30,960 
960 SYMBL = 0.0 
IFINUMB)86,95,86 
86 IF IICNT-2) B,89,30 
89 TMPI = FOR~LAIJ-I) 
SYMBL = ALSFI6,T~Pl) 
93 MBL = MBL + MMLAIJ) 
GO TO 107 
95 IFIJCNT)30,30,96 
96 IF IMMLAIJ)-MPLS) 97,970,97 
970 FORMIL)=-ICNT 
GO TO 109 
97 IF IMMLAIJ)-MMIN) 107,975,107 
9 75 FORMIL)=ICNT 
101 GO TO 109 
107 DO III K=I,L 
IF IMBL-LL~TIK)) 111,105,1 11 
















































































GO TO 7 
105 FORM(K)=VALUE 
109 J=J-IC NT 
IF (J) 30,121,51 
121 IF (ITYP E-I) 30 ,133,137 
133 M=M+I 
J=M 
GO TO 145 
137 J= 90- I SOL 
I SOL=I SOL +I 
145 DO 147 K=I,L 
A(K,J)=F OR~(K) 
147 CONTINUE 
C ARRANGE THERMODYNAMIC DATA IN CORE ORDERED BY I NTERVAL 
C 
151 IT= O 
TEMP = DAH(1l 
DATA(I) = CATA(3) 
OATA(3) = CATA(2) 
DATA(2) = TEMP 
DO 155 K=I,5 
155 COEFTI(K,J) = OA TA(K) 
DO 159 K=6,14 
KIT= K+IT 
159 COEFTI(K,J) = DATA(KIT) 
1T=1T+9 
001955 K=I,5 
1955 COE FT2(K,J) = DATA(K) 
00 1959 K=6,14 
KIT = K+IT 
1959 CO EFT2(K,J) = DATA ( KIT) 
GO TO 7 
C 
C GO TO NEXT MOLECULE 
C 
C 




173 IF (N-90) 175,225,181 
175 IF (IS OL) 177,225,184 
177 IU~E=2 
GO TO 225 
181 WRITE OU TPUT TAPE 6,182 
182 FORMAT (45 H TOO MANY REACTION PRODUCTS FOUN D ON THE TAPE) 
IUSE=2 
GO TO 225 
184 KK = 9 0-ISCl 
DO 186 J = I, ISol 
MJ = M+J 
KJ = KK + J 
DO 186 K = 1,1 5 
186 COEF TI(K,MJ) = COE FTI(K,KJ) 
DO 185 J = I, I SOL 
MJ = M+J 
KJ = KK + J 
DO 185 K = 1,15 
185 COEFT2(K,MJ) = COEFT2(K,KJ) 
DO 219 J=I,ISOl 
MJ=M+J 
KJ = KK +J 
DO 2 17 K=I,15 
A(K,MJ) = ~(K,KJ) 
217 CONTIN UE 
219 CONTINUE 







































































SUBROUTINE BVPASS I J, I ARC) 0632 
C 0633 
C. 0634 
CC~MCN C 0635 
EQUIVALENCE I G( ll, C (ll) , (C(420), C (420) ) 0636 
EQUIVALENCE (ANSIll, C(4211), (ANS(454), C (874) ) 063 7 
EQUIVALENCE (H SUM , C (424) ), ISSUM, C (425) ) 0638 
EQUIVALENCE (WTMOL, C (426) ), (CP, C(4271 ) 0639 
EQUIVALENCE 10LMPT, C (428) ), (DLMTP, C ('.29) ) 0640 
EQUIVALENCE ( GAMMA, C I 430)), (ARATI O, C(431)) 064 1 
EOUIVALENCE IVMACH, C (432) ), I SP IMP, C I 433)) 06 42 
EIJUIVALENCE IVACI, C (434) ), ICF, C I 436) ) 0643 
EOU IVAL ENCE I RHO I, C (437) ), IRHOVAC, C (438) ) 06 44 
EIJU IVAL ENCE IRHO , C I 439)) 0 645 
EQu IVAL ENCE IT PI, C (440 ) ) , (P I I, C(441)) 0646 
EOU IVAL ENCE I EP PI, C I 442)), IA~ PI, C(443)) 064 7 
EOU IVAL ENCE I T ETA, C (445) ) 0648 
EOUIVALENCE (ETA I, C I 446)), (EP ETA, C(4471) 0 &49 
I EQU IVAL ENCE 
(AW ETA, C I 448) ), IT SIC, C(450)) 0650 
EQuIVALENCE ( S IC I, C I 451) ) , IEP SIC, C I 452) ) 065 1 
\ 
E~lU IVAL ENCE lAW SIC, C (453)) 0652 
EQU IVAl ENCE IANSLABII), C (875) ), (ANSLAB(454), C(132 B) ) 065 3 
FOU IVAL [NCE IFORMII), C I 1329) ) , IFCRM(15), CI 1343)) 0654 
E(.iu IV ALENCE (ELMTII), C(1344)) , (ELMT(15) , C(l358)) 0655 
1 EQU IVIIL ENCE ILLMTllI, C I 1344) ) , (LUH( 15), C(1358)) 065 6 E(.iU IVAL CNCE ( DATAIll, C(1359)), (OATA(23), C(1381)) 065 7 
ECLlVALENCE (MOATAI I), C I 1359) ) , IMOATA(23), CI 13 811 ) 0658 
E€;UIVALENCE I EN I I), C(1382)), I EN I 90) , C( 1471)) 0 659 
[CU IV fl LENCE (ISVS, C(1472)), (JEAN, C(1473)) 0660 
ECUIVA LE NCE IACX, C I 1474) ) , I ACF, C(1475) ) 0661 
EQLIVALENCE IAr-X, CCI476)), (AMF, C(1477)) 0662 
EOLIVA LENCE I RHOX , C(1478)), IRHOF, CI 1479)) 0 663 
EQU IVAL ENCE (C OE FXII), CI 1480)), (COEFXI 20 ), C( 1499)) 0664 
EQU IVAL ENCE I OX Ill, CI 1500)), 10XI 20) , C I I SI9)) 0665 
EQUIVALENCE (F ORM LA( I), C(1520)), (FORMLA(18) , C(1537)) 0666 
EQU IVAL ENCE IMMLAI 11, C I 1520) ) , (MMLAI1 8 ), C(1537)) 0667 
EQU)VAL ENCE (PROO( I), C(1538)), (PROD I 3) , C( 1540)) 0 668 
ECU IVAL ENCE I SVSTMIll, C ( 1541) ) , I SVSTMI 15 ), C(15 55 )) 0669 
ECLIVALENCE (MTSVS(I), C(1541)), IMTSVSI 15 ), C(1555)) 0 670 
EI,;UIVALENCE IOF, C(1556)), I FPC T, C 1l 55 71) 0 671 
ECU )V ALENCE I EORA T, C ( ISS 8)) 0 672 
E(.;UI VAL ENCE (K ODE , CI15S9)), IKASE, CI IS60)) 0&73 
~QU IVAL ENCE IK ONT, C(15611), INF, CIIS62)) 06 74 
EI,;UIVA LENCE INO, C I 1563 ) ) , INE, C(1564)) 0 6 75 
EOU IVAL ENCE IN OEQ , C(1565)) 0676 
EOU IVAL ENCE I BOX I I), CII771)), I BOX I I S ) , C(1785) ) 0677 
FOU IVAL ENCE (B OF (1), C(l786)), (BOF(lS) , C(1800)) 06 78 
=QUIVA LENCE IHX, C I 180 I) ) , IHF, C(1802)) 0679 
EQU IVAL ENCE IVXPLS, C (1803) ) , IVXMIN, C(1804)) 068 0 
EQUIVALENCE IVFPL S, C(1 805 )), IVFMIN, C(1806)) 068 1 
EQUIVALENCE l EN LNIll, C I 186 1 ) ) , lEN LN( 90 ), C(1950)) 0682 
EQUIVALENCE 10E L NIll, C I 195 I ) ) , 10EL N(90), C(2040)) 0683 
EQUIVALfNCE I HOI I), C (204 I) ) , IHO(90), C(2130)) 068 4 
EQU IVAL ENCE I S (11, C(21311), I S (90), C(2220)) 0685 
EQU I VALE~CE (X (ll, C ( 222 1) ) , (X I 20) , C(2240) ) 068 6 
ECJUIVA LENCE I DE LTA( ll, C(2241) ), (oELTA(20) , C (2260)) 068 7 
EQU IVAL ENCE I BO ( 11, C(2261)), (B O( 15). C(2275)) 0688 
EQU IVAL ENCE ( PO, L(227 6 )), IHSUBO, C(2 277)) 0689 
EQU IVAL ENCE (S O, C(2278)) , (T LN, C(2279)) 0690 
EQU IVAL ENCE IT, C(228 0 )), IAAV LN, C(22811) 06 91 
EQUIVA LENCE (AAV, C(2282)), (CPSUM, C(2283)) 0692 
E(,.U IVAL FNCE IHC, C(2284)), I TC LN, CI22RS)) 069 3 
EOU IVAL[ "JCF (PC P ( 11 , C(2286)), (PCP( 25 ), C(2310)) 069 4 
EQU IVAL ENCE I DATU,.( 1), C I 2311) ) , I OATUM( 3 ), C(2313)) 0695 
EQUIVALENCE (PC, C (2314)) , lTC, C( 23 IS)) 0 696 
EQU IVALE NCE ( I PR OB , C I 2316) ) , I I F I XT, C(23171) 06 97 
EOUIV AL ENCE (IHS, C (231 8 ) ) , (ICONO, C(2319)) 0698 
EOUIVALENCE (I SVI', C(2320)), (IPROD, C(232ll) 0699 
ErJUI VAL ENCE ( IDID, C (2322 ) ) , I lIJRUM, C(2323) 0700 
EOU IVAL ENCE (I ORM, C ( 2323) ) , (KORUM, C(23 24)1 0701 
EOUIV AL E~CE I L, C(2325 )), (L 1, C(2326)) 0 702 
EQUI VAL ENCE (M, C(2327)) , I M I, C(2328)) 0703 
E(,)UI VAL ENCf (N, C(23 29 )), (1(,), C(2330)) 0 704 
ECU IVAL ENCE ( l e i, C(23311), (1 02, C(2332)) 0705 
HiU I VALENCE 1103 , C(2333)), IKI'AT, C(2334) ) 0706 
EQUIVALENCE (I "Al , C(2335)), (I USE, C(2335)) 0 707 


























(ITAP E. C(Z338». (P. C(Z339» 
(IDEB UG . C(234 0 ». (IF~OZ. C(2341» 
(A(I). C(234Z». (A(1 350 ). C(36 9 1» 
(C OE FTlll). C(3692». (C OE FTl(13 50 )· . C (5 04 1) 
(C OEFT2(1l. C(5 042 ». (C OE FT 2 (1 350) . C(6391) 
(C OE FT(l). C(6392», (CDEFT(13 50 ). C(7741» 
(AT OM (1). C(7742». (AT OM (3 03 ). C(8044» 
( MA TO~(I). C(7742». (MATOM(303). C(8044» 
o I MENS ION 
DIMENSION 
D[MENSION 
OJ MENS ION 
01 ~ENS ION 
D[MENSION 
o [ME NS ION 
o I MENS ION 
DIMENSI ON 
DIMENS ION 
(C ONS .JFC ONS ), (MTEMP. TEMP) 
G(ZO.21), A(15.90). EN(90). 
DEL N(9 0 ). HO(90). 5(90). 
DELTA(20). BO il S ). PCP(25). 
COEFX(20). DX(ZO). FORM(15) 
COEFTl(15.90) • COEFTZ(15.90) 
ELMT(15). OATA(2 3 ). DATUM(3). 
BOX (1 5 ). BOF(IS). ANS(454). 
LLMT( (5) .MTSYS( 15) .MDATA( 23 ) 
ANSLAB(454). COE FT(15.90) 
MATOM(101.3). AT OM (101,3) 
EN LN( 90 ) 
X( 20 ) 
PROD(3) 
FORMLA(18) 
SYS TM(1 5 ) 
IAR G= 1 MEANS TEST ONLY. IA RG=2 MEANS ELIMINATE A SPECIES . IARG=3 
MEANS ADD ANO THER SPECIES 
CONS=1 
MLM=J 
IF (J- 35 ) 2.2,102 
102 IF (J-70) 1,1,1 01 
101 K=3 
~LM=J-70 
GO TO 3 
K=2 
MLM=J-35 
GO TO 3 
2 K= 1 
3 [ F ([A RG-Z ) 4.5,7 
4 [P ROD=2 
KLM = 35-MLM 
TE~P = PROD(K) 
TEMP = L RSF [ KL~ .T EMP ) 
[F (TE MP-CeNS) 12 ,10,1 2 
12 [PR OD = 1 
GO TO 10 
5 KLM = 35 - MLM 
TE~P = PROC ( K) 
TEMP = L R SF ( KL~ .TEMP) 
IF !TEMP. CONS ) 10.6,10 
TEMP = TFMP +1 
PROD(K) = LLSF(KLM.TEMP) 
IF ( M-J ) 11. 10. I e 
11 I Q3=IQ2 
10Z=[0 1 
[ 0 1=[0 
[ 0 = [ 0-1 
GO TO 9 
KLM = 35 - MLM 
TEMP = PROC (K) 
TEMP = LRSF(KL~.TE~P) 
[F ITEI'P • 1) 11 0 .1 0 .11 0 
11 0 MTEMP=~TEMP-JFCONS 
PROD ( K) = LLSF[KLM. TEMP) 
IF(M-JI1 21 ,l 0,10 
121 10 = [ \. 1 
101=IOZ 
[O Z= I Q) 
\ 03= I 03+ 1 
9 SENSE LI GH T 4 
10 RETURN 
0 709 






































0 74 8 
0 7 49 
0750 









































































































IGI ll, CI ll), IG(420), 
IANSllI, C{4211), (ANS(454), 
(HSUM, C(424)), ISSUM, 
(WTMOL, C{426)), (CP, 
(OLMPT, C(428)), (OLMTP, 
(GAMMA, C(430)), (ARATIO, 
(VMACH, C(432)). {SP IMP. 
(VACI. C{434)). (CF. 
(RHOI. C(437)), (RHOVAC. 
(RHO, C(439)) 
IT PI. C(440)). (PI I, 
(EP PI. C(442)). (AW PI. 
(T ETA. C(445)) 
(ETA I, C(446)), 
(AW ETA. C(448)). 
(SIG I. C(4511). 





C (874) ) 
C(425)) 
C(427)) 
C (429) ) 
C(4311 ) 
C (433)) 
C (436) ) 
C (438) ) 
C(4411 ) 
C (443) ) 
C(447)) 
C (450) ) 
C (452) ) 
IANSLABll), C(B75)), IANSLAB(454). C(1328)) 
(FORM{I). C(1329)). (FORM(IS). C(1343)) 
(ELMTllI, C(1344)). (ELMT(15), C(1358)) 
ILLMTll), C(1344)). (LLMTI15). C(1358)) 
IOATAIll, C(1359)), (OATA(23). C(13811) 
IMDATA(l). C(1359)). IMOATA(23). C(1381)) 
IENll). C(1382)). (EN(90). (;114711) 
(ISYS. C(1472)). IJEAN. C(1473)) 
IACX, C(1474)), IACF, C(1475)) 
IAMX. C(1476)). IAMF, C(1477)) 
IRHOX. C(1478)). (RHOF. C(1479)) 
ICOEFX(l). C(1480)). ICOEFX(20). C(1499)) 
IDXll). C(1500)). (OX(20). C(1519)) 
(FORMLAIll, C(1520)), IFORMLA(18), C(1537)) 
(MMLAIll. C(1520)). IMMLA(18). C(1537)) 
(PROD( 11, C( 1538)), (PROOI 3), C( 1540)) 
ISYSTMll). C(1541)), (SYSTM(15), C(1555)) 
(MTSYSI1I, C(15411), (MTSYS(15), C(1555)) 
10F, C(1556)), (FPCT, (;(1557)) 
IEeRAT, (;11558)) 
(KOOE. C( 1559)). (KASE. 
(KONT, C(IS61)), (NF, 
(NO, (;(156))).INE. 
INOEQ, C(1565)) 




IBOX(1I, C(I7711), (BOX(15), C(1785)) 
IBOF(1I, (;(1786)), (BOFI15), C(1800)) 
(HX, CI1801l). (HF, CI 1802)) 
IVXPLS, CIIB03)). IVXMIN. C(1804)) 
IVFPLS, C(1805)), (VFMIN, C(1806)) 
ITELMTll), C(1807)), (TELMT(15). C(1821)) 
(EN LN(l), C(1861)). (EN LN(90). C(1950)) 
IDEL N(I), C(1951)), (DEL N(90) . C(2040)) 
IHO(I), C(2041)), IHO(90), C(2130)) 
IS{l). C(2131)), (5(90), C(2220)) 
IXll), C(2221)), (X(20). C(2240)) 
IDELTA{I), C(2241)), (OELTAI20), C{2260)) 
(BO{l), C(2261)), (BO(15), C(2275)) 
(PO, C(2276)), (HSUBO, C(2277)) 
ISO, C{2278)), (T LN, C{2279)) 
IT. C(2280)). IAAY LN. C(2281)) 
IAAY, C(2282), (CPSUM, C(2283» 
IHC, C(2284)), (TC LN. C(2285)) 
(PCP{l), C(2286», (PCPI25), C(2310») 
IDATUM(l). C{2311)). IDATUM(3). C(2313)) 
IPC, C(2314)), (TC, C{2315)) 
(IPROB, C(2316)). IIFIXT. C{2317)) 
(IHS, C{2318)). IICONO. C{2319)) 
IISYM. C(2320»). (IPROO, C(2321» 
(1010. C(2322)). (LeRUM, C(2323)) 
(IDR~. C(2323»), (KORUM, C(2324» 
(L. l(2325). (Ll, C(2326)) 
(M. C(2327)). (MI. C(2328)) 
(N. C(2329). (Ie. C(2330)) 

























































































EQUIVALENCE (I03, C(2333»), (KMAT, C(2334» 
EQUIVALENCE (IMAT, C(2335)), (IUSE, C(Z335» 
EQUIVALENCE (IADD, C(2336)), (ITNUMB, C(2337)) 
EQUIVALENCE (ITAPE, C(2338)), (P, C(2339») 
EQUIVALENCE (IDEBUG, C(2340), (IFRDZ, C(2341» 
EQUIVALENCE (COEFTl(l), C(3692)), (CDEFTl{13S0), C(50411) 
EOUIVALENCE (COEFT2{1l, C(5042)), (COEFT2{1350), C(63CJll) 
EQUIVALENCE (COEFT{l), C(6392), (COEFT{13S0), C(7741) 
EQUIVALENCE (ATOM{ll, C(7742), (ATOM{303), C(B044)) 
EOUIVALENCE (MATOM{l), C(7742)), (MATOM(303), C(8044)) 










o I MENS ION 
DIMENSION 
DIMENSION 







G(20,21), A{15,46), EN(90), 
DEL N(90), HO(90), S(90), 
DELTA(20), BO(lS), PCP{2S), 
COEFX(20), DX(20), FORM(lS) 
COEFTl(lS,90) , COEFT2(lS,90) 
ELMT(lS), OATA(23), OATUM(3), 




~ANAME(S), ANAME(S), ANUM(51 
SU8ROUTINE TO COMPUTE PROPELLANTS 
ASANN = 446060606060 
OX=466C606C6060 
IF{JEAN-222)51,SO,51 
51 CALL 8CREAO(ATOM(101,3),ATOM(I,1)1 
50 DO 52 1=1,15 
ELMTC I )=OOCOO 
BOF{II=COOCOOOOCOOO 
BOX(I)=OOOCOOOOOOOO 







WRITE OUTPuT TAPE 6,400 










99 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,402,(ANAME{I),ANUM{I),I=I,51,PECWT,ASAN,ENTH, 
10EN,TEMP,ETHR,OENS 
402 FORM AT(IX,S(A2,lX,F7.4,2X),FB.4,2X,Al,2X,F9.2,2X,Al,2X,F8.3,2X, 
2Al,3X,FB.5) 
IF (MSAN - MSANN) 501,500,501 
500 KSANN = 1 
GO TO 502 
501 KSANN = 0 
502 DO 9 1=1,5 











12 DO 98 J=I,5 
IF{hNU/I{J)) 96,97,96 


















































































96 00 31 1=1,15 
IFIANA~EIJ I- E ll'T( III 21,20,21 
2C NHUT=O 
33 KT=I 
GO TO 3C 
21 IFI ELMTI I)) 31,22,31 
22 Ell'TI I ) =ANAME I J) 
N[=NE+l 
NHU T=1 
GO TO 33 
3 1 CONTI 'IU[ 
30 IFI NHU T)14,1 5 ,14 
14 00 16 1=1, l e I 
IF I ~ATOI' I 1,1)-MA NA MEIJ)) 16,17 , 16 
1 7 II = I 
GO TO 18 
16 COfl<T INUE 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 199 
199 FOR~AT 132~O ThERE I S A ijAO PR OPE LLA NT CARD) 
L=-l 
R[fURN 
18 AI Nf , 37 )=AT OM I 11, 2 ) 
AI"'E , 36 1=A TOMI II, 3 1 
15 A I KT , KK )=A ~UM IJ) 
98 CONT I NUE 





A I KKK ,~N+14)=E r HR 









































AIJ,39)=AIJ.39)+A I I ,37)'A I I ,J ) 
DO 53 J=I , ~F 
no 53 1=I,NE 
AIJ , 40 )=AIJ,4 0 )+AII,37 ) 'A I I, J +1 5 ) 
IF IK SAN) 9001 , 9000 ,900 1 
DO 9002 1=I,NO 
ANS II) =A II, 33 ) 
AI 1 , 33 )=AI I, B )'A I I,39) 
CO 9003 1=I , NF 
GII)= AI I,34) 
A I 1,34) =A I 1, 34 )' A I I , 40) 
CON TI NUE 
IF I NO ) 10C0.1001,1000 
DO 550 1=I, NO 
HX=HX +AII , 31)'AII , 33 )/AII, 39 ) 
WX=WX+AI 1 , 33 ) 
IF INF) 10C2 , 1003 , 1002 
DO 55 1 1=I, NF 
HF=HF+A I 1, 32 )'AI 1, 34 )/AII , 40 ) 
WF=WF+A I 1, 34) 
IF I NO ) 10C4,1 005 , 1004 
DO 42 1 = 1,~ 0 
ACX=ACX+A I 1,3 5 ) 'A I 1 , 33 11 AI [ , 39 ) 









































































ACX= ACX / WX 
AI' X=WX / AMX 
l C05 IF I NF ) 10C6 ,l 007,l 006 
1 006 DO 4 3 I =I , I\ F 
ACF= AC F+ A I 1,3 6 ) *A I I ,3 4 ) I A ( I ,4 0 ) 
4 3 A ~F =A M F+ A II, 3 4)/ A II,40) 
AC F= ACF / WF 
AMF =WF / AMF 
1 00 7 IF IW X) 1020 ,tC21 ,l 020 
1020 HX=HX /h X 
102 1 IF IW F ) 1022 .1 023 .1 C22 
1 022 HF =HF /WF 
1023 DO 60 1= I, NO 
IFI AI 1 , 35 ) ) 60 ,71,60 
60 RHO X=RHOX +AII, 3 3 ) /AII, 3 5) 
RHOX=WX / RHOX 
7 3 DO 6 1 1= 1 , 1\ F 
I F I AI 1,36 ) ) 6 1,71,61 
61 RHCF=RhO F+A(I, 3 4)/A(I, 3 6) 
RHO F=W F I RHO F 
GO ro 74 
71 RHOX = 0 . 0 
7 2 RHOF = 0 . 0 
74 I F I NO ) 10C8 , 1009 ,1 00 8 
1 008 00 57 I= I, NE 
DO 56 J=I, "'O 
56 BOX II )=BOX (I)+AII,J)*AIJ,3 3 )/AIJ,3 9 ) 
5 7 BOX II) =BO XII)/ WX 
1009 IF I NF ) 10 10 ,1 01 1,1 0 10 
10 1C DO 59 1= I, 1\E 
00 58 J=I, 1\F 
58 BOF(I ) = BOF II)+AII,J+1 5 )*AIJ,34)/AIJ,40) 
59 BOF I I ) =BO FI I )/WF 
1 0 11 00 62 I = I, NE 
I F ( AI 1 , 38 ) ) 63 , 62 ,64 
64 VXPL S= VXP LS+ BOX I I )*AI I ,3 8 ) 
6 7 VF PLS= VF PLS +BOF II)*AII, 38 ) 
GO TO 62 
63 VXI'IN= VXM I N+BOXII)* AII,3 8 ) 
66 VF ~ I N= VF~I N + ROFI I)*AII, 38 ) 
62 CON T INUE 
IF I WX ) 1030 ,1 03 1,1 0 3 0 
1030 00 4 0 1=1, 1\0 
4 0 AII, 33 ) =AI I , 33 )/ WX 
1 03 1 IFIW F ) 1 04C ,1 0~O ,1 040 
1040 DO 1041 1= l , NF 
10 41 AII, 3 4)= AII,3 4 )/WF 
C S AV F ELEMEN T ARRA Y FOR CORE 4 
C 
1 050 DO 200e 1=1 ,1 5 
2000 TE LMf(I) = ELM T II) 
L=NE 
TOTAL = MOC FIT OTAL,I. 0 ) 
I F I TOTAL) 11 42 ,114 3 , 114 2 
114 2 KD= 1 
GO TO <;050 
114 3 KD=O 
905C IFI KSAN ) 9 C11, 9 0 10 , 9C 11 
90 11 DO 90 1 2 1= I, ND 
90 12 AII, 33 ) = ANS I I) 
DO 90 13 1= I, NF 
9013 AII,34)= GII) 
9C' l C RE TURN 
0 98 9 
09 9 0 
0 991 
0 9 9 2 
0 99 3 
0 9 9 4 
0995 
099 6 
0 9 9 7 
0 99 8 
0 99 9 







































103 9 Correct1on 






SUPROUT I NE 
CO~MON C 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
eQU IV ALENCE 
ECUIVALENCE 
EQUIV AL ENCE 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQUI VAL FNCE 
EOU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 










FQUI VAL ENCE 
EQU I VALENCE 










EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
f QU IVAL ENCE 
EQUIVALfNCE 
FQUI VAL ENCE 
FOUIVA LENCE 
EQUI VAL CNCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
FQUI VAL ENCE 
EOUIVA LENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQUI VALENC E 
EQUIVALENCE 
EOUI VAL ENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQUI VALE NCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQU IVALE NCE 
EQ UIVALENC E 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 





- -~ . .. - ... ~ ----------
CORE2 
IGIll, CIlll, IGI4 20 l, 
IA NS IlI, C14211I, IANS14541, 
IH SU~ , C14241', IS SUM , 
IWTM OL, C142 6 1', ICP, 
I DLMP T, C I4 28 ", IDLMTP, 
I GAM ~ A , C143 0 1', IARATI O, 
IV~AC H , C14321', ISP IMP, 
IVACI, CI4341', ICF, 
I RHOI , C14371', IR HO VA C, 
I RHO , C I 4391 , 
IT PI, C144 0 1l, IPI I, 
IEP PI, C14421', lAw PI, 
IreTA, CI44 5 11 
l ETA I, CI44 6 1', 
lA W ETA, CI4481', 
I SIG I, CI4 5111, 
lAW S IG, C14 53 1' 
IEP ETA , 
IT S(G , 
(EP SIl; , 




C(4 29 )) 
C14311 ) 
C I 4331 ) 
C I 436 ) ) 




C I 450 ) ) 
C(452)) 
IA NS LA BII), C(875)), IAN SLA BI454 1, C(13281) 
IF ORMIlI , C(1329)),IFORMI15), C(1343)1 
IMF ORM ll), CI13291', IMF ORM (1 5 ). CI134311 
IELMTIII, C(1 344 1), IlLMr(1 5 ), CI135 8 " 
ILLMTIll, C(1344)1, ILLMTI 15 1, C(1358)1 
I DAT AIll, CI1359'), IDATAI 23 ', CI13811' 
IM OA TAll), C(1359)1, I~D ATA( 23 ), C(13 81 )) 
I EN III, C1138211, IEN(90), C(14711) 
II SYS , CI14721 I, IJ EAN, CI14731 I 
I ACX , C(1474)), IACF, CI147511 
I AMX , C(1476)), IAMF, C(1477)) 
IRHOX , C(147 8 )), I RHOF , C( 1479)) 
IC OEFX II), C(1480)), IC OEFX I 2D ), C(1499)) 
I DXIll , C(1 500 )), IDX( 20 ), C(1 519 )) 
I FORMLAll ), C(1 52 0 1), IF ORMLA I1 8 1, C(1537)) 
IM~LAIll. C(1520 )), IMMLA(1 8 ), C( 15371) 
I SYST~ l l ), C(1 541 )), I SYSTM(1 5 ), C(1555)) 
I,..TSYSll), C(15411), IMTSYS(15), C(1555)) 
I OF , C(1 556 )), IFPCT, C(15571) 
I EORAT , C(1 558 )) 
IKODE, CI 1559)), I KAse, C(1560)) 
I KONT , CI1 56 111, INF, 
I NO , C(1563)), IN E, 
I NOEQ , C(1 565 )) 
I BO XIlI, C(17711),IBOXI15), 
I Re FIlI, C(1786)),IBOFI15), 
I HX , C(1801)), IHF, 
IV XPL S, C(1803)). IVXMIN. 
IVFPL S, CI 1805 )), IVFMI N, 
l EN LNll), C(1861)), lE N LN( 90 ), 
I DE L Nil), C(1951) I, I DE L N(90), 
IHOll), C(2041)), IH O(90), 
I S ll), C(21 311),ISI 90 ), 
IMXIll, C(22211),IMXI20), 
I XIll, C(22211),IXI 2/) ), 
ID ELTAll), C(2241)), ID ELTA( 20 ), 
I BO III, CI226111,IBO(15), 
IP O, C(227 6 )), IHS UBO , 
I SO , CI227B)), IT LN, 
IT, C(2280)), IAAY L~, 
IflAY, C(2282) I, ICPSUM , 
IHC, C(2284)), ITC LN, 
IPCPll), C(2286)), IPCPI 2~ ), 
IDATU~ll), CI23111', IDArUMI 3 1, 
IPC, C(2314)), I rc, 
IIPR DB , CI 2316)), I IFJ XT , 
II HS , C(2318)), I IC OND , 
II SYM, CI232DII,IIPROD, 
1(010, C(232 2 )), IL D~UM , 
IJ oR M, C(2323)1, IK oR UM, 
I L, C I 2325) ), Ill, 
(M, C(2327)), IMl, 
I N, C(2329)), I I e , 
11 0 1, C(23311), 1(02, 
«( 0 3, C(2333)), IK~AT, 
IIMAT, C(2335)), I(USE, 
I(Aoo, C( 2336)), I (TNUMB, 




C I 1802 )) 
C(1 80 4)) 
C(1806)) 
C( 1950)) 
C I 20 40 ) I 






































































































































EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EQ UIVAL ENCE 
~QUIVALENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 





I !TAPE, C(233 3 )), IP, C(2339 )) 
I !DEBUG , C ( 234 0 )), IIF RO I, C(2341 )) 
IAll), C (234 2 )), IAI13 ~0 ), C(3691) ) 
IC OEF Tl(1), C(3692)) , IC OE FT1(1 350 ), C( 504 1)) 
IC DE FT 2 (1), ( 15 04 2 )), I COEFT2 (1 350 ), C(6391) ) 
IMCO EF Tll), ( 163 92 )), I MCOEFT (1 350 ), C(7741)) 
IC OFFTll), C (639 2 )), ICO EFT(13 50 ), C(7741 )) 
I ATO Mll ), C(7742)), IAT OM(3 03 ), C(8044 )) 
I MATO~ II), ( 1774 2 )), IM. TOM ( 303 ), C ( 8044)) 
IK ORE , C I 8C47)) 
I DLNT,L Nf),I SU M,MSUM),I BLK,MBLK) ,ITMP,~T MP ),IMf, 8MT ) 
IPR OIl (1) , C(1538 )), IP ROD ( 3 ), C(1540)) 
DIM ENS I ON 




DIM ENS I ON 
DI MENSION 
DIM ENS I ON 
DI MENS I ON 
DIM ENS I ON 
DIM ENS I ON 
D I~ENSI ON 
GI 20 , 21) , AI15,90 ), EN ( 90 ), 
DEL N( 9 0 ), HO(90) , 5 ( 90) , 
DEL TAI 2C ), BO (1 5), PCP(25), 
COEFX(20) , DX(20) , FORM(15) 
COEFT1115 , 90) , COEFT2115,90) 
ELMT(1 5 ), DATA(23), DATUM(3) , 
BOX Il 5 ), BOF(15 ), ANS(454), 
LLMTlI 5 ) ,MTSY S I 15) , MDATAI 23 ) 
ANSLAB(454) , COEFT I1 5 ,90) 
MATOM I I CI,3), AT O ~II01 ,3) 
~ X ( 20 ),MC OE FTI15, 90 ) 
~F OR~ (1 5 ) 
B~T : 60606C606060 
GAS : OC COOC 0 0002 7 
BLK =00000C000060 






IF IIPROB-3) 557,563,9000 
IF IIPROB-4) 565 , 565 , 9001 
PC = PC/14 . 696006 
PO=PC 
IFIT O)559 ,55 9 , 561 
TC LN= 8 . 25 
GO TO 431 
TC LN=LOGF IT O) 
GO TO 431 
PO:PC 
GO TO 4 3 1 
T:T C 
PO: O. C 
T LN: LOGFIT ) 
ST ART CALCULATION FOR NE W OVE RALL COMPCSIT I ON 
IA CD= l 
IF I IF ROI ) 1565,3 79,143 2 
IF I IU~ E ) 14 32 ,143 2 , 433 
flO 43 2 K=l , N 
fN IK)= C. O 
EN LNIK)= O. O 
DEl NIK)= O. O 
AAY LN=5.0 
SENSE LI GH T 0 
IF IIP ROB- 2 ) 435,445,434 
IF IIP ROB-4) 455,465,9C02 
IF IIP ROF3-S ) 9003 , 9003 , 379 
IFIIADIl- 25 ) 9004 , 900 4, 23 1 
IFIPCPI IA OC ) ) 23 1 , 231 , 9C05 
PO=PCPIIADC) 
I F I I AD D-1) ~008, 9006 , 90C8 
T LN=TC LN 
SENSE LI GH T 1 
SENSE LICHT 4 
K5=1 
IK 5= IA DD 
IPK 5=IPR08 
IA OO = 1 
IP R08 =1 
GO TO 13 
EN LN(90) 




. ... _._--_._------- -_._---- ---
1125 
1126 































































435 IF IIA DD-l) 379,436,441 
436 SENSE LIGHT I 
437 T LN; TC LN 
!TRDT;3 
438 IF IP CP I IACD)) 23 1, 231 ,4 39 
439 SENSE LIGHT 4 
PO;PCI PCP ( I ADD) 
GO TO 13 
441 IF (IA CO-25 ) 438,438,231 
445 I F (IACO-I 1 379 ,447, 441 
447 SENSE LIGHT 2 
GO TO 437 
455 IF ([A DD-25 ) 4 59 ,45 9 , 231 
459 IF ( PCP I [ACO)) 23 1, 23 1,4 60 
460 T;PCP( [ADD) 
T LN; LoGF(T) 
GO TO 473 
465 IF (IACD-25) 469,469,231 
469 [F (PCP( [ACO)) 23 1, 23 1,470 
470 PO;PCP(IADC) 
473 SENSE LIGHT 2 
SE. SE LIGH r 4 
C BEG I N CA LC LLATIO NS FOR CURRENT POINT 
C 
1 3 PO LN; LOGF ( PO ) 
C 























[F (IP ROB- 2 ) 17,17,19 
T; EXPF(T L ~ ) 
IF ( COEFT (7,1)-T) 21,27,27 
[F ( CoEFT (7,11- 5000 . 0 ) 23 ,31,231 
DO 11 23 K; I , I S 
DO 11 23 J ; 1, 9 0 
CoEFT ( K,J ) :CoEF TI(K,J) 
SENSE LIGHT 4 
GO TO 19 
DO 1125 K ; 1,15 
DO 1125 J = 1, 90 
COEF TI K,J) :CoEF T2 (K,J) 
SENSE LIGHT 4 
GO TO 1'1 
IF (T- COEFT(6 ,l)) 29,3 7, 37 
[F (300.0-COEFTI6,1)) 25 ,31,231 
IF ISE~SE L[ GHT 4) 38,305 
EL[MINA TE THOSE SPEC IES WH ICH DO NO T HAV E DA TA IN THIS INT ER VAL 
[F ISENSE LI GH T 4 ) 38 ,142 
SENSE Ll GH T 4 
DO 40 J=I,N 
IF ICoEFTI8,J)) 40,39,40 
CALL RYPASS IJ, 2 ) 
EN LN(J) :O . O 
ENIJ ) =O . O 
DEL NIJ)=O.O 
CONTINUE 






43 DC 48 J=[,~ 
CALL BYPASS IJ,I) 
IF (IP ROD-2 ) 48,45,48 
45 IF (EN LN(J)+ S IZ E-P O LN) 46,46,47 
4 6 EN(J)= O. O 
GO TO 48 
47 EN (Jl =EXP F( EN LN(J)) 
48 CON T[ NUE 
IF (IP RoB-z) 49 ,4 9 , 51 
49 T=EXPFIT LN) 

























































































CALCULATE ~EAT CAPACITY, ENTHALPY AND ENTROPY 
IFI XT=3 
IF (SEN SE LI GH T 2) 52,55 
52 SENSE Ll GH T 2 
IF I SENSE LIGHT 4) 53,55 
53 SENSE LI GH T 4 
IF IXT=l 
IF IIT NUMR-30 ) 55,54,55 
54 IF I XT=2 
55 CPSU,,=O. O 
DO 60 J= I, ~ 
CALL BYP ASS IJ,I) 
IF IIP ROD-2 ) 60,56,60 
56 IF II F I XT - Z ) 59,58,57 
57 CP~UM=CP SU~+I((ICOEFTI12,J)'T+CO[FT(II,J))+T+C OE FT(10,J))'T+COEFT( 
I9,J))+T+COEFTI8,J) )'ENIJ) 
5S HOIJ)=II(IC OEF TI12,J)/ 5 . 0 )'T+CO EF Tll1,J)/4. 0 )+T+C OEF TI1 0 ,J)/3. 0 )+T 
1+C O[ FTI 9 ,J)/ 2 . 0 )+T +COEFT(13,J)/T+COEFTI8,J) 
59 SI J)=I (I (C C[ FTI 12 ,J )/4.0 )'T+COEFTI 11, J)/3. 0 ) +T+COEFTI 10 ,JlI2.0)'T 
I+C OE FTI9,J))'T+COEFTI8,J)'T LN+COEFTI14,J)- EN LNIJ) 


























CONSTRUCT ~ATRIX AND SOLVE THE EOUATIONS 
CALL MATRIX 
IF ISE NSE LIGHT 4) 61,171 
SENSE LIGHT 4 
CALL GAUSS 
IF II DEBUG ) 91 0 , 80 , 910 
['0 911 l=l,IMAT 
WRITE UU TPUT TAPE 6,912,IG(I,K) ,K=I,KMATl,D ELTAII) 
WRITE OU TPLT TAPE 6 ,912,IXII),I = I,IMAT) 
FORM AT 18E I4.6) 
IF IIOI O- I~AT) Al,85,81 
IF ISIZE-lS . 5) 83 ,83,311 
S ll E=27 . 5 
GO TO 43 
IT NUMB =ITN UMfI-l 
DO 87 K=I,IMAT 
IF IABSFIO ELTAIK) )- 0 .5F-4) 8 7, 8 7,88 
IF ISIL E- 18 . 5) 83,83 ,31 5 
CONTINUE 
De TAIN CORRECTIONS TO THE ESTIMATES 
o LN T= XII C2 ) 
IF IIFIXT-,,) 93 ,9 5 ,379 
o LN T= O. O 
CO 101 J =l ,M 
CALL BYPASS IJ,l) 
IF IIP ROC - 2 ) 96,97,96 
DE L N(J)=O . O 
GO TO 10 1 
DEL NIJ) =HCIJ)'O LN T-HOIJ)+SIJ) 
00 99 K=I,L 
DEL NIJ)=OEL NIJ)+AIK,J)+XI~) 
CONTINUE 
IF IL-IO) 10 3,109,109 
J=l'l 
DO 107 K=Ll,IQ 
CALL BYPASS IJ,I) 
IF IIPROO-2) 105 ,106,lG5 
DE L NIJ)=O . O 
J=J+l 
GO TO 10 4 
DEL NIJ) =X IK) 
J=J+l 
CO NT INU E 
AI< BDA= 1. 0 
AM BDAl=1. 0 
IF IAflSFIO LN T)-ABSFIXI lOll) 501,913,913 
SUM = ABSFIXIIQI») 
GO TO 9 15 
































































13 2 4 
1325 





















915 DO 917 J=I,M 
IF lENIJ)) 917,1915, 916 
916 SUM=MAXIFICEL NIJ),SUH) 
GO TO <;1 7 
19 15 IF I DEL NIJ)) 917,917,1917 
19 17 SUI'I=AeSF IIPO LN-9.212-EN LNIJ) )/DEL NIJ)) 
AI' BD~I=MINI FI SU HI,AMBDAI) 
9 17 CONTINUE 
IF I$UI"-2.C) 1110,1110,110 
11 0 Ai"BrA=2.G/SU~ 
l11e AMBDA =H INIFtAM BD A,AMBDAl) 
920 IF II DEBUG) 921,111,921 
921 WIUTE OU TPUT TAPE 6,923, T,P,AAY, AMBDA, II COEF TIK,J),K=I, 3 ), 
1 ENIJ) , EN LNIJ),DEL NIJ),HOIJ) , SI J),J=I,N) 































APPLY CORRECTIONS TO THE ESTIMATE S 
00 113 J = I,M 
EN LNIJ)= E~ LNlJ)+AMBOA*UEL NIJ) 
IF lIC OND- 2 ) 11 5 ,1 21,375 
00 117 J=Ml,N 
ENIJ ) =EN IJ)+AM BD A*DEL NIJ) 
T LN=T LN +~M BDA . D LN T 
AAY LN=AA Y LN- AMBDA*XIIQ1) 
IF l SENSE SW ITC H 6) 122,124 
IF ([DEBUG) 11 22 ,1 23 ,11 22 
I DEBUG=O 
GO TU 231 
I DEBUG= 1 
TE~T FOR CONVERGENCE OF IT ERA TI ON 
IF I IT NUI'B ) 125 ,13 2 ,12 5 
IF lAM BOA-l. 0 ) 43 ,11 24, 23 1 
P=O.O 
DO 11 26 J=I,M 
IF l EN LNlJ)) 2125 ,11 26 , 2 12 5 
P=P+EX~FIEN LNIJ)) 
CONTINUE 
IF lABSFl:PO-P)/PO)-0.5E-5) 126 ,1 26 ,43 
SUI'=P 
IFIICOND-2 )127,1 29 ,37 5 
DO 12B J=Ml,N 
SUM=SUI' +ABSF l ENI J)) 
00 130 J=I,N 
IF IJ-I') 1129,1129,1130 
IF lA BSFIE~ IJ)* OE L NIJ)I SUK )- 0. 5E-5 ) 130 ,1 30 ,43 
IF lA BSFlDEL NIJ)/SUM)-0.5E-5) 130 ,13 0 ,43 
CONTINUE 
IF I SENSE LI GHT 4) 133 ,1 33 
GO TO 13 
ELII'INAT E THOSE SPECIES WITH NO DA TA AT THI S TEM PERATUR E, ADO 
THr.SE wITH DATA AT THI S TEMP ERA TUR E 
DO 170 J=I,N 
IF IMC OEF Tll,J)-I'T) 17 C, 50 C,170 
IF lC OEFT I 5 ,J) + 150 . 0- TI 285 ,143,143 
IF IT- COEFT I4,J)+1 50 . 0) 295 ,144,144 
IF 150CO.C-COEFTI5,J)) 144,14 4,30 1 
IF l COEFT I4,J)- 300 . C) 144 , 144, 30 1 
IF lJ-M) 14 5 ,14 5 ,14 6 
CALL BYPASS IJ, 3 ) 
GO TO 17C 
CALL BYPASS IJ, 2 ) 
ENlJ)=O.O 
EN LNIJ) =O . O 
DEL NIJ)=O.O 
GO TO 170 
146 IF l EN IJ)) 147,14B,170 
147 EN IJ)= C. O 
DE L NlJ) =O . O 
CALL BYPASS IJ,2) 













































































- ---- ------- ---- --- ------ - -- ---------' 
30 
C 






C TES TI NG SOLID , OM LOWFR TH AN MELTI~G POINT ~HEN TESTING LI GUID 
C 
14 8 [ F ( CO EFT(4 ,J)-COEF T(5,J-ll) 15 'l ,l49,1~0 
149 I F (C OEFT(4 ,J)-T) 2153,170 ,17 0 
2 1 53 I F (CN(J-l)) 17 0 ,1 53 , 2154 
2154 IF ( COErT(4 ,J)+1 50 . 0-TI 21 5 5 , 2 1 55 , 2 157 
2155 fN(J I = E~ (J-l) 
CALL BYPAS S (J,3) 
J=J-l 
GO TO 31 56 
2157 EN(J-l)= CN (J-l)/2. 0 
EN (J ) = '~N ( J-II 
T L ~ =L CS F(C OE FI (4,J)) 
CALL [l VP AS S (J,31 
GO TO 4 2 
150 [F (C OtFT(5 ,J) -C OEFT(4 ,J+l)) 153 ,1 51 ,1 53 
151 I F (T-COC FT(5 , J) ) 3153 ,17 0 ,17 0 
3153 [F (fN(J+l)1 17 0 ,1 53 , 3154 
3154 IF(T+1 50 . 0-C OE FT( 5 ,J)) 3155 , 3 155 , 3157 
3155 EN(J ) =oN (J+I) 
CA LL BYPAS S (J, , ) 
J=J+l 
3156 CALL BYPAS S ( J , ? ) 
EN( J) =C. C 
DEL N(J I =O. ': 
GO TO 42 
3157 EN (J+ l ) = EN (J+11/ 2 . 0 
EN(JI=EN(J+I) 
T LN=LCCF(C OEFT(5 ,J)) 
CALL SYPASS(J,3) 
GO TO 4 2 
C 1418 
C CHECK FOR CONDENSATION 1419 
C IF ~ORE THAN ONE CONDENSED PHASE OF ANY SP ECIE S CAN EXIST THE 142 0 
C PHASE ~TARL E AT THE HIGHER TEMPERATURE MUST PM ECEED THAT STA&L = AT 1421 
C THE LO~ ER TEMP ERATURE CN MAS TEN TAPE 1422 
C 14 2 3 
153 00 155 K=2 , 3 1424 
SUM=COEFT(K,J ) 1425 
00 154 1=1,6 1426 
TMP=ARSF(3 C , SUf' ) 1427 
8 SU~=A L SF(600000 0 ,SU~ 1 14 28 
IF(MTMP-~8LK) 154 ,1 56 ,1 54 14 29 
1 54 CON TI NUE 1430 
155 CONTINUE 1431 
K=3 1432 
1=5 14 33 
GO TO 159 1434 
156 1=1- 2 1435 
I F ([I 1~7,15R,159 1436 
157 K= 2 1437 
[ =5 1438 
GO TO 159 1439 
15 8 K=2 1440 
1=6 [;441 
15 9 FOM~(2)=COEFT(2,JI 144 2 
FORM(3)=COEFTI3,J) 14 4 3 
1=6* [ 1444 
JJ =42-[ 1445 
1=1 1446 
JJ = JJ 1447 
SUf' = FORM(K) 1448 
B SU~ = ARSF(JJ , S U~I 144 9 
MJJ=JJ-6 1450 
THJ = FOR~ ( KI 1451 
TM LJ = LRSFIMJJ ,TMLJI 1452 
MJJ =36-[ 1453 
B SU~l=LLSF (~JJ, GAS ) 14 5 4 
B T E~P=LRSF(J J, SUMl l 1455 
MJJ=42-1 1456 
B FOR~(K)=LLSF(MJJ,SU~I 14 57 
GO 160 K= I, M 1458 
IF (M FOR~ ( 2 )-M COEF T( 2 ,KI) 160 ,11 60 ,16 0 1459 




16 0 CONTINUE 
CALL ByPASS (J, 3 ) 
GO TO 170 
162 CALL BYPASS (K,l) 
IF (IPROO-Z) 170,163,170 
163 HO(J)=((( (COEFT(12,J)/5.0)*T+COEFT(11,J)/4.0)'T+COEFT(1 0 ,J)/3. 0 )*T 
I+COEFT(9,J)/2. 0 )*T +COEFT(13,J) IT+COEFI ( 8 ,J) 
S(J )=( (((CCEFT(12,J)/4. 0 )oT+COEFT(11,J)/3. 0 )*T+COEFT(1 0 ,J)/ 2 . 0)'T 
I+C OE FT(9,J)I*T+COEFT(8.J)'T LN+COEFT(14.JI 
IF (HO(J)-S(J)-HO(K)+S(K)-DEL N(K)) 164,164.170 
164 CALL BYPASS (J.3) 
EN(JI=O.O 
GO TO 42 
17 0 CONTINUE 
C IF COMPOSITION HAS BEEN CORREC TLY DE TE RMINED CALCU LAT E THE 
C EQUILIBRIU~ PROPERTIES. OTHERWI SE CONTINUE ITERATION 
C 
C 
IFISEN SE LI GHT 41 1170,1172 
117C SENSE LIGHT 4 
GO TO 42 
117 Z IF (IT NUMB I 42,971,42 
971 WRIT E OUTPLT TAPC 6.973 .IA OO 
973 FO RMA T I70~L30 ITERATIONS DID NOT SATISFY CON VERGENCE REOUIREMENTS 
1 FOR TH E PCINT IS) 
GO TO 42 
C CALCULATE EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES 
C 
171 00 1171 I = 1,454 
1171 ANS(I) = A~SLAB(I) 
WT MO L=AAY/P 
HSU~=G(102.IQl 1·T/AAY 
SSUM=O.C 
00 183 J=I,N 
CALL BY PASS (J, 1) 
IF (IPROD-2) 183.181,183 
181 SSUM=SSUM+S(J)oEN (J) 
183 CONTINUE 
1183 SSUM=SSU~ /AAY 
IMAT=IMAT-l 
CALL GAUSS 
IF (IOID-I~ATI 172 ,174,172 
172 CPR=CPSUM/AAY 
GAMMA=CPR/(CPR-(1 . 0 /WTMOL)) 
OLI'TP=O . O 
DL~PT=G . O 
GO TO 185 
1740Lnp=X(101l 
IF (AB SF (OLMTPI-27.51 1174,1174,17 2 
1174 CPR=G( 102,102) 
DO 175 J=l.IOl 
17 5 CPR=CPR-G ( I0 2 .JI*X(JI 
CPR=CPR/AAY 
117 5 IMAT=I MA T-l 
CALL GAUSS 
DLMPT= O. O 
DO 179 J=I,L 
179DLMPT=CLMPT+G(IQl ,J)*X(J) 
DLMPT=(P-D LMPT) /DLMPT 
IF ( DLMPT-27 . 5 1 180,180.172 
180 GA~MA=1.0 /(1. 0+DLMP T-( (1.0-0LMTPI**2)/(CPR*WTMOLII 
IF (GAI'MAI 172,172,185 
18S IF (IPROB-2) 186 ,1 86,207 






188 T PI=-CLMTP/ (WTMOL*CPRI 
T ETA=1000.0/ (CPR.TC*I.98726 1 
T SIG=-(1 . C-DLMTP1/(WT~OL*CPR) 
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CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE AT TH RO AT 
OHS TA R=HC-rSUM - IGAMMA*T/1 2.0* WTMC L)) 
I F IA BSFIOrS TA Il /IHC-HSUM) 1-0 .4E-4) 197,197 , 192 
lFIIT RGT ) 193 ,1 97 .1 93 
PCP( 2 )=PCPI2)/11.0+2 . 0-0HSTAR-WTMOL/IT-IGAMMA+1 . 0 ) II 
PO=PC/PCP I lAOO ) 
IT RO T=ITROT - l 
IF II OEBUGI 929 , 194 , 929 
wRITE OUTPUT TAP E 6,923,OHSTAR,HC,HSUM,PCP(IAOO) 
SE SE LI GH T 4 
GO TO 13 
CA LCULA TE PERFORMANCE PARAM ETERS 
SP lMP=2 94 . 9S -S QR TF(IHC-HSUM )-1. 98 726E-3) 
RH OI= RHO-SP I MP 
SUM= T/( 2 . 0 -(HC-H SUM)) 
PI I =SUM -( hTMOL -W TM OLC)/(WTMOL- WT~OLC ) 
ETA I = ~UM- (TC- T) II TC-T-l . 98726 ) -1 000 . 0 
SIC I =SUM /~T MOL 
T P I =( (I WT~O L C-WTMO LI/WTMOLC I-O L M T P I/(hTMO L-CPR) 
T ETA=1 000 . 0 /( CPR -T C-l.98726 ) 
T S I G= -(l. C-O L~TP)/IWT~OL*CPR) 
AW=1 86 . 457 9 *T)/(AAY*14. 696G06 - SP I MP) 
AN PI=- 1(1 . 0-DLMTP)/(WTMULC-CPR)+1. 0/ CA MMA+PI I) 
AW F. TA=T ETA*ll . 0- DLMT P)- ETA I 
AN SIG=1 . 0/GAMMA-S I G [ 
[F I [ AOO-2) 203 , 20 1,20 3 
20 [ AWT=AW 
CSTAR=32 . 174*PC*1 4. 696C06*AW T 
CS TRP[=l. O+AW P I 
STR ETA=AW ETA 
STR SIG=O . ( 
AWT P[=AW PI 
AId £: TA=AW ETA 
AW S [ G=O. O 
203 CF=32 .17 4*SP [~P/C S TAR 










VA CI= SP [ MP +P*14.696 006 *AW 
RHCVAC=RHO *V ACI 
VMACH=SP [~P/SQR T F I 8 6 . 4579* GAMMA*T/WTM C LI 
EP P I =AW P [- AWT PI 
EP ETA=AN ETA- AW T ETA 
EP SI G=AW S IG 
HSUM=H~U~* 1. 9A 7 26 
SSuM=SSUM*1 . 98 726 
CP=CPR·l . ge726 
OBTA I N COMPOS ITI ON IN ~ OLE FRACT I ONS 
SU~=P 
[F IIC OND-2) 2C9 , 21) , )75 
DO 2 11 J=MI , N 
SUM =SU~ + EN (J) 
DO 2 15 J = 1 , N 
ANS (4*J+ 34 1=EN(JI/S UM 
[F (IP ROB-2 ) 217 , 217,2 20 
AN S I 1 )= PCP I [AD D) 
I F ([A CD- 2 ) 22 C, 2 19 , 219 
ANS( 15 I=C SHR 
ANSI24 1=CS TRP[ 
AN S (29)= STR ETA 
ANSI341=ST R SIC 
ANS (2)=1' 
ANS (3)=T 
K=34 +4- N 
PRI NT OU T THE CALCU LAT ED ANSWERS 
IF IID EBUG I 1221 , 222,1221 
1221 WRIT[ OUTPLT TAPE 6 . 22 1.(AN S(II'[=I . K) 
221 FO RM AT (I H 1IIIS E20 . 8 /5 E20 . 8 /5 E20 . 8 /4E 20 .8/5E20 .8/5 E20 . 8 /5 E20 . 8 11/ 
1 ( 3 17 X, 3A6 ,F 8 . 5 ))) 
GO TO 9009 















































































222 WRIT[ TAPE 3 . (ANS(I). 1=1 . 454) 
1\0 EC=~.n fC +I 
9009 I F (K 5 ) 9~07 . 2273 . 9C 0 7 
'lC07 IA CD = I K5 
IP ROP. = IPK5 
2723 IF ([ ACIl-2) 223 . 225 . 225 
223 IF ([P K[l[J - 2 ) 22 4.1 22 4.1223 
224 IF ([Fk (1 l ) 12 23 .1 224 .1 224 
1 224 PCP(ZI=( ( GAr~A +l. 0 )/ Z . C )··( GAMMI /( GAMMA-l . J ) ) 
T LN=T L N +LOG r( 2 . 0 /(GI~~A+l . D ) ) 
1 223 CO 1225 [ = 1.454 
1 225 I NS LAB( I) = AN~( [) 






1 23 4 
7.3~ 
731 
GO TO 433 
[F (N O EO ) 37 8 . 378,1231 
IF ([FR Ol ) 232 ,37 9 . 2 35 
IF (IA CD-2) 37A . 23 3.37 8 
IF ([O~~U G ) 37a . 23 4.378 
CALL CI)R[4 
IF (K ORF ) [ 2 34.1.1 234 
PETURN 
IF (I PkOP-2 ) 237.237.239 
CALL CliRf3 
Re TURN 
23S h lU TE TAP E 3 .( G(I). 1=1. 804'') 
CALL CCRF5 
RFTURN 
C ERROR PRINT OU T 
C 
305 hHITE CU TP LT TAP E 6.306.T.IIOO 
10t F O~ ~AT (17~LTH [ TEMP ERA TURE=EI2 . 4 . 3 4H K. IS OUT OF RANGE FUR THE P 
101 llj T 15 ) 
IF ( ,G C . O-T) 309 ,3 0 7.307 
30 7 Ir (T- ~OC . C ) 13 0'l . 308 . 30a 
1C 8 GO TO 14 7 
13 C9 [F ([I CD -[) 3CQ .131 0 .3 09 
1 31 [F ([ PK(1H-n 1 3 11,3 0'l ,3C'9 
1311 [F ([H S T- I\ ' 131 2 .1312 . 309 
131 2 DC 1 3 1~ J=IT ES T.N 
CALL BVPAS S (J,l) 
[F ([P ROO - 2 ' 1315 . 1313.13 13 
1313 CONT['llU E 
GO TO 3t)'l 
1315 lTEST=J+l 
CALL B YPAS~(J,3) 
GO TO 13 76 
309 PCI' ( 2 5)-PCP([IC O) 
[AC U=25 
[F ( ~EI\SE LIGHT 4) 42.4 7 
111 WR[TE LUTPLT TAP E 6 .31 2 .[ MAT .I O [ 0 
312 FOR MAT (/1 5H IT R I EC TO SO LV E 13 . 22H EOUAT [ ONS . E LIM[NAT~ D 13) 
SIZE-le1 . 5 
GO TO 375 
3 1 5 WRITE LUTPLT TAP[ 6.316. 
3 16 F OK ~AT (/47HI R~S [ DUA L S FROM SUBROUT I NE GAUSS EXCEED 0 . 5E-4 ) 
SIl[-lb . 5 
37~ IF ([ DEKUG ) 23 1.377. 2 31 
3 77 I CE('.UG=1 
1376 [F( IP ROIl - 3 ) 1377 . 555 .5 55 
1 37 7 PC=PC*14 . 6 S60Ch 
GO TLl ~55 
378 WR I TE TAPE 3. ( e l [). [-1. 80 44) 
BACK~PACE ~ 
RETURN 
3 7 9 R[wll\D 4 














































1 65 3 
1654 
1655 H, P 
































SUBROUTINE GAUSS SOLVE S ANV LINEAR SET OF UP TO TWENTV EQUAl IONS , 
BV IT EKA TI CN IF NECESSARV 
FOK TRAN ~O~ITOK UNUER NORMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS WILL TAK E CA RE 
OF OVER-UNDER FLOW 
CC~~CN C 
FU Ll VAL ElliCE 
ECUIVALENCE 
EQU IVAL FNCE 
fQU IVAL FI'<CE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 




EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EOU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 




































EQU IVAL ENCE 








EQU IVALE NCE 
ECU IVALE NCE 
( G(l), C(l)) , (G(4 20) , 
(A NS (1), C(421)), (A NS (454), 
(H SU M, C(424)), (SSUM, 
(WTM OL, C(426)), (CP, 
( ULMPT, C(426)) , ( DLMTP, 
( GAMMA , C(430 )), (A RATIO, 
(VMACH, C ( 432) ), ( SP IMP, 
(VACI, C(434)), (CF, 
( RHO I, C(4371) , (KHOVAC, 
(RHO, C(439)) 
(T PI , C(440)), (PI I, 
( EP PI, C(442)), (AW PI, 
(T ETA, C(445)) 
( ETA I, C(446)) , 
(AW ETA, C(446)), 
( S IG I, C(451)), 
(AW S IG, C(453)) 
(EP ETA, 
n S IG, 
(EP SIG, 
C (4 20 ) ) 
C (874) ) 




C (433) ) 
C(436)) 
C (43 8 ) ) 
C (441) I 
C (443) ) 
C (447) ) 
C (45 0 ) I 
C (452) ) 
(A NS LAB(I), C(875)), (AN SLAB(454), C(1328)) 
(F ORM (lI, C (132 9 )), (FC RM (l S ), C(1343)) 
( ELMf(l), C(1344 )), ( ELMT(15), C(1356 )) 
(LLMT(l), C(1344)), (LLMT(15), C(1358)) 
( OATA(l), C(1359)), (DATA( 23 ), C(1381)) 
(MeATA(l), C(1359)), (~, DATA ( 23), C(13 8 11) 
( EN (l), C(1362 1), ((;N(90), C (1471)) 
(ISVS, C(1472)), (J EAN , C(1473)) 
(ACX, C(1474)), (ACF, CI(475)) 
(A I'X , C (147 6)) , ( AMF , C(1477)) 
( RHOX , C(1476)), (RHOF, C(1479 )) 
(C OEFX (l), C(14 60 )), (C OE FX( 20 ), C(1499)) 
(oX(l), C(15 00 )), (O X( 20), C (1 519)) 
(F OR MLA(I), C(1520)), (F ORMLA(18 ), C(1537)) 
(MnA(l), C(1520)) , (MMLA(16), C(1537)) 
(P ROD (l), C(153B)), (PROD( 3 ), C(1540)) 
( SVS fM(l), C(154ll ), ( SYSTM (15), C(1555)) 
( MTSV S(I), C(1541)), (MTSVS(15), C(1555)) 
( OF , C(1556)), (FPCT, C(15571) 
( EQR AT, C(1558)) 
(KOoE , C( 1559)), (KASE, 
(K ON T, C (1 56 1)), ( NF , 
( NO , C(1563)), (NE, 
C ( 1560) ) 
C(1562)) 
C(1564)) 
(N OEQ , C(1565)) 
( AG X( 1), C( 1771)), ( BGX( 15), 
(R OF(l!, C(17B6 )), (B eF(15) , 
(HX, C(1601l), 
(V XPL S , C(1803)) , 
(VFPLS, C( ( 805 )), 
( EN LN(l), C(186l)), 
( OE L N(I ), C(1951)), 
( HO ( 1 ) , C ( 20411 ) , 
(S(1), C(213ll), 
(X(lI, C(22211) , 
( oE LTA(lI, C(22411) , 
(e O(lI, ((22611), 
(P C; , ((2276)1, 
( SO , C(2276)), 
(T, C(2280)) , 
(AAV, C(2282)), 
(HC, C(22 6 4)), 
(PCP(l), C(22 86 )), 
(DATUI'(l), C(231 11), 
(PC, C(2314)), 
(IPR OB , C(2316) ), 
(IhS, C(2318 )), 
(ISVi", C(2320 )), 
(IOI C, C(2322)) , 




( EN LN( 90), 
(DEL N(90), 
(H O (90) , 
(S (9 0 ) , 
(X ( 20 ) , 
(DELTA(20) , 




(CP SUM , 
(T C LN, 






(L ()RUM , 













C ( 2277 )) 
C(2 2 79)) 









C(23 2 3)) 
C(2324)) 













































































EQU IVAL ENCE I L, C(2325», ILl, C(2326» 
EQU IVAL ENCE 1M, C(2327», 1M 1, C(2328» 
EQU IVAL ENCE IN, C(2329» , I Ie, C(2330» 
EQU IVAL ENCE 11 0 1, C(2331), 11"2, C(2332» 
EQU IVAL ENCE 11 03 , C(2333», IK~AT, C(2334» 
Er.U IVAL ENCE I It-AT, C(2335», I I uSE, C(2335» 
EQU IVAL ENCE IIA DD , C(2336», I I TNU MB, C(2337) ) 
EQU IVAL ENCE I !TAP E, C(2338», I P, C(2339» 
EQU IVAL ENCE II DEBUG , C(234 0 », II FROZ, C(2341) ) 
EQU IVAL ENCE I A I 1 ) , C(2342», IA(1 350 ), C I 3691) ) 
EQUIVALENCE IC OE FTlIll, C(3692», I COEFTl I 1350 ), CI~041» 
EQU IVAL ENCE IC CEF T2 (1), C(5 042», IC OEF T2 (135 0 ), C(6391) 
EOU IVAL ENCE I COE FT(1), C(6392», ICOEF TI 13 ~ :J ), C(7741) ) 
E~U IVAL ENCE IATO~I 1), C(7742», IAT CMI3G3 ), C(8044» 
EOU IV ALENCE l "A Ton 1), C(7742» , II'AT OM ( 303), 
C 
C I ~FNSIO~ GI 20 , 2 1), AI15,90), EN ( 90 ), 
CII'[NSION DE L N( 9 0 ), HO(90), S ( 90 ), 
O I ~FNSION DE LT AI 2C ), BO (15), PCP( 25 ), 
D I ~ENSION COEFX(20), DX( 20 ), FORM(15) 
DIMENSION COEFTI115,90) , COE FT 2 11 ~ , 90 ) 
DI MENSION ELMTI 15 ), DATA( 23 ), DAfUM( 3 ), 
OII'ENS ION BOX I 15 ), BOF I 15 ), AN S ( 454 ), 
DI ,[NS ION LLMT(1 5 ),MTSYSll~),MCATAI 23 ) 
DIMENSION ANS LAR (4 54), COEFTI15,90) 
DI~ENSION MATOMII01,3), AT OI'II 01,3) 
OI ,FNS ION DRU~ 12 0 , 2 1) 
B 8 I G~0=37 7777777777 
C 
1010= 0 
[;E TN=O . (: 
IFIIU SE ) 8C , 80 , 81 
81 IU SFl= JUSE+l 
CO 1 K=I,Il.SE 
XI K)= O. O 
OE Lf AIK ) =O . C 
iT ERA= (; 
KAPUT=1 
OSUf'i= BI GNC 
C SA VE MA TRIX I N DRUM 
C 
C 
DO 82 ID=I,IU SE 
00B2 IN=I, IU SE I 
82 ORUM I ID,JN) =G I I D,JN) 
C REG IN ELIMINATI ON OF NNTH VARIA8L E 
C 
C 
6 DC 45 NN= l,IUS [ 
IF I NN -I USE ) 8 , 83 , 8 
83 IFI G I N~ , NN »31, 23 , 31 
C SEARCH FOR ~AXIMUM COE FFICIE NT IN EACH ROW 
C 
8 DO 16 I=NN,JU SE 
J= NN 
IFI GII,J» 99 ,14,99 
99 COE FXII)= O. C 
I e J=J+l 
IFII USU- J) 12 , 84 , 84 
84 IFI ABSFIGII,J» - ABSFICOEFXI I») 10,100 ,1 00 
10C COEFXI I)=A BS FI GI I,J» 
GO TO 10 
12 COEFXI 1)= ABSFICOEFXI I )/GI I,NN» 
GO TO 18 




20 CC 22 J= NN ,IU S[ 
IF ( COE FX(J)-T EMP ) 87,22,2 2 
87 T E~;>=COEFX IJ) 
I =J 
22 CONTIN~E 
IFI I) 28 ,23,2 8 
23 1 0 I n=N~-1 
GO TO eo 
C(8044» 
EN LN( 90 ) 
X( 20 ) 
PROO(3) 
FORMLA(18) 





























































































































I NDEX I LOCA TES EQU ATI ON TO 8E USED FO R ELIMI NATI NG THE NTh 
VAR IA BLE FROM THE RE MAI NI NG EOUATI ON S 
I NTERC HA NG[ EQU ATI CNS I AND NN 
IFI NN-I) 2~ , 3 1, 29 
DO 30 J ;NN ,I USEI 
l ;G II,J) 
GI I,J) ;G I N~ ,J) 
GI NN , J ) ; Z 
DIVI DE NTH ROW 8Y NTH DIA GON AL ELEMENT AND ELI MI NA TE THE N I l! 
VA RI AB LE FROM TH E RE MAI NI NG EOU ATI ONS 
K ; NN • 1 
DO 36 J ; K, I USEl 
IFI GI~N , NN )) 36 , 23 , 36 
GINN ,J) ; GI NN ,J) I GIN N, NN ) 
IFI K-I USEl ) 88 , 45 , 88 
DO 44 I ; K , I US [ 
DO 44 J ; K, I US[l 
GII,J) ; GII, J ) - GII, NN I- GI NN , JI 
CON TI NUE 
CON T INUE 
BACK SO LV E FOR THE VA RIA BLE S 
10 10 ; IUSE 
K ; I USE 
J ; K + 1 
SUM ; O. 
IFI l USt - Jl 51 ,4 8 ,4 8 
DO 50 I ; J, I USE 
SUM; SU I' + GI K,I). DX II) 
DX I K) ; GI K, lUSE ll - SUM 
XI K) ; XI K) + DX I KI 
K ; K - 1 
I F I K) 47.1 5 1, 47 
DO 9(1 10 ; 1,I USE 
DO qO J D ; 1 , IUSE I 
GII C,J D) ; ORU ~I I C,JD) 
CAL CU LATE RES I DU AL S I DE LTA RIGHT HAND SI DE) 
DSUM ; o. 
00 62 I ; I, I USE 
SuM ; o. 
00 56 J ; 1, I USE 
SUM ; SU~ + GII,J)' XIJ) 
DE LT AII) ; GI I,I USE ll - SUM 
I F I A8SF I GII, IUSE 11) - 1. 0 ) 62 , 62 , 60 
DE LTA I I ) ; DE LTAII) I GII,I lJSE1 1 
DSUM ; AAS FI DE LT AII)) + DSUM 
GO TOI 66 , SC) , KAPu r 
IFI OSU" - CSUMl 1 74 , 80 , 68 
KAPlJ T ; 2 
DO 72 K ; 1, I US E 
XIK ) ; XI K) - DX I KI 
GO TO 52 
DSUM I ; CSLI' 
IT ERA ; I TERA + 1 
I F I I TERA - 4 ) 92 , 80 , 92 
D0 781;1 ,I US[ 
I FI ABsr I GII,I USE II) - 1 . 0 1 75 ,7 5 , 76 
GII,I LSEl ) DE LT AIII 
GO TO 78 
GI I,I LSEl) OE LTAI I) • GII,I USE I) 
CUN TII\UF 









































































---- ----- -- ------- -
J 
~--~------------~~---------------- -- .-. -
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE MAT RIX 
COMMON C 
EQU IVALENCE 





EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL eNCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
ECJU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
Er.UIVALENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL[ NCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 




EQUI VAL eNCE 
EQI., IVAL ENCE 
FOU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL E CE 
EQU IVALE NCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQU IVALENC E 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
eQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EOU IVAL ~NCE 
eQU I VALeNCE 
[QU IVAl FNCE 
E(U IVAL E"ICE 
EQUI VAL ENCE 
EQUIVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IV ALENCE 
eQ UIVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL FNCE 
flJl.,lVAlENCE 
[QU I VAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCe 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVALENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
eQU IVAL ENCE 
EOUIVAlENCE 
EQU IVALE NCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EOU IVAl EN CE 
FCU IVAl ENCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAl CNCE 
EQU IVAL ENCE 
ECU IVAL FN CE 
IGIll, CIll ), IG(420), 
IANSll), CI4 21)), I ANSI454), 
IH SUM, C(424)), I SSUM , 
I WTMOl , ( 142 6 )), IC P , 
10 lMPT, CI4 28 )), 10LMTP, 
I G A~MA, C(43 0 )), (A~Arl O , 
IV~ACH , CI432)) , I SP IM P , 
IVACI, (1434) ), ICF, 
I RHO I, CI4 3 71), I RHOV AC, 
I RHO , (1439)) 
IT PI, (1440)), IPI I, 
I EP PI, (1442)) , IA ~ PI, 
I T ETA, (1445)) 
l ETA I, (1446)) , 
lAW ETA, CI448)), 
I S IG I, CI451)), 
( AW SIG, C(453)) 
IE P ETA , 
Il SI G, 
I EP S I L, 
C 14 20 ) ) 
CI 874)) 






C (4 38 ) ) 
C(441)) 
C(443)) 
C I 447) ) 
C 1 450 ) ) 
C 1 452) ) 
IAN SLAB lll, (1875)) , IA N~ L AB (4 5 4), (11328)) 
IF ORM lll, CI1329»,IFCRM I 15) , CI1 343 )) 
I ClMTlll, CI1 344 »), I [ LMTI1 5 ), CI1 358)) 
(L lMTll), (11344)) , (lLMTI15), C(1358)) 
I DATAll), CI135 9 )), IDATA( 23 ), CI1381 ) 
IMDATAll), C(1359)) , I~ OA TAI 23 ), C(13 8 1» 
I EN Ill, C(1382 )), IEN( 90 ), ( 11471)) 
IISY S , CI1472»), IJ EAN, CI1473») 
IACX, C(1 474)), I ACF , CI1475)) 
(A/'X, C(14 76) ), ( AMF , C(1477») 
I RHOX , CI1478)) , I I{HOF , CI147 9 )) 
I COE FXIll, C(1480) , IC OEFX I 20 ), C(1499) ) 
( DXIll, C(15 00 )), I DX ( 20 ), C(1519) ) 
IF OR MLAlll, CI152 0 », IF OR,.. LAll S ), C(1 53 7)) 
(M,..lAll), C(152 0 )), (M MLA(l S ), C(1537)) 
IPR OO lll, CI1538)), IP ROO ( 3 ), CI 1540 )) 
ISY S T~ll), CI1541)), I SYST~(15), CI1555)) 
IMTSYSll), CI1541)), IMT SYS(1 5 ), C(1555)) 
10F , CI 1556 )), IF PCT, CI15571) 
I EQR AT, CI15 58 )) 
I KOOE , C(1559)) , I KASE, C(1560 )) 
IK ONT, CI1 56 1)), (NF, 
I NO , C(1563») , ( NE, 
INOEQ , CI1565)) 
I PCX lll, CI1771)), 
IO OFlll, C(1786)), 
I HX , CllS0l)) , 
IVXPlS, CI1803) , 
IVFPlS , CI1805)) , 
I EN I N I 1 ) , C I 186 11 ) , 
IDel NIll, C(19 5 11), 
I HO I 1 ) , C I 2041 ) ) , 
I S ll), CI21311), 
IXIll , CI22211) , 
I fle lTAIll, CI2 2411), 
I RO ll), C(22611) , 
IP C, CI 22 76 )), 
I SO , CI 2278») , 
IT, C(228 0 )), 
IAAY, CI22 82 )), 
(HC, C( 22 84)) , 
IPCPlll, CI2 286) ), 
I DA TU~lll, CI 23 11)), 
IPC, CI2314)), 
IIPR OA , ( 12316) , 
IIH S, CI2318)) , 
Il SYM, CI232 0 )), 
11 0 10 , CI2322 )), 
II DRM , CI2323) ), 
IL , C(232 5 )), 
1M, CI2327)), 
I N, C(2329)) , 
II QI, CI23311), 
11 03 , CI 2333 ), 
IIMAT, CI233 5 )), 
I BOXI 15 ), 




( EN IN( 90 ), 
( DE L N(9 0 ), 
I He 190) , 
I S I 90 ) , 
I X ( 20 ) , 
I OE LTA( 20 ) , 
I BO 115 ) , 
(H SUOO , 
IT I N, 
IA AY LN , 
ICP SUM, 
IT C LN, 
IP CP (25), 
10ATUMI3) , 
lTC, 
II FIXT , 
(I CONO , 
IIP ROO , 
Il Of\ UM, 




I I C2 , 
IK~AT, 
IIL SE , 
C (1 562 ) ) 
C (1 564 ) ) 
C I 17R5)) 
CI 1800 )) 
C(1802)) 
C (1 80 4) ) 
C(1806) ) 
C (19 50 ) ) 
C( 2040 )) 
C( 2130) ) 
C( 2220 )) 

















CI 2328 )) 
CI2330)) 
CI 2332 )) 
C(2334)) 



























































































D I ~ENS ION 
DIl"ENSIO"" 
DIliENSION 
D B'ENS ION 
IIADD. 
IITAPE. 
II DEBUG . 
I A I l) • 
ICOEFTlIll. 
(C OE FTZ (l) • 
(C OE FT(ll. 
IATOMI 1). 
(MATOMll). 
C(Z336) ). (ITNUM B. C(Z337 )) 
CI233 S)). (P. C( 2339)) 
C(234 0 )). IIFROZ . C(2341)) 
C(2342)). (A(13~ G ). C(3691)) 
C(3692) I. I COE Ff111 350 1. C(5 041)) 
C(50 4 2 )). (C OEF T2(1350 ). C(63911) 
Clb3921). IL OE FI(13 50 ). CI774111 
CI774211 . IAT CM (3 C3 ). C(8 0441) 
C1774211. (MATOMI 3D3 1. CIB04411 
GI2 0 .211. A ( 15.90 ) • EN I 90 I. EN LN( 90 ) 
DEL N1901. HO I 90 ). S I 90 I. XI2 0 1 
DELTAI 20) . BO (15). PCPIZ 5 1. PRCD(3 ) 
COEFXIZC) • DX 120 1. FORMllS) 
DII'ENSION COE FTlI15.90) . COEFT2115 . 901 
D I M[NS ION ELMTI1S). DATA(23) • DATUMlj) . FORMLA(18) 
DH'ENSION BOX ( 15). 1l0FI1S). ANS14541. SYSTM( 151 
D I li ENS ION LLMT(151.MTSYSI151 . MDATA(23 1 
D I/olENS ION ANSLAB(4541. COEFr(1 5 .90) 
DIMENSION MATOMI1 0 1.3) • AT OM I1 0 1.3) 
C DETERMINE hHICH ~ATRIX IS TO BE SET UP 
C SENSE LIGHT LIGHT ON 
C 1 COMBUSTION TYPE 
C 2 ASSIGNED TEM P[RATURE 




10 2= 102 
I Oj= I03 
IF ( SE~SE LIGHT 2 ) 1.4 
SENSE LIGHT 2 
IF ISEN SE LIGHT 4) 2.3 
2 SENSE LI GH T 4 
IFIXT=1 
ISy" = I t; l 
GO TO 10 
) IFIXT=2 
IH S= l 
I SYt'= I 02 
GO TO 10 
4 IF I XT=2 
IF (SE NSE LIGHT II 5 . 6 
SENSE LI GH T I 
IH S= l 
ISY M= I Q2 
GO TO 10 
6 IF ISEI'< SE LICHT 41 7. 8 
7 SENSE LI GH T 4 
IH S=2 
ISYM=I OI 
GO TO 10 
8 IH S= I 
ISYM=I02 
C CLEAR MATRIX STORAGES TO ZERO 
C 
C 
l C DO 212 1=1.1 02 
00 211 K=1.I03 
G( I.K)= C. C 
2 11 CONTINUE 
2 12 CO NTINUE 
IC ONU= 1 
I F (L-I OI 14,213,14 
2 13 IC ONG= 2 
C BEGIN SET UP OF ITERATION MATRIX 
C 
C 
14 DO 65 J=l." 
CALL BYPASS (J,l) 
IF (IPR OD- 2 ) 65 . 214.65 
214 IF (EN(J)I 65 . 65 .1 2 
C CALCULATE THE ELEMENTS RII,KI 
C 

















































































12 DC 20 1=1, L 
IF ( A(I,J)) 13 , 2C ,1 3 
13 TE I<M= A(I,J) *EN (J) 
DO I~ K= I, L 
G(I, K) = G(I, K) + A( K,J)*TE I<M 
15 CO"- TI NlJ E 
C CO ~ P L E T C CC L U~~ A FOR TH E GAS MO LEC UL C 
C 
c 
G(I,[ OI) =G ([,I Ol)+T ERM 
2(, COI\ T) NUE 
GII lJ l,I O[I = G II ~\ [,I O ll+ EN (JI 
C STAT[MEN T 24 I S FOR F I XED T, 30 I S FO R VARI AB LE T AND CON VERGED 
C FI XED T 
C 
2 1 IF ( I FI XT- 2 ) 24, 30 , 30 
C 
C FOR ASS [ GNCD T BYP ASS ENERG Y ROW AND T CO LUM N WH [LE [T ERA TI NG 
C 
C 
2 4 T ER~= (HC (J)- S IJ) )* FN (JI 
DO 25 1=1, L 
G(I,I 02 ) =G (I,I Q2 )+ AII,J) *TER M 
2 5 COIn I NlJF 
G( 10 1, 102 )= GI I QI,I 02 )+T ER M 
GC TO 65 
C F IL L 11\ T E~PERA T URE COLUM N AN D RI GH T HA'I I, ~ I OE 
C 
C 
30 T ER~= H C (J) *EN IJ) 
DO 35 I = I,L 
GI I .I (.)2 )= GII,I (J2 )+AII,J)*T EK M 
35 CO NT [NUE 
GI 10 1,( 02 ) = G( 10 I,I Q? )+T ERM 
TE R'1 1= III ') (J)- S (J) )* EN IJ) 
DO 40 [ =I,L 
G( [,1 03 ) = C ( I, [Q3 )+ A( I,J)*T CR MI 
4C CON TI NU E 
GI 10 1, 103 )=G I IOl,1 03 )+T ER Ml 
C STATEMEN T SO I S FOR EN THA LP Y , 55 I S FCR EN TROP Y EQ UATI ON 
C 
C 
45 [ F I[ HS- Z) 50 , 55 , 55 
~ O GI [ (lZ , 10 2 ) =G( [ C2 ,I Q2 )+ HOIJ)oT ERM 
GI I0 2 ,I 0 3 1= GI 10 2 , 103 1+ HO IJ1<T ERM I 
GO TO 65 
C DUR I NG EXPANS I ON THE EN TRO PY ROW I ~ FILL ED I N 
C 
C 
5~ T CR~=S (Jl* [N IJI 
DO 60 K= 1, L 
6 C G(1 02 , Kl = G( [ 02 , Kl+ A(K,Jl*T ER M 
CONT I NUC 
GI IQ2 ,I 01 I= GI 102 ,1 0 1 I+T ERM 
G( [ 02 , I 02 1=G I [ 02 , I 02 )+ HO IJ)oTERI~ 
GI I 02 , lQ3 1 ~G I IQ2.I Q3 1+IHOIJ1- SIJI I*T E R~ 
65 CONTINUE 
C AT THI S PO INT PRO CESS I NG OF GA SEO US PROD UCT S HAS BEEN CO MPLETE D 
C AND CONOENSED PHAS E PR OCE SS IN G I S BEGUN 
C 
C STATEMEN T 70 I ~ FOR CONDENSE D PRODU CT S , 10 1 I S FOR NO CONDE NSED 
C 
C 
66 IF (IC DNC- 2 1 70 ,1 0 1,1 0 1 
7C K=ll 
DO I 'J O J = n, N 
CALL BYPA SS I J, J I 
IF (IP RDD - 2 1 100 ,74,10C 
74 DO 75 I =I,L 
G I I, K ) =A ( I ,J ) 
75 CON TI NUE 
C STAT EMEN T eo I S FOR FIX ED T, 85 I S FOR VARIA BLE T AND CONVER GEO 
C FI XED T 
C 
IF (IFI XT- 2 ) 80 , 85 , 85 
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GO TO 95 
05 G( K,I 02 ) = ~ O (J) 
G( K, I03 ) = ~ ~ (J) -S (J) 
C STATEMENT ~5 IS FOR EN 1HA LPY , s r A T E~EN T 90 I S FOR ENTROPY eQUATION 
C 
C 
IF (I HS - ? ) 95 , 90 ,90 
90 G( ICJ2 , K)=S(J ) 
95 K= K+l 
10C CONTINuE 
C REF LEC T SYM~E T M I C POR TI ONS OF THE ~A T RIX BE FOR[ CO'P LETING THE 
C CONDENSED PHASF CON TRI BU TI ONS TO THE MATRIX 
C 
c. 
10 1 CO 104 I=I.ISY' 
DO 102 J =I ,I SYM 
G(J,I)= G(I,J) 
102 CONTINU [ 
104 CONTI Nu[ 
C THl ADD K[SS OF THE NEX T INSTRUCTION IF SET DURING INITIALIZATI ON 
C SThTEME T 105 IS FOR CONDENSED, 130 I S FOR NU CONDENSEU 
C 
IF (IC CNO-2) l C5 , 13C , 130 
C 
C COMPLET E CCLUMN A OF MATRIX 
C 
C 
105 DO 125 J=Ml , N 
CA LL BYPASS (J , I) 
I F (IP ROr.-2 ) 125 , 106 ,1 25 
106 DO 10 7 1= 1 , L 
G ( I, 1(1) =G ( I, 101 ) +A ( I ,J ) - EN ( J) 
107 CONT I NU E 
IF (IFI XT- 2 ) 125 ,l 09 ,l G9 
109 IF (IH S-2 ) 11 0 ,115,11 5 
ll e G(I02 ,I Ol) = G(I 02 .I Oll+HO(J)-EN(J) 
GO TO 125 
ll5 G(I 02 ,I Ol)= G(I02 ,I Oll+ S( J)-E N(J) 
125 CON TI NUE 
130 GO TO (I 3 1,133),IFIXT 
13 1 K~AT=IC2 
GO TO 136 
133 KMA T=I CJ3 
136 I MA T=K'AT-I 
C CO"P LET E T~E RI GH T HAND S I DE 
C 
C 
DO 145 1=1, I ~ AT 
G( I, KMA T)= G(I , KMA T)- GII,IOI) 
145 CONT I NUE 
00 150 1=I,L 
G( I, KMAT ) = GII , K,·AT)+ AAY-BO(I) 
15C CON TI NUE 
p= G ( II. 1 , I c;: 1) 
160 GI 10 I, K"A T) = GII OI, KM H)+ PO 
GI I0 1,I OI )= 0 . 0 
C CO~P L ETE E ERG Y ROW AND TE"PERATURE COLUMN 
C 
IF (KMAT-I ,2 ) 165 ,1 B5 ,1 65 
165 I F II HS-2 ) 166,168,168 
166 ENERGY=AAY'(H SU~O /T) 
GO TO 169 
168 ENERGY = AAY-SO+PC-P 
169 G( I02 ,I (3 )= G( 102 ,1 (3 )+ ENERGY 
G( 102 , 1(2 ) = GII CJ2 ,I (2 )+CPS UM 
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=(JU IVAL FN CE (DX(ll, C(15 00 )) , (OX ( 20 ) , C( 15 19 )) 2221 
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FOU IVAL ENCE ( HX , C ( 1801 ) ) , I HF , CI1 802 )) 22 42 
[OU IVAL FNCE (VXPL $ , C( 1803)) , ( V Xt~ I N , C( 1804)) 2243 
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[Ql; IVAL FNCE (H C, 11 ) , C I 2041 ) ) , ( H() 190 ) , C( 2130 )) 22 47 
EQUI VAL ENCE IS ( 11 , C ( 2131 )) • I S (90 ) • C( 2220 )) 2248 
ECU IVAL [NCE ( X 11) , C ( 222 1 )) , ( X (2 0 ) • C( 2240 )) 22 49 
EOUIVALENCE IDE LTAll) , C( 2241 )), I DE LTA( 20 ) , C I 2261) )) 2250 
EOU IVAL EN CE ( BO ( 1 ), C I 226 1)) , I BO ( 15 ), C( 2275 )) 225 1 
FQUIVALENCE ( P C , C( 2276 )), ( HSUB o . C( 2277 ) ) 2252 
EQU IVAL ENCE ( SO , C(2218 )) , IT LN , C( 22 79) ) 2253 
[QUIVALENCE IT , C(228O )), ( A/\ Y LN , C( 22q l )) 2254 
EQUIVALENCE I AA Y, C ( 2282 ) ) , ( CPSUM , C( 2283 )) 22 55 
EQU IVAL ENCE IHC, C (2284) ) , (T C LN. C( 2285 )) 225 6 
U.:UIVAL""JCE (PCP 11) , C(2286 )) , 1 ~l.P(?5) , CI ?3lJ )) 275 7 
F.QU IVA LfNCE ID ATU"I 1 ), C(23111 ), I DAfUM(3 ) , C I 23 13 )) 2258 
EQUIVAL ENCE I PC , C (2314 ) ) • (T C, C( 23 15) ) 225 9 
EOUIVALENCE I I PROB, C(2316 ) ) , (I F I XT , C(2317 ) ) 2260 
EQUIVAL ENCE I IHS , C I 231 a )) , I I COND , C( 2319 )) 226 1 
EQUIVALENCE ( I SYM, C ( 2320 ) ) , I I PRO D, C( 232 11) 2262 
EQUIVALENCE ( ID I D, C I 2322» , IL DRUM , (: ( 2323 ) 2263 
EQUIV ALENCE II DRM , C I 232 3 )) , I KDRUM, C( 2324 )) 2264 
EQUIVALENCE I L, C( 2325 )), IL l . C( 2326 )) 2265 
EQU I VALENCE (M. C I 232 7) ) , (M 1, C( 2328 )) 2266 



























EQUIVALENCE (IQ1 . C ( 2331)) . (IQ2. C(2332)) 
EQUIVALENCE ClQ3 . C(2333)) . (KMAT. C(2334)) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IMAT . C(2335)) . ( IUSE. C(2335)) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IADD. C(2336)). ClTNUMB. ((2337)) 
EQUIVALENCE ( I TAPE, ((2338)), (P, ((2339)) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IDEBUG. C(2340)) • (J FROZ. C(2341)) 
EQUIVALENCE (A( 1) • C(2342)) . (A(1350). C(3691)) 
EQUIVALENCE (COEFTl (1 j, C(3692)) • (COEFTlC1350). C(5041)) 
EQUIVALENCE (COEFT2 (1 j, C (5042) ) , (COEFT2Cl350). C(6391)) 
EQUIVALENCE ((OEFT(I) . C(6392) ). (COEFTCl350). C(7741)) 
EQUIVALENCE (ATOM( ll . C(7742)) • (ATOM(303) . ((8044) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (MATO,..( 1) . C(7742)), (MATOM(303) , 
DIMENSION G( 20.21). A(15.90) • EN (90) • 
DIMENSION DEL N (90) , HO( 90). 5(90). 
DIMENSION DELTA(20). BO( 15). PCP(25) • 
DIMENSION (OEFX(20). DX (20). FORMCl5 ) 
DIMENSION COEFTl(15 , 90) • COEFT2(15.90) 
DIMENSION ELMT(15). DATA(23). DATUM(3) , 








DO 1004 J = 1.454 




DO 7 J=I.N 
EN(J)=ANS(4*J+34) 
IF (EN(J)) 6.6 .1 5 
I F (J-M) 5 . 5.7 
EN LN(J)=LOGF(EN(J)) 
ALPHA=ALPHA+EN(J) 











DLMP T=O . 
DLMTo =O. 
BEGIN CALCULATIONS FOR CURRFNT POINT 
CHECK TEMPERATURE RANGE OF THERMODYNAMIC DATA 
DO 1117 J=1.454 
ANSLAB(J)=ANS(J) 
T=EXPF!T LN) 
IF (COEFT(7.1)-T) 21.27 . 27 
IF ((OEFT(7.1)-5000.0) 23 . 22.451 
IF (IADD-2) 51 . 31.31 
DO 1123 K = 1.15 
DO 1123 J = 1.90 
(OEFT(K .J I = COEFTl(K.J) 
SENSE LIGHT 4 
GO Tn 19 
DO 1125 K = 1.15 
DO 1125 J = 1.90 
COEF T( K. J)=COEFT2(K.J) 
SFNSE LI GHT 4 
GO TO 19 
IF (T-COEFT(6.11) 29 . 35.35 
IF (300.0-COEFT(6.1)) 25 . 22 .4 51 




















































































35 IF (I ACO-2 ) 51,37,37 
37 IF (SE NSE LI GHT 4) 38 ,41 
38 SE?\SE LIGHT 4 
DO 40 J=l,r-. 
IF ( CO[F T( e ,J)) 40 , 39 ,4 0 
3<; IF IENIJ)) 40 , 40 ,309 
4 C CONTIN('F. 
GO TO 4 9 
41 DC 44 J=l , N 
IF ( EN (J)) 44,44,4 2 
42 I F ICOEFTI 5 ,J)+ 20 . 0 -T) 285 ,43,43 
43 I F (T-c nC FTI4,J)+ 2C . 0) 295,44,44 
285 I F 1~ 0 _ _ . O- COEF rI 5 ,J)) 44,44, 311 
295 IF ICO EF TI4,J)-3 :10 . 0 ) 44 , 44,311 
4', CO"JTUJu~ 
C eEG IN IT ERA TI ON 
C 
49 PCP LN =LOGF IPCPIIAOO)) 
51 CPSUM=O . C 
T=EXPF IT I N) 
CO 60 J=l,l, 
IF ( FN (J)) 60 , 60 . 57 
5 7 CP SUM=CP SU~ + ( ( ( (C OE F T ( 12 , J ). T+C OEF TIll ,J ) ) • T +C OE F T ( 10 , J ) ) • T +COEF T I 
19 ,J))'T+CO CF T( 8 , J))·EN(J) 
56 HOIJ)=IIIICOEFTI12,J)/S . O)'T+COE FTlll,J)/4. 0 )'T+C OEF TI 10 ,J)/ 3 . 0 )·T 
1+CO[FT ( 9 ,J)/ 2 . 0 )'T +CO EFT(13,J)/T+C OE FT( S ,J) 
59 S IJ) = I III CCEF TI1 2 ,J)/4. 0 )'T+ COEF Tll1,J)/ 3 . 0 )·T+COEFT ll 0 ,J)/ 2 . 0 )·T 
1 +COE FTI 9 ,J))'T+COEF T( 8 ,J)'T LN+COEF T(14,J)- EN LNIJ) 
6e CONT I NUF 
SUI' H=C.f' 
SUI~ s=c . C 
DO 63 J=l,~ 
SUM H=SUM r+H O(J)' EN (J) 
63 SUM S=~UM S+SIJ)' EN IJ) 
IF (IACD-2) 81,65,65 
65 IF ( SENSE LIGHT 4) 66 , 8 1 
66 SENSE LIGHT 4 
67 0 LN T = ISU~ S+IALPHA'PCP LN)-SO)/CPSUM 
C 








T LN=T LN-C LN T 
IF (ABSF(O LN T)-0.5E-4) 73,73,51 
7 3 IF ISENSE LIGHT 4) 17.17 
81 00 1181 J = 1,454 








SU~ H=T'SU~ H/WTMOLF 
CPR=CPSUM/~ rMO LF 
G AMMA=CPR/ICPR-Il. 0 /WT~OL)) 
IF IIACO- 2 ) 209 ,1 91,197 
CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE AT THROAT 
DHSTAR=HC-SUM H - IGAM~A'T/12.0·WTMOL)) 
IF IA BSF I OHSTAR/IHC-SU~ H))-0 . 4E-4) 197,197,19 2 
IF IIT RO T) 193,197,193 
PCP(2)=PCPI2)/(1.0+2.0·OHSTAR'WTMOL/IT' I GAMMA+1 . 0))) 
SENSE LI GH T 4 
!T RO T= I TRO T-l 
GO TO 49 
CA LCU LATE PERFORMANCC PARAMFTERS 
SP I~P= ?9 4. 98 ' SQR TF(IHC-S('~ H)· 1 . 98 7 2 6 E-3) 
P=Pc/P CP ( IA DD ) 
A~=186.457G'T)/ I P'WTMOL'14 . 696006 ' S P I~P) 





VA C I= SP I~P+P.14.696006 'AW 
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209 ~ S LM=SLM Hll.g 8 726 2 419 
CP=C PR*I. ge 7 26 2420 
AN S Ill =P CPIIAD C ) 2 421 
ANS (1 5 ) =CS TAR 2 422 
WRITE TAPE 3 ,IA NS (I),I=1,454) 2 4 2 3 
NO FROZ =NO FRO Z+l 24 24 
IF I MI SSEO ) 4 5 1, 223 ,451 2 425 
223 IA CO= IA DD +l 2 426 
IF IIAC O- 2 ) 1225 ,2 2 4,1 22 5 2427 
22 4 PCP( 2 ) = 1 ( G A~MA+1. 0 )/ 2 . 0 )**I G AMMAIi GAMMA-l. 0 » 2428 
T LN= T L ~ +L OG FI 2 . 0 /( G A~ M A+l.0)) 2429 
1225 IF IIAC O- 2 5) 225 , 22 5,451 2430 
225 I F (P CPI IAC O) 4 51,451, 22 7 2431 
22 7 S ENS E L IG PT 4 2432 
GO TO 4 g 2433 
C 2434 
C ERR OR PRI NT OU T 2435 
C 2436 
305 WRITE OU TPLT TAPE 6 ,306,T,IAOO 2437 
3C6 FO R ~AT 117rLTHE TEM PER AT URE=E1 2 .4, 26H K, I S OUT OF RANGE ,POINT 15) 2 438 
IF 160CO . 0-T) 44 g , 3C 7, 30 7 2439 
30 7 IF IT- 20C . C ) 4 4 g , 3G8 , 3C8 2440 
30e GO TO 41 2441 
44 9 ~I SS E O =1 2442 
IT RO T= C 2443 
IF I SENS E LI GH T 4) 51,51 2444 
45 WRITE TAPE 3 , I GII), 1=1, 8C 44) 2 445 
CALL CCR E5 2446 
RETURN 2447 
3C9 WRITE CU TPLT TAPE 6,310,ICOEFTI I,J),1=1,3),C OEFTI6,J),COEFT(7,J) 2448 
3 10 FORMAT 113r 6 TH F. SPECIES 3A6, 2 9H HA S NO DATA IN THE INTERVAL 2Fg.l) 2449 
\ 00 1311 K = 1,15 2450 
0 0 1311 J = 1,9 0 2 451 
1311 COEFTIK,J) = COEFTIIK,J) 2452 
\ GO TO 449 2453 
311 WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6,312, ICOEFTII,J),I=l,3),T 2454 
312 FORMAT 113r6THE SPECIES 3A6,19H HAS NO DATA AT T= F9.1) 2455 
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EQU IVAL ENCE 
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EQU IVAL ENCE 
EQU IVAL EN CE 
EQU IVAL EN CE 
EQU IVAL EN CE 
EOl.(VAL EN CE 
EQU IVAL EI'\ CE 
ECU IVAL ENCE 
EOU IVAL ENC E 
ECU IVAL EN CE 
ECU IV ALE CE 
EQU IVAL EN CE 
EQU IV ~ L EN C E 
EOU IVAL E" CE 
EClJ I VAL EI\CE 
EOU IV ALENCE 
EQU IV ALEN CE 
EQU IVAL fN CE 
EOU IVAL EN CE 
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EQUIVA LENCE IPCPII), 
ECLI VAL ENCE ( DA TU~I 1), 
EQUIVALENCE IPC, 
EOL IVAL E~CE IIPROS, 
EQU IVAL E~CE (IhS, 
EQU IVAL ENCE IISY~, 
EQU IVAL ENCE 11010, 
ECUIVALE~CE II DR~ , 
EQL IVAL E~CE IL, 
EQUIVALENCE 1M, 
EQU IV ALENCE IN, 
ECUIVALE~CE 1101, 
EQUIVALENCE IIC3, 
EQI.; IV ALENCE II~AT, 
ECUIVALENCE IIADo, 
EQUIVA LENCE IITIIPE, 
ECL IVAL E~CE IIDEBUG, 
EQLlVA LFNCE ICOEFT! 11), 
EQU IVAL ENCE IC CEFT2( 1), 
ECU IVAL E~CE IC OEFT ll), 
ECU IVAL E~CE IATD~II), 
EQU IVAL ENCE IMATO~II), 
ECU IVAL ENCE ITITLE(1), 
C(2241)), IDELTA( 20 ), C( 2260 )) 
C(2261 )), IB C(1 5) , C(2215)) 
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CI227e)), IT LN, C(2279)) 
CI228C)), IAAY L~, C(2281)) 
C(2292)), ICP SUM , C(2283) 
C(2284»). ITC LN, CI228511 
C(2286) ), IPCP( 25 ), C(23 10 )) 
C(2311)), I D AT U~ ( 3 ). C(2313) 
CI2314}}, lTC, C(2315) 
C( 2316)) , IIFIXT, C(2317)) 
CI23Ie ),IICCND . C(23 19» ) 
C( 2320) ), IIP ROD . C(2321)) 
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C(2331)), 1102, C(2332)) 
C(2333»), IK~AT, C( 2334 )) 
[(2335»), IILSE, C(2335)) 
C(2336) ). (IT NUMB , C(2337)) 
C( 2338 »), IP, C(2339) 
C( 2340 )), IIF ROl , C(2341») 
C(3692)), I COEFTI (1 350 ), C( 5041 » 
C( 5042 )) , ICOEF T2 (13 50 ), C(6 39 1)) 
C(6392)), I COEF T(135 0 ) , C(7741)) 
C(7742)), IAT[~(303), C(8044)) 
C(7742)), IMAT O ~( 303 ), C(8044 )) 
C(8055)), ITITL EI 31S ), C( 8369 » 
IA( 690 ), C(9267 )) ECU IVALE NCEIAII ), C( 8518 »), 
Dlf'ENS ION 
DI~ENS I UN 
OIHNS ION 
O I~ ENS I O'" 
C I~ [~SION 
DI ~EN SlON 
CI~ENS I O~ 
DI~fNS I ON 
OI~ENSION 
O I~ ENS I ON 
GI 20 , 211, AI15,ge), EN ( 90 ), 
DEL NI 9C ), HO(90 ), S ( 90 ), 
OEL TA( 20 ), tlC (15), PCP(25), 
CCEFX(20), DX ( 20 ), FOR~(15) 
COEFTlI15,90) , COEFT2115,90) 
EL~T(15), OATA(23), DATUM(3), 
BOX (1 5) , BeF (15), ANS(454), 
LLnl 15) ,!'T SYSI 15 ) ,M OATA(23 ) 
ANSLAS(454), COEFTI15,90) 
I'A TO I' I 101,3) , ATOl'l 10 1,3) 
ceRE LOAC 4 DE TONAT I ON VELOCIT I ES 
IFIJEA~-101) ICC, 101,lCC 
10C WRI TE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 2 
EN LN(90) 
X( 20 ) 
PROD (3) 
FORM LA(1 8 ) 
SYS TM(1 5 ) 
2 FoR~AT 1 38 ~1 OE TCN ATI ON VELOCITY CALCULATICNS) 
PPP=15 . C 
CC~=IACF+CCF*ACX)/ll . 0+0oF ) 
AI'!=AI'X*AMF*II . O+OCF )/I AMX+oOF *A MF ) 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6,lC2 , KODE 
102 FoR~AT 14X , 5HKODE=ll ) 
PCP( ll=l.C/PPP 
PCP ( 2 )= 0.O 










2C HSUBO=~1/R +.7 5 'TI/A~1*PPP 
21 KCRF =0 
RETURN 
101 CO 11 01 J= 1,4 54 
1101 ANSIJ) = A~SLAP(J) 
GA"'=G A~MA 
I F I KOD E) Sl , 92 , 9 1 














































































IFIITR1 2Cl , 200 ,2 Cl 
200 T(~~=WTMCL/AMI 
[[ =0 
WR IT E CUTPLT TAPE 6 ,2 03 ,[I,PPP,TTT 
DO 202 11=1 , 7 
TE~=TE~~/TTT·GAMMA 
PPPP= I ['C+GAM"Al/12.0'TEM 1' 
2 11. G +SC R T F ll. 0-4. 0. TEM/ll. 0 +GA~~Al'.21 I 
TE=TEM/GA~~A.PPPP 
TTTT=E(-.75'R/IAMl*CP1*E+GAMMA*R/ 12 • • A~I'CP1'1 IT E*. 2-1.0 1/TE1*PPPP 
WRITE CU TPLT TAPE 6 , 203 ,II,PPPP,TTTT 




202 CCI\T INLE 




1 TR= 1 
GA~MA=GA~ 
GC TO 21 
2Cl TE~~=PPP/TTT*WTMCL/AMI 
TE~=ll.0-G'''~A*ITEM~-1.011 
All=I . C/PPP - GA ~MA·T EMM *ll. O + D LMPTl 
AI2=GA~MA.TEM~*ll . 0-DL~ TPl 
A21=GA~MA / 2 . 0· I D LMPT+T EMM*.2'1 2.C + O L~PTll-DL ~TP 
~AL=GA~"' / 2 . 0* ITE~M*·2+1.01 
A22=~AL* I DLM T P- l. 0 1-WT' O L* CP /R 
Bl=I.0/PPP-TEM 
02=WTMCL /I R.ANS I 3 11*IH SU ~-Hl1-GA~ ~'/ 2 . C *ITE~~** 2-1. 0 1 
ASSIGN 51 TO JJ 
5C EEM=All*A22 -A 2 1*AI 2 
Xl=IB l*A 22-B2·A I 2 1/ EEM 
X2=IA ll *A2-A21*U l1/ EEM 
GC TO JJ ,I Sl , 52 , 53 , 59 1 
5 1 TE=ABSFIXl1 
TE~=AB~F I X2 I 
IFITE-.4194,94,Q5 
94 IFITEM-.41S6,96,95 
ge ALAM=I. O 
GO TO S7 
95 IFITE-TE~IS3,Q 3 , 9B 
93 HAL=TE~ 
GC TO S9 
98 t-AL =TE 
99 ALAM=. 4 / HA L 
97 PPPP=PPP.EX PFI X1·ALAMl 
TTTT=TTT*EXPFIX2*ALAMI 
30 1 US=Ql .1 849t * SQR TFI GA M~A.AN S I31/.T~OLl 
UC=TEM~*US 
PCPI ll =Tl *TTTT 
PC=Pl*PPPP 
TC= O. O 
IPROS=3 
TE=WTMC LI A~ 1 
TE~=PPPP/TTTT *T E 
[=Xl**2 +X2"2 
EE=SORTF ( EI 
.RITE CUTPLT 
Ie FeR!'A T 121 t- 0 
WR I TE CUTPLT 
2 , EE 
HPE 6 ,1 0 ,ITR 
IT ER ATI ON NUMBER= I 2 ,ICX, 3HO LO,17X,3HN EW//l 
TAP E 6 , 30,PPP,PPPP,TTT,TTTT,TEM~,TEM,Xl,X2,US,UD,E 
3C FOR~ATI6X,4HP/PI,IOX,It-=2E20 . 8 / 6X , 4HT / Tl,ICX ,I H=2E20 .8I bX , 8HR H O / R H 
10I,6X,lH=2E20.8/6X,llHCEL LN P/P1,3X,lt- =E20 . 8 / 6X ,llHDEL LN T/Tl,3X 
2, 1t-= E2C . 8 I tX , 2t-US ,1 2X ,IH=E 2C . 8/6X , 2HUO ,1 2X ,IH= E20 . 8/6X,IHE,13X,IH= 
3E2C . 8 / 6X ,I ~HSQR ROOT OF E,I X,l H=E20.8 1 
PPP=PPPP 
TTl=TTTT 
IFIA8SF I XI 1-. 5F. - C5 111,ll,1 2 














































































12 IF( ITR-1 0 ) 14.13.13 2680 
14 I1M-IT " .1 2681 
GA~wA-CA' 2682 
GC TO ,I 2683 
13 J[A N-le 2684 
p-PPP.PI 2685 
T-TTT-TI 2686 
US-~I . l e 49~ 'SQRTF(GAM~A*T/WTMOl) 2687 
UC-TEM*US 2688 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6.31 2689 
31 FCH~AT (17~1 FINAL A~SwERS I I) 269 0 
hRIT[ CUTPLT TAPE 6 . 32.PPP.TTT . TE . TEM.P . T.hT~OL.PI.TI.A~I.US . UD 2691 
2 . CCN 2692 
32 FOH~AT (6X.4HP/P1 . IOX . IH-E20 . 8/6X.4HT/TI.ICX . lh-E20.8/6X . 4HMIMl . l0 2693 
2X.1H-[20.8/6x.eHRHO/RHC1.6X.1H-E2C . 8/6X.IHP.13X.IH-E20 . 8/6X.IHT . 13 2694 
3X . IH-E< 0 . 8/6X.1H~.13X , IH-E2 0 .8/6X , 2HP1,12X,IH-E20.8/6X,2HTI,12X . IH 2695 
4-F2c . e/6X,2HMI,12X , IH-E20.8/6X,2HUS,12X,IH-E2 0 . 8 /6X , 2HUO,12X , IH=E2 2696 
5C . 8 / 6 X. 2I-CP.12X,IH=E20 . R) 2697 
IFICGN)41.40.41 2698 
41 GA~F=CCN/ICON-R/A~I) 2699 
A,C=UO/191.18496*SQRTF(GAMF-TI/AMI» 2700 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 42,GAMF.AMD 2701 
42 FOR~AT 16X.7HGAM~A F,7X , IH=E20.8/6X.2H~D.12X.1H-E20.8) 2702 
GC TO 15C 2703 
4C GA~F=O . O 2704 
.'D=D . G 2705 
15C FE~= . 5*(2.C+ClMPT) 2706 
TE~M= . 5*(DlMTP-I . C) 2707 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6,55 2708 
55 FORMAT (17~ C DERIVATIVE OF . 12X , 4~LN P,13X,4HlN T, 13X,5HlN UO/4X, 2709 
22~HY) 2710 
Bl-1 . 0/PPP- G A~~.'TE~ 2711 
B2=GAM~A* TE~'*2 2712 
ASSIGN 53 TO JJ 2713 
GO TO 5C 2714 
53 CASEI=(FEM'XI+T[~~*X2-I.C)-UD 2715 
XI=xI-I.e 2716 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPF 6 . 81,XI , X2 , CASEI 2717 





B2·-Bl*TEM-WT~Ol*CON/R / TT T 2723 
ASSIGN 5 9 TO JJ 2724 
GC TO ~ O 2725 
59 CASE4.(FEM*Xl+TE~M-X2+I . G ) *UD 2726 
X2=X2-1.C 2727 
.RITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 84,Xl , X2.CASE4 2728 
84 FGH~Al( 6 X , 16HLI\TI AT PI , HI , MI,3X,lI-'·3EI7.8) 2729 
A4=Xl 2730 
A5=X2 2731 
A6 =CASE4 2732 
Al= O. O 2733 
B2.-WT, OL/IR*T) 2734 
ASSIGN 5 2 TO JJ 2735 
GC TO 50 2736 
52 Xl=Xl*IOCC . O 2737 
X2=X2*IOCC . C 2738 
CASE5=(FE~*Xl+TE~M'X2)'UC 2739 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , A5,Xl.X2 . CASE5 2740 





IPR OS=I 2746 
ULS=91 . 184S6'SQRTF(GAMF*TI/A~I) 2747 
W~ITE TAPE 3 '( GI () ,I =1.8C44) 2748 
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ECU IV ALF.NCE 11-'[, C(2284)), IT C LN, C( 2285 )) 
EOuIVALE~C[ IPC P (1), C(2286)), IPCP( 25 ), C(2310)) 
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ECLIVALE~CE (I CID , C( 2322 )), (L eRU M, C(2323)) 
EOu IVAL EJl.CE I IrRl" , C(2323 )),IKDRUM , C(2324 )) 
EOUIVALEI\CE (L, C(2325)), (Ll, CI 2326) ) 
EC:UIVALf~CE 1M, C(232 7)), IM1, C(2328)) 
EQulVALEI\CE 11(;1, [ ( 233 1)),II C2 , C(2332)) 
ECUIVALEJl.CE IN, C(2329)), I It, CI 2330) ) 
ECU IV ALEI\CE 1103, C(2333 )), IKI'AT, CI 2334) ) 
ECUIVALENCE I (I"AT, C(2335)),IIl-SE, C(2335)) 
ECUIVA LENCE IIADO, C(2336 )), IITIIIUM B, C(2337)) 
ECUIVALENCE I !TAPE, C(2338)), IP, C(2339)) 
ECU I VALENCE IICEBUG, C(2340)), I IF ROl , C( 234 1)) 
EOUIVALENCE ICCEFTUll, C(3692)), IC OEFTI I1J 50 ), C1504 ll) 
EQUIVALENCE ICOEFT21 ll, C(5042)) , IC CEFT21 135 0 ), C1639ll) 
ECLlVALENCE ICCEFTIl), C(6392)) , ICOEFT(1350), CI774ll) 
ECl-IVALENCE I ATOl' lll, C(7742)), IAT CI'(303 ), C(8044)) 
ECU IVAL ENCE II'ATOl'll), C(7742)), I M.6 TOM ( 303 ), C( 8044 )) 
ECuIVALE~CE ITITLFIl), C(8055)), ITITL E( 315 ), C(8369)) 
EQUIV AL ENCE IELMTIl), CI 18C 7)), I EL"' T(15), C11 82 ll) 
EOUI VAL ENCE ILLMT(ll, C( 1807 )), ILLMT(1 5 ), C11 82 ll) 
ECUIVALENCE IAI'O Ll 11 , C(9268)), IAI' OLl1l7 0) , CII 043 7)) 





CII' ENS ION 
DII' ENS ION 
OI I'ENSION 
CII'ENSION 




OIl' [NS ION 
G120 ,211, EN ( 90 ), 
DE L N( 90) , He(90 ), S ( 90) , 
DE LTA( 20 ), BO IlS), PCP(25), 
COEFX(20 ), DX(20 ), FORMIlS) 
COEFT1 11 5 , 90) , COEFT2 11 5 , 90) 
ELIIT Il S ), CA TA( 23 ), OATU,. ( 3) , 
80X(15) , BOF(15 ), ANS(454), 
LUH I 15) , n S Y S I 15 ) , MO A T A I 23 ) 










3 FCRI'A T I1HC , 64X , 52HhT FRAC TI ON ENTHALPY STATE TEMP HeAT CAP 
2ACITY/25X,16HCHEI'ICAL FORMULA,24X,lOHISEE J\CTE ),4X,7HCAL/M CL, 9X , 
35rCEG K,4X,13I-'CAL / l"OL-CEG K) 
4 FCR/IAT I1HC , 84X,46HwT FRACTION ENTH ALPY STATE TEMP CP 
2 25X ,1 6HCHEMICA L FORMuLA,44X,lOHISEE NOTE ),4 X,7 HCA L/I' CL, 
3 10X,5HCEG K ) 
5 FORI'ATl1r+,63X,F9.5,F12.3,4X,A1,FlC.2,F11.4) 
6 FCR/'ATI U-+,83X,F9.5,F12.3,4X,A1 ,FI C. 2 ,Fll.4) 
7 FOR~AT IlI-'C , 30X ,4 HC/F=F9 .6,1 5H , PERCEN T FUEL=F8.4,20H, ECUIVA LENCE 
1 RATIO=F7.4 ) 
2C FOK"'AT 143X,46HDETCNATION PROPERTIES OF AN IDEAL REACTING GAS ) 
21 FORMAT 143X ,4 5HCALCULATEO USING SPEC IFIC HEAT RA TIC AS GAM ~A) 
22 FOK~AT I1HC , 24H T HER~ODYNA~ I C PROPERITES/27X,12HUNB : ~NEO GAS , 5X,10 
2HBURNEO GAS ) 
2~ FOR~AT I 1X,6HP, AT~,2CX,F12.5,3X,F12.5) 
24 FCR~A T I I X,8~T, CEG K, 18X ,F1 2 . 2 , 3X ,F12.1) 
25 FOHV.T IIX,9HH, CAL / G , 17X , F12 .1, 3X ,F1 2 .1) 
26 FCR~AT I1X,151-'S, CAL / G-OEG K , 26X ,F12.4) 
27 FOK~AT IIX,llH~, MCL. hT.15X,F12.3,3X,F12.3) 
2e FORI'AT I1X,16HCP, CAL / G-DEG K ,1 0X ,F1 2 .4,3 X,F1 2 .4) 
2~ FCR~AT IIX,12HIDLN~/DLJl.P)T,14X,F12.5,3X,F12.5) 
3C FOR~AT I1X,12HIOLNI'/OLJl.T)P,14X,F12.4,3X,F12.4) 
31 F OR~A T I1X,5HGAM~A,21X,F12.4,3X,F12.4) 
32 FCR~AT IIX,9i;US, ~/SEC,17X,F12.1,3X,F12.11 
33 FCH~ATI1HC/1X,4CHBURNEC GAS COMPOSITIO~ IN /IDLE FRACTICNSII) 
34 FCKI'AT I1HC/IX,21HDETONATION PARAM ETER S, 
22X , 27HIUG I ~ / SEC, HI I~ KCAL/G)) 
35 FCRVAT IIHC,4~P/P1,4X,lH=F7.3,5X,21HIDLIP/P1)/DLP1)T1,H1=F8.5,5X,1 
28H I DLI P/P1)/ DLT1 )P 1=FB . 5 ,5X, 20H I DLIP/P1)/DH1)P).T1 =F8 . 5 ) 
36 FORVAT I 1 x ,4 HT/ Tl,4 X ,l H=F7 . 3 , 5X , 21H IDLIT/T1)/ ~LP 1)T1, H l=F 8 . 5 , 5X ,l 

















































































37 FCRI'H (IX , 4HI'I"'I , 4X ,J I-=F7 . 4 ) 
3e fO~I'~T (IX , 9~RhO /RHCl=F7 .4) 
3, FC~I'~T (lX , 91-1'~CH NC . =F7 .4) 
4C FCMI'~T (IX,9HUr =F7 .1, 5X,16h ( C UD/DLPl )Tl, Hl ,4 X,IH=F8 . 2,5X ,1 3 
ll-(C UD/DLTl)P14X ,l H=F8.2 , 5X ,1 5H(O uD /D l-l )Pl,Tl,4 X,lH=F8 . 2) 
l cee hRIT E CUTPL T TAPE 6 ,1 8 
I e FCRI'~T (II-!) 
552 REI- IN O 3 
30e RE~O T~PE 3, ( ANS (I),1 =1,45 4) 
I-AL=Pl·14 . ~96C~6 
1=1 
J= 38 
CC 350 JJ=I,N 
AI'CUl ,I) =ANS(J ) 
J=J+4 
35C 1=1+1 
hRITE CUTPLT T~PE 6,20 
IF(KCnE)35I , 352,351 




CO lC4 [=I, N 
CC lC5 11=1,3 
KK=J+I I 
lC5 TITL~( 11,1)=11 S (K K) 
104 J=J+4 
ASSIGN 9C TG J EIIN 
92 WRITE CU TPL T TAPE 6,2 , KASE , HA L,Tl 
GC TO JEIIN , (9C,9 1) 
9C IF (K D) 71C, 7CO , 710 
70C IF (KS~N) 7C2,701,7C2 
701 hRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6,3 
GC TO ,7 
702 "RITE CU TP LT TAPE 6 ,7 33 
733 FCRI'~T [II-C,64X,57H ~OLES ENTH~ LPY STATE TEIIP HE~T CAP 
2~C ITY/ 25X ,1 6HCl-fI'ICAL FORMuLA,24X,10H ,4 X,7 HCAL/I'OL,9X , 
351-C[G K,4X, 13HCAL / I'CL-CEG K ) 
GC TO ,7 
71C IF [ KS~N ) 712,711,712 
711 WRITE OU TPL T T~PE 6,4 
GC TO q 
712 WRITE CUTPL T TAPE 6,744 
744 FCRI'~T (lhC,84X,46f- MO LE S EN THALPY STII TE TEMP CP I 
2 25X ,1 6I-CPEI'ICAL FORMULA,44X,10h , 4X,7HCAL/MOL, 
3 [ OX , 5f-CEG K) 
97 IF( NF ) 451 ,4 50 , 451 
451 CC lCO 1=I, NF 
11 = [ 
1'1'=15 
CALL SPEC 
IF(KC ) 401 ,4 00 ,4 Cl 
40 C WRITE CUTPL T TAPE 6,5 , A(I , 34) ,A(I, 32 ),II(I,4 2 ),A([,44), II( I ,36 ) 
GC TO 10C 
401 "RITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 6,A(I , 34) ,II(I, 32 ),I\( 1,4 2 ), A(I,44), A(I, 36 ) 
10C CCNTINl.E 
45C IF( 'C )4 53 ,4 52,453 





41C wR IT E CU TPLT TAPE 6,5 ,1I(1, 33 ),A(I, 3 1),~(1,41), A (I,4 3 ),A(I, 35 ) 
GC TO 10 1 
411 \O:RlTE CU TPLT TAPE 6,6 ,1\(1, 33 ),11(1, 31), 11( 1,41), 1\ (1,4 3) , 1\ (1, 35 ) 
10 1 CCI\TINl.E 
452 CCI\TINLE 
WHI TE CUTPLT TAPE 6 ,7, COF , PERCF , EOl.I V 
WRITe CUTPL T TIIPE 6 ,2 2 
hRITt CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 23 ,Pl,P 
wRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 24 ,Tl,T 
wRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 25 ,Hl, ANS (4) 
WR IT E CU TPLT TAPE 6 , 26 ,A ~S ( 5 ) 
WRITE CU TPLT TAPE 6 , 27,AI'I,A NS ( 6 ) 
WHITE CUTPLT TAPE 6,28 ,C ON ,A NS ( 7) 


















































































.. RIT E 
hR IT E 
~ R I IE 
\, R IT E 
11\= 1 
~E=2 
LU T ~L T 
CU TPL T 
CU TPL T 
CU TPL T 
CA LL CCfoI P 
TAPE 6 , 30 ,Z ERC ,A NS ( g ) 
TAPE 6 , 3 1, G A~F,A NS (l C ) 
TAPE6 , 32 ,L US , US 
TAPf 6.33 
\, HIT F CUTPL T TAPE 6 , 34 
WR IT E CU TPL T TAPE 6 , 35 , PPP, Al,A4,A7 
" HIT E CU TPL T T ~PE 6 , 36 ,TTT, A2 , A5 , A8 
WR IT E CU T ~L T TA PE 6 ,4 0 ,UD,A 3 ,Ab ,A 9 
WR IT E CU TP LT TAP E b ,37,T E 
~R IT E CU TPL T TA PE 6 , 36 ,T EM 
WR IT E CU TP LT TAPE 6 , 39 ,A~ D 
\,R IT E CU TP LT TAP E b ,lb 
F O~MA T ( I r C, 30X ,l bH INPLT, G-ATo ~ S / G //) 
IF( . F- E) 6C , 8C , 8 1 
8e KK= 1 
KKK=NE 
LeCP= 1 
GO TO 82 
8 1 KK= 1 
KKK=8 
LCC P=2 
62 CC 65 J =I,L OO P 
WR IT E CUT PLT TAPE 6 ,lI,r E L~T(I),[=KK,KKK) 
II FCRM AT (1I X, S ( bX ,A 2 ,7X)) 
WR IT E CU TPLT TAP E 6 ,l 2 ,( BO F (I) .I =K K,KKK) 
12 F oR ~AT ( 5H FUE L,bX, 8E I 5.7) 
" RIT E CU TPLT TAP E 6 ,l3,( BO X (I) .I=KK,KKK) 
13 FCRM AT ( SH oX I CANT, 3X, 8EI5.7) 
WRIT E CU TPL T TAP E 6 ,14,( BC (I) ,I =KK,K KK) 
14 F CR ~AT (Ilr PROPE LLA NT, 8EI5.7) 
I F (L oC P-l) 8b , 85 , e6 
el: KK=9 
KKK=NF. 
hR IT E CU TPL T TAPE b ,15 
15 F CR ~AT (11-0 ) 
65 CCI\ TI Nl,E 
ASS IGN ~ l TO J EAN 
GO TO S 2 
9 1 If ( KSAN ) 751,7 50 ,7 5 1 
75C WRIT E CU TPLT TAPE b ,ll g 
11 9 F OH~ AT ( 6 ~ CNo T E ., 2X ,71r WE I GH T FRACTI ON OF FUE L IN TOTAL FUE LS AND 
10F oX I CAI\ T IN TOTAL OX I oAI\ TS) 
75 1 CCN TI Nl,E 
RE TURN 
SUBROU TI NE CN CE ( N ,~I 
CU TPU TS CDC PRCDU(TS 
CO' ~ON ( 
EOU IVALE N( E (TITL E(I), ( (8055 )), (TITL E( 3 15), ((8 369 )) 
C I~ [NS I o l\ ~(1 05 ),T I TL E ( 3 ,I C5 ) ,T E ~(I C ) , F~T(3) 
WR IT E CU TPLT TA PE b ,1 
Fn ( 1) =74 0 13J2C73 bC 
F ~ T( 3 ) =2 1 C63 4 bCbC60 
TE~ ( 1 )= b06CO l b 77 302 
T E~ (2 )= bCC 10 467 73C2 
TH ( 3 ) =bC020 71:773 02 
T E ~( 4 ) =bCC4CCb 77 3 0 2 
T E ~( 5 )= bC05r)b 77 )02 
T E ~ ( b )= bC CCCb6 77) C2 
T[~(7)= b00 711 6 77 3C2 
T E ~( 8 )= 6C l l02b 77 302 
T E ~( 9 )= O I 0CC5b 77 302 
T E ~(1 0 ) =C 1 C ll Cb 77 302 
K=C 
KK =I C 















































































IFII-KK) 2C , 2C,21 
2C K:K+l 
GC TO , 
21 K:I 
KK:KK +I O 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPF 6 ,1 
FCR~AT I If' ) 
FI'T12 ) :TE~IK ) 
hRITE CUTPLT TAPF 6 , FMT ,TITLEI 2 ,J),TITL EI3 ,J) 
Ie CCNT INLE 
RETURN 
SUIlRCUTII\E SPEC 
CUTPUTS FUEL A"O OXIOAI\ T FKCM SUBRCUTII\E II\P~T 
CC~I'CN C 
ECUIVALEI\CE IKONT, CI1763) ) 
EQulVALEI\Ct II, C(1764)), I M,C(17 65 )) 
EOUIVALENCE l Alli, C( 85 78 )), I AI 69C ), C(926 7)) 
EQUIVALENCE I ELMTI lI, C(1807)), I ELI'T11 5 ), CIIH211) 
DII'ENSIOl>. AI15 , 46 ), TEM I 5 ),A NAME I S ), ELMT I1 5 ) 
C I~ ENSION 11(5) 
55 FCRMA T II O~ ,4 HFUFL) 
66 FORMAT 110~,7HCXIOANT) 
IF I I' ) 2 , 1,2 
wRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 66 
GC TC 3 
WR I TE CUTPLT TAPE 6,55 
K:O 
CO 11 J:l,15 
KK:I+I' 
I F I A I J ,KK ) ) 12, II, 12 
12 K:K+l 
TEMIK ):AIJ,KK ) 
ANAI'EIK):ELf'TlJ) 
IIIK):TEI'IK) 
11 CQNTINL E 
I F IKON 1 ) 2 1 , 20 , 21 
20 WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 ,4,(ANAI',EII),IIII),I:l,K) 
4 FORMATll~+,18X,5IA2,I2,5X)) 
GO TO 13 
2 1 WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 5 ,IA NA I' EII),TEI'II),I:l,K) 
















































S~PRCU r[ ~E CC~P 3082 
C 3083 
C CU I PLTS CC~PCS[T[ON 3084 
C 308S 
( 308 6 
CC~rCN C 308 7 
EClJ[VA LE CE ( A~OU1), C(no8)), ( A"O Ull7 0 ), C(10437)) 3088 
EOU[VALF~CE I NANA , ((1768)), ([ "' , C ( 8046 1) 3089 
[ClJ [V ALEI\CE (~ E , C(176S )I, IN, C(2329 )1 3090 
ECU[VALENCE IT[TL E(I), C( BeSS )), (T[TL E (31 S I. C(8369)) 309 1 
ECU \VAL FI\CE I t'T [TL E ( 1). C I 80SS ) I. In[TL E!31S). C( 0369 1) 3092 
E~L[VALEI\CE IC~[T . ~C~[T) 3093 
C [ I-'ENS[[) T[TL E I 3 ,l CS I.[ O ~lTl( 05 ).[L ESS lI CS I 309 4 
C [ ~ENS [ GI\ A~O L( 13 . 90 ) 309S 
C[~~~s[r~ F~TI41.TE~141 3096 
CIP~N;[Ol\ ~T[TL[ 13.1 0S ) 309 7 
FC~~AT I1 X. 2A6 . 2X ,1 3F9 . SI 30 98 
FCR~AT 11~ C . 118~AD01T[ONA L PR CDLC TS h H[ CH WERE CONS[DERED BUT W 3099 
lr OS e I-'CLF FRACT[ONS WER[ LESS THA N 0 . OC0005 FOR ALL ASSIGNED COND[ 3100 
2T[ CNS III 3 10 1 
4 FCRPA T 11 ~C . 59HPROCUC TS ~ H [C H ~ER E [ NTEN T[ C ALLY Ol-'[TTEL F RC~ 3102 
l CA LClJ LAT [ DI\S II) 3103 
r~[ T =464431636~60 3104 
TFl' lll= 6C6C076 77 3C2 3 10S 
T EP ( 2 )- 6CC~C66 77 3C2 3106 
T E ~( 3 )= 6C06C46 77 302 3107 
T E~ (4) =6C lI C26 77 3C2 3 108 
FrTll)=74CI302C736C 3109 
FI-'T(3)=2IC67326IC33 3 11 0 
FI-'T(4)-05346C6C6C6C 3111 
K- C 3 11 2 
KK_ I, 3113 
[ (I-'-C 3 114 
[L E=C 3 11 5 
[FI~ E -l) 6 1. 6C , Ll 3116 
6 1 WR [T E CU TPL T TA P[ 6 ,44 3117 
6C [[= e 3118 
rc ~ [ - I. N 3 119 
[ F (l'TlTL E II.[I-~ O~[ T) 1(,11)0 .1 0 3 120 
I CC [ cr= [ c~ +[ 3121 
[ CI-' [TI[ CI') - [ 3122 
GC TO 9 3 123 
I e co 11 J = I. [ 1\ 3124 
[F(M' OLIJ.I)-. SE - C'S )1l,1 2 .1 2 3125 
11 CCI\T[NLE 3126 
[L E=I LE+l 3127 
[L ESS I[L E ) =[ 3 128 
GO Te S 3129 
12 [FI~ E-l) 5 1. SC , 51 3130 
~( WR[TE CU TPLT TA PE 6 ,1 ,T[TLEI2. [).TITL EI3 ,[),(A~ O L(JJ,I).JJ=I.I N ) 313 1 
GO TO 9 3132 
SI [1-11+1 3133 
IF(I[-K K ) 2 [ 0 . 2C~ . 2C l 3134 
2ec K=K +l 3135 
GC TO 5 3136 
20 1 ~=1 3137 
KK=KK +4 3 138 
"RITE CU TPLT TAP E 6 .44 3139 
44 FCRPA T (lr ) 3140 
5 FI-'T(2 ) =TE~IK) 3141 
~R [T [ CU TPLT TAPE 6 .FMT.TITL E I 2 .1),TITL EI3 .1).A~ CLII .I) 3142 
9 CCNTINLE 3143 
[FI[L E ) 21 . 21) , 21 3144 
21 ~R[T E CU TPLT TAP E 6 ,44 314S 
" R [T E CU TPLT T ~PE 6 . 3 3146 
CA LL Ol\CE IILE.ILE SS ) 3147 
20 [FI[ C ~) 3 1. 30 .31 3148 
31 WR [T E CU TPLT TA PE 6 .44 3149 
wKITE CU TPLT TAPF 6 . 4 3150 
CALL OI\CF. 11 0 ~,[ C" IT) 3151 






SUBRCUT I NE CCRE5 
CUTPUT RCU TI NE 
CCI'I'CN C 
ECU IVAL E~CE IA NS I I), C(421», IA~S(454), C( 8 74» 
EQUIVALENCE IP ER CF, CI(557», IE OU 1V , C1(55 8 » 
EOUIVALENCE I OC F, CI (556» 
ECUIVj\LE~CE IK eOE , C(1559» , I KASE , CI1560» 
EU;IVALENCE I KON T, CI15 61), I~F, CI(562» 
EQlJ!VALE~CE INC , C(1563», INE, CI 1564» 
ECU IVAL E~CE I NCEC , CI(565» 
ECUIVALE~CE INCFRCZ, CI(566» 
EeUIVA L E~CE I Ke , CI(763», (II, C(I 764» 
ECLI VALEJ'<CE 11'1', CI (765) I 
ECU IVAL E"ICE IL EN , C117(6», I MAY, CI17 (: 7» 
ECLIVALE~CE I NANA , C(17 68 », IM E, C(17 69 » 
EC('IVALE~CE IL eop , Cll77C», (KU PE , (8045» 
EQLIVALE~([ I BCX Ill, C(1771),IOCXI15), (1785» 
ECU IVAL ENCE I BO Fll), (117 86 », ( BeF (1 5 ), C(1800» 
EQUIVA L E~CE I Re ll), CI2261», I BC I( 5 ), (12275» 
EQL I VALE~CE IIPRCS, CI 23 ( 6 », I IFIXT, CI 23 (7» 
EQLI VAL ENCE IN, C(2329», IIC, C( 2330» 
ECU IVAL ENCE li N, CI804(:» 
ECUI VAL E~CE (KK, C(8048» , IK KK , CI8C4~» 
ECU IVAL ENCE ITITL Ell), CI8C55» , ITITL E(315 ) , C( 8369 » 
ECI,I VALE N[E I FlI'TIll, [118C7», IElMTI(5), (11821) 
EQU IVAL ENCE IPA Rll), [( 8370 », I PAR I 2CS ) , [(8577» 
ECUIVA LE NCE IAll), C(857e», IAI 69C ) , CI92(7» 
ECUIVALENCE I AI'O L( 11, C l n6e » , IAI'OL( 117 0 ), CI 1(43 7) 
ECUIVA L E~CE I OER ll), C(IC43 8 », I CER (16 9 ), CII 0606 » 
E<.lJ IVAl ENCEINAREA , CI 10(07» 
Eeu I V Al E~C E ( SA REA I 1 ) , C I 1 C6e 8 ) ) , ( SARE A ( 13 ) , C I 10(20 ) ) 
ECUIVAlE~CE IP C, C( 23 14», IHC , C(2284» 
ECLIVA L E~CE I KSA~ ,C(10 (:23 » 
[; II' FNS ION SAREA (13) 
CII'ENSIO~ TITLE(3, l C5 ) ,PA RI 13 , t t ) , OEk l 13, 13) , 
2 AI15,46),ELI'TI15) 
3 ,A ~S (4 5 4) 
OII' ENSION eCx (1 5 ),1lC FI15),B 'l 11 5 ) 
C II' ~NSI0~ AI'CLI13,9C) 
OII' ENSION ASOL(13) 
8 EX IT =256 73 163(:C6C 
2 FCRI'AT (9HCCASE NO .1 5 ,F 8 .1,F7. 3 ) 
FeRI'AT 11~ C , 64X,46~W T FRACTI CN EN T HA l~Y STAT F T E ~P DE~S ITY/ 
225X ,1 6rCrE~ IC A L FOR I' UlA, 24X , 10H I SEE ~O l E ) , 4X , 7rCAL/~CL , 1 0X , 
35rCEG K,4X,4 HG / CC ) 
4 FCR~AT (I HC , 84X,46HWT FRACrlON ENTHA LPY STAl E T E~P DEN SITY/ 
2 25X ,1 6~CrE~ICA L FCRMU LA, 44X , 10rlSEE NCTC ),4 X,7 HCA L/ MC L, 
3 8X , 5HOFG K,4 X,4 HG / CC ) 
5 FC~I'ATll~+,63X,F9.5,FI2.3,4X,Al , FIC . 2 ,Fl1. 6 ) 
(: FCRI'ATllr+,83X,F9 . 5 ,FI 2 . 3 , 4X , AI,F IC . 2 , FI1 . 6 ) 
7 FORrAT 11r C, 3CX ,4 HO /F =F9 . 6 ,1 5H , PERCEN T FUEL=F 8 . 4 , 2DH , FGU IVAL ENCE 
1 RAT I C=F 7. 4 ,I Cr , OE~S ITY =F 7 . 4) 
DC 60 1= 1 , J 3 
6C ASCLlI)=EXIT 
IrIIP RCB - 2 )55Q , 55C , 55 1 
55C NA~A=2 
CC TC 552 
551 ~A"A=1 
552 REI-INO 3 
KA~F = NANA 
OC 2eO I'F=I , KANE 
KTAPE=C 
30e REAr TAPE 3 , ( ANS II),I =I,4 54 ) 
KTAPE=KTAP[+l 
rAL=ANS ( 2 )·14 . t96CC6 
,"A LL=A ~SI I S ) 
IFI~F-I)2C2,2QI,202 
2Cl LE~=NOEQ 
CC TC 203 
2C2 LEN=NOFRCZ 
203 IFILE N-1 3 )I C2 ,1 02 , I C3 
102 KOCE=O 






3 15 8 
3 159 
3 160 






































































lC3 KCI\ T: O 
KCCF.=13 
let J: 34 
ec lC4 l = l, N 
r-C lC5 11 =1 , 3 
KK=J+II 
I Co TITL EIll,t)=A t\S IKK) 
I C4 J=J+4 
~AY:l 
l cee ~~ IT F CUTPl T TAPE f ,1 8 
I e FCRI'AT IH- J) 
CA LL HEAC 
ASSIGN 7CCC TC L E~N 
2CC2 ASS IGN 9C TC JcA 
92 WRITE eU TPLT TAPE 6 , 2 , KASE,HA L, CC F 
CC TC JEAI'; , 19(' , 9J ) 
~C Ir I Kn ) n c , 9CO , 71 0 
'lce IFI KSAI\ ) GC2 , 9C I, 902 
GC I hRITF CU TPL T T ~PE c , 3 
GC TC G7 
9C2 h~ IT F CUTPL T T~P E 6 ,7 33 
7 33 F CR~ AT I I~C , 6 4 X ,46r ~OLES ENTHALPY STAT E T E ~P DE NSITYI 
225X ,l orCrE~ICAL FOR~U LA, 24X ,1 0H ,4 X ,7 rCAL /~ CL ,1 0X , 
35rCEG K, 4X , 4HG/CC ) 
GC Te 97 
71r IF I KSA~ l 712,711,712 
711 WR ITE LUTPLT TAPE 6 ,4 
GC TC ., 7 
712 hR ITE CU TPLT TAP E 6 ,7 44 
744 FCR~AT Ilr C, 84X ,4 6r ~OL ES eN THALPY STA TE T E ~P DENS ITYI 
2 25X ,1 6 rCrE~ICAL FCRMULA,44X,10r 
3 PX , ~~DEG K, 4X , 4HG / CC ) 
9 7 IFI NF)351,35C,3S 1 
35 1 r.a 10 0 l =l, NF 
~~=1 5 
CALL SPEC 
IFI KD 1401 , 400 , 40 1 
,4 X,7 HCA LlMCL, 
4CC WRITE eU TPLT TAPE c , S,AII, 34 ),AII, 32 ),AII, 42 ), AI I,44),AII, 36 ) 
CC TO l OC 
401 WRITE CU TPLT TAPE 6 , 6 ,AII, 34 ),AII, 32 ),AII,4 2) ,AII,44),AII, 36) 
I CC CCI\ TI NLE 
35C IrI NO ) 353,352 , 353 
353 nc I CI l=l, NO 
11 = I 
t'1'=() 
CA LL SPEC 
IFI KC )411, 41G , 411 
41C hR IT E CU TPLT TAPE 6 , 5,AI 1,3 3 ),AII,31),AII,41),AII,43),AII,35) 
roc TC l CI 
411 hR I TE CU TPLT TAPF 6 , 6 ,AII, 33 ),AII, 31), AII,41), AII,4 3 ),AII, 35 ) 
101 CCI\T I NLE 
352 CCN TI NLE 
WR IT E eU TPLT TAP E 6 ,7, COF,PEMCF , E~UIV ,r A LL 
CC TO LEI\N ,1 2CCO , 2C C1) 
2"CC IFI KCOE ) SI , 5C , 5 1 
5C I N: LEN 
GC TO 56 
5 1 IFI KON T) 53 , 52 , 53 
52 I I\:KCDE 
KCI\ T=1 
GC TC 56 
5~ II\: LFN -1 3 
KCLE=C 
5f CALL REAC 
IFI IP ~C~- 2 ) 60C , 60C , f('l1 
60 1 ~RI T E eU TPLT TAPE ( , 6e2 
6C2 FC~VA T 1 37rGEOL IL[ r.R [ U~ l HcR ~ OD YI\A~IC PROP ER TI ES ) 
CALL PER PAR 
CC Te 2CC 
60C ~M IT E CU TPLT TAP E 6 , 8 
e FCR~A T 111 ~CPARAVF T FRS ) 
IFI~AY-l)~4,63, 64 
63 KK:[1\ - 2 





















































































FCMr~T I1 HC ,1 6X ,7 HCHA ~ BER ,4 X ,7 HTH~CA T ,1 0 13X ,A 6 ), 3X ,A 4 ) 
GC TC 65 
hRITE CU TPLT TA PF 6 , 66 ,IA SCLII),I=I ,I N) 
FOR~~T II~C,15X,1313X,A6» 
CC1\T I NLE 
CHL PERPAR 
IFlrC-I)2C(;,2C5,2C6 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 99 
FCR~ATIH' ) 
hRIT[ CUTPL T TAPE 6 , 9 
FCR~AT I 12~~CEHIVATIV[S) 
IFI PAY-I ) 5C3 , 5C2,5C3 
CALL PERrER 
GC TO 504 
CALL PE,{CEY 
CC1\TIf>.Lf 
~RIT[ CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 99 
h~ITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 ,1 0 
FCR~AT (15~G~CLE FRACTIOr-.SII) 
CALL CC~P 
ASS I GN 3ecc TO LEN1\1\ 
hRITE CUTPLT TAP E 6 ,1 6 
rCR~AT (Ir C, 3CX ,1 6rI NPL T, G-A TO~S / G II) 




GC TC 82 
KK = I 
KKK=8 
LCCP=2 
82 CC 85 J=I,LCCP 
hRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 ,II,I E L~TII),I =KK ,KKK) 
II FCR~AT (ll~,816X,A2,7X» 
hKlTE CUTPLT TAPE 6 ,12,l eC F II) ,J=KK,KKK) 
12 FCR~AT 15H FUEL,6X,8EI5.7) 
hRIT[ CUTPLT TAPE (; ,13,1 80X II),I=KK,KKK) 
13 FCR~AT 18r CX I CANT , 3X , BE I 5 .7) 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 ,I4,I BC II) ,I=KK,KKK) 
14 FCM~AT Illr PROPEL LANT, 8E I 5 .7) 
IF (L OCP-I ) 86 , 85 , 86 
86 KK=9 
KKK=NE 
hRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 ,1 5 
I, FCR~ATllrO) 
85 CC1\TlfIIL[ 
ASSIGfII 9 1 TC JEA1\ 
GC TC ~2 
91 IF IKSAN) 7SI,7SC,751 
7SC WR IT E CU TPLT TAPE 6 ,11 , 
119 FOR~AT ((;~C1\OTE.,2X,71rWEIGHT r MAC TI CN OF FUEL I ~ TOTAL FUELS AND 
10F OXICA1\T IN TOTAL OX I DA1\TS ) 
7S1 CC1\ Tl fIILE 
GC TO LENN1\,(3COC,3001) 
300e IF( KCDE)G6 , GS , 96 
9(; ~Ay=~'AY+1 
GO TC Icce 
95 I F( IP RCI:l - 2 )7 0C ,7 CO ,7 01 
70C I F ( ~AREA )7 C2 ,7 CI ,7 02 
7C2 IF(LEN-4)7CI,7C3,703 
703 CA LL SANFO 
I F(] PRCR - 2 )7 CCO ,7 00 I,7 CO I 
7001 IF(~E-I)7CC3,7CG2,7003 
7CC2 WRITE CUTPL T TAPE (; ,7 CC5 
7:0S FOR~AT I 2sx ,e CH THECRf TI CA L RCCKE T FERFCR~A1\CE ASSU~ING ECU ILI B 
2R I U~ CC~P05 ITl rN DLR I NG EXPANSIC1\/44X,28HFRO~ AN ASSIG1\FD TcrPERAT 
3UREI 
44SX,24rFCR ASSIG~ED AREA RA TI OS) 
GC TO 5050 
7C01 WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 ,7 0C6 
7CO(; FCR~AT ( 25X ,7 5~THECRE TI CA L ROCKE T PERFCR~A1\CE ASSU~ING FROlFN 
2CC~PCSIT I O~ CUR I NG EXPAN; I CN /44 X , 2EHFRC~ A1\ ASS I GNED TE~PERATUREI 
34SX , 24rFCR ASS I G~FC ARFA RA TI OS ) 
GC TG S050 
7 ~OC IF(~ E -I)7 0 ,71,7 0 

































































4CSC FG~~ATII~I. 7SX .7 SH THE CRE TI CA L RCCKE T PERFCR~A~CE ASSU~ING FROLEN 
7CC~POSITIO~ OURI~G EX PA NS I C~ I 
34SX . 24rFCR ASSIGNED ARFA RAT I OS ) 
GC TC ,C5C 
71 hR 1T E CUTPLI TAPE 6 , 50CO 
SCCC FCR~A T Ilr1,25X, 80~ THECRET I CA L RCCKE T PERFCR~ANCE ASSU~ING [CU ILI B 
2R IU~ CC~PCSITICN DUR IN G EXPANS I C~ I 
345X , 24rFCR ASS I G~EO AREA RAT I OS ) 
sr,c CCI\TINLC 
ASSIGN 2COI TC LEN~ 
GC TC 2GC2 
2COI CHL EX lIT 
ASSICN 3C01 TC L E 1\t,I'< 
GC TO 207 
3r~1 CCII, T1 "1LC 
701 I FI~A'lA- I) <C8 , 20C . 2C8 
2ce "AI\A=C 
2ce CCI'<T INLE 
RETURN 
sueRCUTINE HEAl: 







E~L1VALE~[E IIPRCB, CI23(6 )), I~ E , [(1769 )) 
I c e FCMVA T 1 25x . eCH T ~ECRETI(AL RCCKET PERFCR~A~CE ASSU~ING ECUI LI S 
2R I L~ [C~POS ITI CN CUR I NG EXPA"S I CN ) 
?OC FCR~AT 1 25X ,7 S~ T HECRET I CA L ROCKET PERFCRI'A~CE ASSUI'ING FROZEN 
2CO~POS ITIC~ DURII\G EXPANS I CN ) 
lce FCR~A T 1 25x , eCH THECRE TI CA L RCCKE T PERFCR~A~CE ASSU~ING bCUILIB 
?R IUM CC~PO~IT I CN rURING EXPAI\SION / 44X , 28HFRCI' AN ASS I GI\ED TErPERAT 
3URE ) 
4CC FCR"'A T 1 2SX ,7 SrTHECRETICAL RCCKET PERF(R~A~(E ASSUr i NG FRClEN 
2CCI'PCS ITICI\ DLR I I'<G EXPANS 1 0N /44X, 2eHFRC~ A~ ASSIGNED TEI'PERA TURE ) 
~CC FC~I'AT 1 25X ,74~T HECRE TI CA L THERI'OOYNAMIC PROPERT I ES AT ASS I GNE 
CC PMES~URE ANC TEI'PfRATURES) 
6CC FC R~ AT 1 25X ,74 HTHECRE TI CA L T ~ER~CD'NA~IC P~CPERT I ES AT ASS I GNE 
2C T c~P[RA TL RE AND PRESSURES ) 
IFIIPR CB-2)t.2.1 C 
Ie IF (!PR (,~-4) 3 . 4 , 5 
5 w~ITE rUTPLI TAPF 6 . 90CO 
9((~ fC~~A TI 2SX , 47NTHEC~ET I CAL THERI'CCYNAMIC cc~eU S TI O~ PRCPFRTIES) 
~ETURN 
I IFII'E-I)12r11r12 
II wAITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 .1 0C 
RL TURII; 
12 hRITE CU TP LT TAPE 6 , 2CC 
RETURN 
IF(I'[-1)14')3,14 
1~ .K II E CUIPLT TAPf 6 , 30C 
RETURN 
14 WRITE CUTPL T TAPE C,4 0C 
RFTURN 
wRITE CUTPLT IAP E 6 , 5CC 
RETURN 




























































ECLIVALE~CE lI N, CI8C46)) 
ECLIVAL[NCE IPE~II). C(lC43P)) . IPER(1 69) . CIIC606)) 
CI n/\SIO/\ PERI13 ,1 3) 
FCRrAT IISrOIDLI/OLPC)PC/PI3F9.S) 
FCMrAT IISr IOLI/OLPC)PC/PI3F9 . 5) 
FCRrAT 116r IOLAR/OLPC)PC/PF8.5.12F9.S) 
4 FCKrAT 116r ICLCS/CLPC)PC/PF8.5.12F9.5) 
5 FCRVAT I 15~CIDLI/C~C)PC/Po13F9.5) 
6 FCR~AT 115~ InLT/O~C)PC/PoI3F9.5) 
7 FCR~AT 116r IOLAR/OrC)PC/PoF8 . 5 .12F 9 .5) 
e FCM~AT 116~ ICLCS/OrC)PC/PoF8.5.12F9.5) 
9 FCRI'AT 116r olrC IN KCAL/G)) 
lC FCR~AT 113rOIDLI/CLPCP)S.2X,13F9.5) 
II FCR~AT 113r IOLT/OLPCP)S.2X.13F9.5) 
12 FCR~AT 115r IDLAR/CLPCP)S 13F9.5) 
hRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6,I,IPEHI I.2) .I=I.IN) 
hRITE CUTPLT TAP~ 6 , 2,IPER II.11.1 =1 .I NI 
hRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6,3 ,(PERII,3).I=I,IN) 
hRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 ,4,IP ER II,5).I=I,I N) 
WR IT E CU TPLT TAPE 6 .5.IPCRII.71.1=1,IN) 
hRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6.6, IPERII.6),I=I,IN) 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6,7.IPER II, 8 ),I=I,IN) 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6,8 .IPERII.l e ).I =l ,I"') 
WRITE CUTPLI TAPE 6 , 9 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6,lO ,IP CRII .1 2),I= I,I N) 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 .11.IP ERI I.1I).I=I,I N) 
hRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 .12.I PER II,1 3) .I=I,I N) 
RETURN 
SUBROUTI~E P[RCEY 







[CLIVALE/\CE II , CI8C46)) 
ECUIVALENCE IPERIIl. CIIC438)), IPERI169). CIIC606)) 
Cl rENSION PFRI13.1]) 
FCR~AT 115rOIOLI/DLPC)PC/P.9X.12FS.S) 
FCRI'AT 11 5r I DLT /DLPC)PC/PI3F9.5) 
FCR~AT I 16~ InLAR/DLPC)PC/P.8X.12F9 . 5) 
FCRfJAT I 16~ IDLCS/DLPC)PC/P,8X.12FS . 5 ) 
Fr.RI'AT 115~CIOLI/DrC)PC/po.9X.12F9 . 5) 
6 FCRfJAT 115r ICLT/CHC)PC/P o I3F9.5) 
7 FCR~AT I 16r ICLAR/D~C)PC/Po.8X,12F9.5) 
8 FCMfJAT 116r I DLCS/OrC)PC/Po . 8X ,1 2F9 .5) 
<; FCR~AT 116~ -lrC I N KCAL/G)) 
IC FCM~AT 11 3r CICLI/DLPCP)S,11X,12F9.5) 
II FOR~AT 113r IOLT/DLPCP)S.2X.13F9.5) 
12 FOR~AT 115r I DLAR / DLPCP) S. 9X .12F 9 . 5 ) 
WRITE CUTPLT T6PE 6,J .IP ER II. 2 ),I= 2 ,IN) 
wqITE [UTPLT TAPE 6,2.IPERII.I),I=l,IN) 
I<RlTE CUTPLT TAPE 6,3.IPERI I,3),I= 2 ,I N) 
hRlTE CUTPLT TAPE 6 .4. IPERI 1,5) ,I =2 ,I N) 
\·:RlTE CUTPLT TAPE 6 .5.IP ER II.71.I= 2 ,IN) 
.,RITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 6 .IP ER II.6),I=I,IN) 
hRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6.7.IPERII.R),I=2,IN ) 
hRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , 8 . IP ER II.1 G ).1= 2 .1~) 
WRITE CUTPLT TAP E 6 .9 
hRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 ,lO,IPE RII,1 2),I=2 '[N) 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 .1I,IPE RII,ll),I=I,I N) 














































































SU81\Cl!T l ~E REAC 
( 








F(;LlVALF~CE IA NS Ill. C I ',21)) . IAI\SI4';4) . C( 874 )) 
ECL 'VAL [~CE IL [~ . C I17 t6 )). I~AY. ( 117 (7 )) 
FUdVALE~(( I Lcap . CII77 ( )). IKTAP e . ( l d045 )) 
ECLIVA LE!I>Cf lI N. C18C4 1: )) 
ECLIV AL E~ (E I ~N . C(2329)) 
ECLIVALEI\CE I PARII) . CI837C)). I PAR I 2Ce ). C(8577 )) 
[CLI VAL E~(E I A~aLll). Cl q268)) . IA~C LI 117() . ( 11 0437 )) 
fClJIVALE~CE I (ER Ill. ( 11 (438)) . ICER(169). (1IC606)) 
D l ~ ElliS l ON PARI13 .1 6 ). DER I1 3 .1 1 ). .I\S ( 454) 
C l~ E"'S ION A~CLI 13. 9C ) 
CC I ,= I . I 
CO 2 J = I. It 
2 PAR I '. J ) =A~S IJ) 
1\=1 
CC 3 J=2C . ;? 




CC 4 JJ= I. ~1I. 
""'[LI' . N) =ANSIJ) 
J=J+ 4 
4 r,=1\ + I 
IFI KTA PE- LEN ) lCO .l.l CO 
IC C REA( TAPE ? ,(A NS IK). K= 1.454) 
KTAPE=KTAPE+I 
cr~T l "'LE 
RETURN 
SLeRCL!I~E P[RPAR 




FCL IVAL E~(E I KrCE . (1 17 68) ) 
ECL I VA L E~CE I '!I> . CI ?0 4( )). I",AY. CI17t7)) 
FQu l VA LE ([ IPA RI I). C I 83 7C)). I PARI20e) . ( 185 77)) 
f l /'lEf\SICf\ PAR II 3 ,l t ). N~ 11 3 ) 
I e FCNrA ! 1 5~ PC / P .l ~x ) 
I I FrM"AT IE~ p . AT", .7 X) 
12 rCK ~A T Iq~ T. rEG K. 6x . 13IG) 
13 FOR~AT IS~ ~ . CAL/G.6X . 13FS .l) 
14 FCN",A T I 1 5~ S. (A LII GII K) 13Fq . 4) 
IS FCR.A T IIC~Cr . I'C L hT. 5X .1 3FS . 3) 
If, FCR", bT Ill~ IrLI"If)LPlT . 4X.l3FQ . 5 ) 
17 FCN",AT Ill~ IOL""DLT)P . 4X . 13F9 . 4 ) 
I e FC R ~AT (1 5~ CP o (A lI( G)( K) 13F9 . 4 1 
IS FCN~AT 16~ GA~I"A . 9X .13 F9 . 4 ) 
2C FCkl"A T 112~ ~AC~ NL~AER . 3X .1 3FQ . 3 ) 
2 1 FCR~AT 115~CCSTAR . FT/SFC 13 19) 
22 FCRI'AT 13~ CF . 12x,l3F9 . 3 ) 
23 F CR~A T 16~ AE/AT . 9X , 13F9 .3) 
24 F CH~A T 11 5~ I VAC .L ~ - SEC /L BI3FQ .I) 
25 FCRIIA T I 15~ 1. LH-SFC /L Il 13F 9 .1) 
I F I KCr.(-\);; . I . ? 
1 wRITE CLTPLT T'DE 6 . 111 
III FCH,.AT 1 8 ~CP . AT~ . 7X) 
GC rc ~ 
" R IT~ CU TPL T T ~PF 6 . 10 
CALL VAI« 1. 2 ) 





































































3526 Area rat10 
3527 
( 
CAL L VAR12,21 
rc 6C 1= 1, I N 
6C fI.~ 1 I I=PARI 1,31+. 5 
"HITE (U TPLT TAPE 6 ,1 2 ,Ifl. NIII,I =I , IN I 
WRITC (UTPLT TAPE 6 ,13,IPA RI I,41,I=I,I~1 
"RITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 ,14,IPARII, 5 1,I=1,Ifl.1 
hRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6,15,IPAKII,6),I=I,Ifl.1 
IFIKCCEI6,5,6 
c WRITE lU TPLT TAP E 6,l6,IPARII,8),I=1 ,I /\ 1 
"RITE [UTPLT TAPE 6 ,17,IPA RII , 9 1,I=1,1~1 
"RITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 ,1 8 ,IPARII,71.I =1 .1/\1 
WRITE [UTPLT TAPE 6.19 .IPARII.l ~ I.I=1 . INI 
IFIKCCE-1141.4C.41 
4C RCTURN 
41 "RITE CUTPLT TAPE 6.20,lPARII,121.I=1.INI 
CO 61 1= 1. IN 
61 NNII'=PART 1.151+.5 
IF I~AY-il 51 . 50 . 51 
5C WRITE [UTPLT TAPE 6 . 31,TNN III.I= 2 .I NI 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 . 32 ,IPA RII,l 61,J=2 .I NI 
WRITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 .33 
CALL VARIll.2) 
.RITE CUIPLT TAPE 6,34,(PAR II,l4),I=2.I N) 
f,RlTE (UTPLT TAP E 6 . 35 .IPA RII,1 ) I.I=2,INI 
31 FCRPAT 115I-CCSTAR. FTiSEC .9X,l 2 191 
32 FCRPAT 13H CF.21X.12F9.)1 
33 FCR~AT 16r AE/AT,18X,12F9 . 3 1 
34 FCKPAT 11~" IVAC.LB-SEC/LB . 9X ,1 2F9 .11 
35 FCR~AT 1151- I. LA-SEC/ LO . 9X .12F 9 .11 
RETURN 
51 WRITE [UTPLT TAPE 6.21.INNIII.I=I.INI 
"RITE (UTPLT TAPE 6 . 22 ,IPARII.16I,I=I.INI 
"RITE [LTPLT TAPE (.23 
CALL VARIII.21 
"RITE [LTPLT TAPE 6,24,{PARII,141'[=I,lNI 
"RITE [LTPLT TAPE t.25,1PARII,131,[=I.Ifl.l 
REILR/\ 
SL~R(LTI/\E VARII/\CEX.Kl1 




ECLIVALE/\CE 11/\. CIEC461 I. I~AY. (1176111 




e TW O= 1133C2346060 










o TE~~lql=601 C066 77326 
B TE~~CICI=6CIIC5677326 
8 TE~~{111=CI0004677326 




ICC IFIINOEX-Klll . 2 , 3 
101IFII,OEX-KI11 , l,2 
1 TE"Cll=1.Cf 04 
T f"'{2 1=1. C[~5 
TE~, 131=I . CEC6 













































































A~ I[) =THR 
A~( 2 ) =TWU 
A/,,(1)= CNE 
M ' I/')=l ERO 
GC Te 4 
Z T U (1) =l.C 
I E ~ ( 2 ) =l C . C 
I F~(J ) =lCC , C 
~~Il)=F R 
A~ I ?)=Tf-.R 
A~Il ) = l hC 
A~(4 ) =LNF 
DC Ie 4 
TE' Il) =IC.r 
Tt~I21=lco . r 
TH(3 )=I CCC . G 
A~ (1) =TIIR 
{l~( 2 ) =TWO 
An 3 ) =CNF 
An4 ) =L f RC 
4 r.C 5 1=1,1 1\ 
IF II-I) 53 , 5( , 53 
5 C IF I ~AY-ll 53 , 52 , 53 
52 IFII N(lEX-l l ) 53 , 5 , 53 
53 CCI\ TI NLF 
Hd ( 2 ) = T F ~~I 1) 
DC (, J =l,3 
IFlr ARII ,I I\CEX )-I F ~IJ))IC,6 , 6 
l C rn(J) =I\/' IJ) 
II WR I H CU TI'Ll TAPE 6 , Ff"T , P AI{ II.I Nr[X ) 
GO Te ~ 
CCN TI !l:I;, 
rIl l ( 3 ) ="~ I 4) 
"RITE CUTPLT TAPE 6 , F"' I, PAR II.I '>IlEX ) 










l6 0 l! 































SU~ROU TI ~E SA~ F O 
Iu SED FOK ARFA RA TI C I ~ TE RPO LATI C~ ON LYI 
CCt'I'CN C 
rOU IV ftLE~CE I SAREA III,CII C6CS II,I $ARE AI 131,CII 0620 1 I 
E~L IV A L EN C E I N AR EA , C II 060 711 
EQU IV ALEI\CE IP ER I1,. CI1 C4 38 11, IP ER I I691, CI1 0606 11 
E('U IVAL [~CE I PARI II, CI S37 (\ II, IP AR I 20S I, CI ~5 7711 
ECU IV ALFNCE I PC , CI 231 41" IHC .CI 22S 41 I 
EOU IVAL [~CE I NCEe , CI1565 11 
r~~ IV ALEI\CE IL [N , CI17 66 1 I, II' E , C117 69 1 I 
[CU IV ALE~CE II N, CleC46 1 I 
[(;L I VAL[/(CE I Il,~r[R , C I l C62 111 
Er UIVAL f\CE 11 0 VER , CII C622 11 
~lU IV AL[~CE I PCP III, C I 72S6 1', IP CP 125 1, C12310 11 
C I ~FNS I CI\ PCP I 2~ 1 
n H EI'; S IOIJ P hR I 11 , 16 I • PER I 13 ,1 3 I , SAREA I 131 • T [I' I 13 ,1 C I , SPEC I 2 1 
C I I'r:~S l ON AI 6 ,7) 
CI l'cNS I CI\ A\I$ 16 1 




CC 82 I= ) , LFN 
IF IP CP I 1 '- PCPI21 1 e3 , ~j , A9 
SS t\U,\N=NL"I" +1 
GO TO ti2 
R3 ~!lJN~"lJ~. +l 
8~ CC" Tr 'JL[ 
81 IF I NUi\ 1 85 , '14 , 85 
84 KU=4 
CO Ie e6 
Se KCK=4+I\UN 
KCKK=KCK-Z 
8L CC\T I Nl,r 
97 L=l 
rc 1 I=I, NARcA 
IF I I-I UI\CE~ I JO( , I" O, J n l 
lo r IrI NU\I -11 2C l, ?'.1 , 2CC 
2('11 L=L-l 
GC TC 1 
2CC Dr. 22 J=4 , KOKK 
IF I SA~FA I I'-P AR IJ,1111 22 , 44 ,44 
44 1"r;=J-l 
GC TO 6 
72 CC.\T INLE 
III.(;=KCKK-I 
Gr TO 6 
10J I F I \j~N~-11 2~1 , 2n l, 2C2 
?C2 [C' J=KCK ,L EI\ 
I F I SAREA I I I- PARIJ,l1l1 4 .4, 7 
INC=J-I 
CC TO 6 
CC~~T l'~LJI: 
I F I S AR E A I I I-PA R I L FN , II 1. 3 . C I q , q(" 90 
9 1 1I1~=L[i\- 1 
~ IFl rL -11 60 , t6 , 60 
(,( K= INL 
CC 64 J=I, 2 
PE~ I K , 1 2 1=1. 98 7 26 * PAR I ~ , J I/1 2 . C'P.K IK, 6 1·I HC *I . 9S 7 26-P AR IK,4JI I 
PEK I K. III =-1 . 9P 726 / I P.~I' I K, 7 1* PAR I K, 6 1 ) 
PE~IK ,I ) )=1. 0 / PAR IK,1 0 1-PE R I K , 12 1 
64 K=K +l 
TEP IL,I CI=P AR II. 6 ) 
6f SPi.r. 1 1 ) =I . ClPERI I NU , 131 
SPEC I 2 1=I . C/P ER II NC +I,I ) ) 
CA LI. SET I P~R II I\D ,I). SPFC , PAR IJ NO ,III, SAR[A (II,T(to' IL, 5 11 
CAL L SF TI P A ,( I J ~ 0 , , I , P F R I J N II , 11 I • P. R I I NO , I ) , TEl' I L , 5 I , TEl' l L , 7 ) ) 
IFI PE -I) 7C , 71,7C 
71 SP~C I I ) =-PAR I I ~l: , 8 1+ PAIU I Nll , 9 1' PER I I ND , 111 
SP EC I 2 1 =-PAR I I ~() + I , e 1 +PAI{ I I NO + 1 , q 1 <P ER I J NO + 1, II I 
CA LL SE T(PARII NO , 6 1, SPFC , P:'R II N[) ,11,T E~ IL, ~ I,T E PIL,I O II 
7C K=I Nll 


















































5 ) 49 
505e 






























AI J . 7l =PA~ I K .1 3 )" 2 
A I J . 2, 7) = 2 . r . A I J , 7 ) • P'= R I K , 12 ) 
AIJ . ~ .7) = 1 I . C-PAR I K.l r ))/P AM I K.I C)* AIJt 2 . 7) 
~ IJ,I) = [' C' 
,\IJ +n='> . v 
A IJ+ ~ )=,-- r 
~IJ . 2 )=L (~f IPA ~ I~.I)) 
~ IJt 2 , ;: ) = I J. 
AIJ+ 4 , , ) =C . -
r(~ 5l 1"':3 , ( 
A I J , r ) =~ I J , ;: ) •• 1 1'-1 ) 
hIJt2,~)=AIJ,2)"I~-2)'FLCATFI~-1) 
5C 'IJ+4 . P)=AIJ+ 2 . ~ )/AIJ, 7 ).rL OA TFI V-2 ) 
2C K=K tl 
('L L ~~.~~ I A . ~ ,A ~S ) 
l[.IL . <l=A\Slll 
SpC(=LLGr IT [ " IL. ~ )) 
CO ?l J= 2 . t 
21 T L~ IL • • ) = T [~ IL. ? )+ ANS IJ)' SPF( "IJ-I) 
T r~ IL • • )=1. 9~ 72 6 ·~( -I CCD . 0 · TE"IL . 2 )/ 294 . ~9··2 
1 F IT 0 ~ I L • 2 ) ) 9( • 9C , 23 
23 T rv (L, £ )= S(..R T~(T fr-'( Lf 2 )} 
I F IL- 2 ) 25 . 24 , ?4 
2'. I r I H to' I L • 2 ) - T H I L -I, 2J ) 90 . 2 ~ , 25 
75 T F~ IL . 1)=T r l'IL , 2 )+ PARI2 ,I S )' SARFA II )/1 32 . 174'T E~ IL, 5 )) 
HI'I L. J ) =PA'l I 2 .1 5 ) 
T[~ IL. 4 ) = T FI' IL . 7 ) .3 2 .174/T ( ~IL,3) 
T [P IL , L ) =PC /T F~ IL, 5 ) 
r rf' I L, ~ ) =P~I{ 12 . 5 ) 




ce 3C 1=1 . I" 
PAR I 1,1 ) =Tl-I'I' I I) 
Lr,30J=2 . 11 
3C PA I{ II,J) =Tl-I' II.J-I) 
H I UR'J 
~U8"OUT I \[ SET l n~f .T wo, T ~R (F , AR G , ~AL ) 
C 
C 1 ~~Er FOR ARFA RA TI C I~T ERPO LATI CN ON LY) 






C I ~INSICN AI6 , 7 ), ANSI6 ), ONE I 2 ),T~ O I 2 ),T HREE I 2 ) 
I l'J=1 . 2 
AIJ. 5 ) =LCGF I ONF IJ)) 
A IJ+ 2 . ~ ) =T.O IJ) 
AIJ , 2 ) =LrGr IT HREE IJ)) 
I e ll = I . 2 
AII,L )=[' C 
AI 1+ 2 ,1 )= C. C 
AII+ 7 , 2 ) =I. r: 
CC I J=2 , 3 
AI I, J+I)=AI l.n .. J 
A I I + 2 • J + I ) = A I 1 , 2 ) •• I J-l ) • F LeA T F I J ) 
CC~ r INlt 
CALL I'(A~SIA , 4 . A S ) 
rAL=A "J~ II ) 
SUI' =Lf"'CF I A~G ) 
[;C I e J=I , ~ 
Ie ~A L =HA L+ SU" "J'IANS IJ+I)) 
f-AL=[XPFI~AL ) 




















'j - )~ 
J':4b 
~'. 9 7 
r)· .. 9:1 
5 'j9Y 
~lv0 







S l Ot! 
'-) LI-,q 
5 11 0 
5 111 
~ 11 2 
'>113 
5 114 
~ 11 5 
51 16 
~Il l 






















5 14 0 
5 141 





SL8MCUT I~ E ~GAL~ IA, N ,A~S) 
c 
C IU ~Fl FOR .qEA RATI O I ~ T~Rp n LATI CN ON LY) 







CI~r~SION AI6,7) , ANS I 6 ) 
[0 1 l =l , N 
AI.SI I )= (o . r 
CC I e l=l,~ 
CC <) J=I, N 
'1I,J+l)=AII ,J+I)/ AII,I) 
IF(J- N) <; , 2C , <) 
~ COl\TINl,I' 
K= I+l 
GC a II=K,~ 
CC ~ JJ=I,~ 
e AI II,JJ+l)=-AI II, I )"AI I,JJ+l)+AI II ,JJ+ll 
I e Cr."' TI NL[ 
?C ANSIN)=AII,J+l ) 
I r I N- 1 ) 3 1 , ~ ~ , 3 1 
)C MF I I.J><N 
31 J=~-l 
I I =J 




12 K=K +l 
AN~(J)=A(J , K )-A NS (J) 
11 J =J- I 
~E TU "'I 
SI.;LMCU TI I\[ [X ITT 
C I U~ED FUM AREA MATI O I ~ T ERPOLATIO N ON LY) 




r~~IVALE~CE I I N, CIS04t )), IMAY, C( 17 67)) 
FQU IV A L E~CE IP AP Il), CI 83 7C)), IPA RI20 S), C(8577) ) 
ceUIVALFNCE IL [N ,CIl76 t )), I~E, C (1769)) 
C I ~[NS I O~ PAI{ I1 3 ,1 6 1, N~ (13) 
C ~'AY /lUST [CliA L 2 




PC hR IT E CU TPLT TAPE 6 ,?3 
?3 F C~I'A T I c~CAF /AT, 9X ,1 3Fq . 3 ) 
CH L VARll,6 1 
"k iT e CU TPLT TAPE 6,24, IPA R (J, 2 1,1=1.r ~ 1 
2~ ~CMI'AT 11 5 ~ IVA C,L B-S[C/LAI 3F9.1) 
hM IT F CU TPLT TAP E 6 , 25 ,I PAMII,1) ,I =I,I~) 
25 FOI,I'H (15~ I, LO-SEC /L P. 13F9 . 11 
CC 6 1 1=1, I N 
61 "I,\l II =PAR II,4J+. 5 
51 hMITf CU TPLT TAPE 6 , 2 1,I~ N II),I = I,I N ) 
2 1 FO~~A T 11 5 ~ CSTAM, FT/SEC 13 191 
~~ IT [ ClI TPLT TAPE 6 , 22 ,(PA K II, ~ I,I=I,I ~ ) 
22 reM"AT IJh CF,l 2X ,13F 9 .3) 
~~ IT ~ CU TPLT T.P E C li O 
Ie F~A~A T 15hepC / P ,lCXI 
CA LL VARI6 , C) 
WH ITE CU TPLT TAPE 6 ,11 
II Fr,<~AT I SH p , .T~ ,7 X) 
CAlL V'KI7,6) 
I r foe 1=1, 1:\1 
6'. "'I\ II)= ~AR II, H I+. '> 
h~I T [ CUTP LT TAP E 6 ,1 2 ,IN I\ III,I =I,I NI 
12 FCR~AT 19h T, fEr K,6X ,1 3 1S 1 
~M lr L LUT oLr TAP[ 6 ,1 3,IP.MII , 9 1,( ·1 ,1 ~ 1 
11 FeN' AT 1 9~ ~ , CA L/ G , 6X ,1 3 F ~ .I) 
~~ITF CU TPLT TA PE o ,14,IPI M II,I ~ ),I=I, l ~ ) 
14 rO'{YH 1l 5 ~ S, CALlIG) IKI 13F9 .41 
hN IT l CU TPLT TAPE 6 , 15,I~AM (I,III,I = I, I~) 
15 Fep..·. T 11 0 1- ~, ,.,O L wT,5X,l3F 9 . 3 ) 




'> 14 9 
5150 
'> 15 1 
~ 1 52 
~ 1 53 
~ 1 5 4 















5 17 0 
~ 171 

























































PROGRAM LISTING FOR BCREAD (A,B) AND BCDUMP (A,B) 
"I '\ AKY CAk" .,0 . ~CREAOO() 
00006 ENTKY ~CREAD 
I RA'~SF L R VEC TOR 
, I 'j,\kY CAM) ',D . bCKEAOO l 
"ClvOv 2~/,62 6266()60 EOFF 
LOC(; 1 h6') 12 ~'j 151 60 WKERR 
"v002 0 OOGOC 0 ·JOOC'0 PH 
LOOOj a 00000 0 00000 PIE 
(.O( 04 a OOOuO 0 0000:' PLE 
\.11)"0 ) 22235 1252124 BC I 1,BCREAO 
L~~06 -0/)34 ,,0 1 JOO02 8CRE fl O SXf) *-4,1 
CO"') ( -06 J4 00 2 00003 SXO *-4,2 
Lv'lv -(&14 00 4 00004 SXO *-4,4 
00Ll 1 0500 00 4 00002 CLA 2,4 
vO" 12 (402 vO 4 0000 1 SUP 1,4 
Gar 1 3 0400 00 0 000 45 ADD ONE 
001 14 ()76 7 00 0 00(122 ALS Itl 
GO('I~ 0602 00 0 OOOSI SLW 102 
o.j r 16 O!)OO 00 4 (l000 1 CLA 1,4 
,,0"17 -03;>0 00 0 00044 ANA MASKA 
00(7.) -0,01 00 0 00051 ORA 102 
OOe2 1 - OS14 00 4 00045 LX D ONE,4 
~OO2? 0 762 00 0 01222 R[AD RTBA 2 
C002j -0714 00 1 00000 POX 0,1 
PI NAkY CARD r,o . bCREAD 02 
00074 -3 00026 1 00033 TXL LESS22,l,22 
oor.;> ~ 0&21 00 0 00047 GOO F SrA 102 2 
00";>', 0:.40 00 0 00046 RCHA 1022-1 
OO('?? ,,(' 74 00 2 00052 TSX ERR,2 
00030 0400 00 0 00043 ADD MI'lPLS 
tO~1 1 -('JZG 00 0 00042 ANA MASK 
('0032 0020 ()O 0 00022 TkA READ 
"Of' 3 ~ 06"1 0') 0 (1005 1 LES522 sro 102 
DOl.. j4 0~40 00 0 00050 RCHA 10 1 
GOe 3~ OU74 00 2 00052 TSX ERR ,2 
00C36 -(,:'34 00 1 00002 LX D BCREAD-4,1 
U00H -C') 14 01) 2 llOOe3 Lx n BCREAu-3,2 
COG4U -0~14 ,,0 4 00004 L XD BCREAD-2,4 
LOOl,l OC?a 00 4 00003 TRA 3,4 
00(' 42 +0177777 (1777 MASR OLl 077777777777 
,,01'43 t- 077752000026 MINPLS OC T 0(7752000026 
00:'44 + 0,)0000 77 7 777 MASKA Ocr 000000777777 
CO, 4~ +00 000000 0001 ONE OCT 1 
00046 -2 O()()v? 2 ,,0,,00 IOSP'l 0,0,2 
00C',7 3 0002(, 0 00000 1022 IO RT ··, 0 ,22 
1\ I '~AKY CARO I~n . BCI{[AIl03 
u00~v -2 OG')u2 2 00000 10 1 IU 5PN 0,0,2 
("JI..') [ 0 ('lOOJ:) 0 00000 102 PLE 
00 "52 Ov60 (,0 0 00052 FKR TUlA * 
G0053 0010 00 0 000~6 T[FA EOFT 
0(;) 54 (;022 ll" 0 )l,0 61 TKCA OUT 
0005? Ou?O u.) 2 00001 TRA 1,2 
00 0 56 0500 00 0 00060 EOFT CLA BSR2 
00~5 7 00 74 CO 4 00000 CALL EUFF 
00C6U 0 764 00 0 0 12 02 ASK2 BSRA 2 
00061 [ ODCu l 4 00062 OUT TXI *+1,4,1 
GOO62 0(64 00 0 0 12 07 BSRA 2 
COO63 -3 )00G 7 4 00022 rXL READ,4,7 
0006 4 0 ')7 400 4 00 0 0 1 PR INT CALL WRER~ ,MESS 
Qu06S 0 07 4 00 0 00066 
00066 o 151 2 ~2464't5 Mf5S BCI 4,IRE DU~DA'l1 A2 IN BCREAD 
0006 7 2 4?l4~ 6 36 C2 1 
00070 02603 1456 0<'2 
v00 71 23512':>2124(,0 
E~" 
66 
ASSEMI:lLY OF BCDuMP SUI:lROuTINE 
BINARY CARD NO. BCDUI'POO 
00005 E TRY BClJUMP 
TRANSFER VECTOR 
BINARY CAKD NO. BCDU~POI 
00000 7463256<'3460 (TES) 
00001 o 00000 0 0000 0 PIE 
00002 o 00000 0 0000 0 PIE 
00003 o 000 0 0 0 0000 0 PZE 
00004 2223246444'.7 BCD It:1CDUMP 
00005 -0634 0 0 1 00001 RCOUMP SXD *-4,1 
00006 -0634 00 2 00007. SXO *-4,2 
00007 -0634 00 4 00003 SXO *-4,4 
00010 0~22 60 0 00000 XE::* $(TES) 
(; 0011 -0534 uO 2 00123 LXO 83,2 
00 0 12 -3 77776 2 00020 TXL "+6,2,-2 
00013 0500 00 0 00174 CLA WTBA5 
00014 0601 00 0 001 0 3 STO UARN 
00015 0500 00 0 00175 CLA RTOA5 
00 0 16 0601 00 0 00170 STO DARN2 
00017 0621 00 0 00165 STA ERK 
00020 -0~34 00 4 00003 LXD BCOUMP-2,4 
00021 0500 00 0 00162 CLA BI TT 
00022 0622 00 0 00047 STlJ CHAN 
00023 0621 00 0 00116 STA LASTC 
BINARY CARD NO. BCDUMP02 
00024 0500 00 4 00001 CLA 1,4 
00025 0734 00 2 00000 JAY PAX 0,2 
00026 0402 00 4 00002 SUB 2,4 
00027 0734 00 4 00026 DM22 PAX 22,4 
00030 1 00001 4 00031 TXI *+1,4,1 
00031 0534 00 1 00027 LXA DM22,1 
00032 1 00500 1 00033 TXI *+1,1,320 
00033 -0634 00 1 00126 SXD WlJl,l 
00034 0634 00 2 00126 LOOP SXA 10101,2 
00035 0534 00 1 00027 LXA DM22,1 
00036 0600 00 1 00156 CLEAR STl GP,1 
00037 2 00001 1 00036 TIX CLEAR,l,l 
00040 0~34 00 1 00027 MORE LXA DM22,1 
00041 -3 00026 4 00116 TXL LASTC,4,22 
00042 0634 00 2 00043 STORE SXA *+1,2 
00043 0500 00 0 00000 CLA ** 
00044 0601 00 1 00156 STO GP,1 
00045 1 00001 2 00046 TXI "+1,2,1 
00046 1 77777 1 00047 TXI *+1,1,-1 
00047 3 00000 1 00042 CHAN TXH STORE,l,O 
BINARY CARD NO. BCDUMP03 
00050 0534 00 1 00116 LXA LAST:,l 
00051 0500 00 0 00164 CLA HU'lBlT 
00052 0771 00 0 00001 ARS 1 
00053 -3 00143 1 00055 TXL *+2,1,99 
00054 1 77634 1 00052 TXI *-2,1,-100 
00055 0621 00 0 00157 STA GP+l 
00056 0500 00 0 00162 CLA BI TT 
00057 0771 00 0 00001 ARS 1 
00060 -3 00011 1 00062 TXL *+2,1,9 
00061 1 77766 1 00057 TXl *-2,1,-10 
00062 0601 00 0 00160 STO WORD3 
00063 0500 00 0 00163 CLA BITU 
00064 0771 00 0 00001 ARS 1 
00065 -3 00000 1 00067 TXL *+2,1,0 
00066 1 77777 1 00064 TXI *-2,1,-1 
00067 -0602 00 0 00160 DRS WORD3 
00070 0534 00 1 00116 LXA LASTC,1 
GOO7l 1 00001 1 00072 TXI *+1,1,1 
00072 -3 01747 1 00074 TXL "+201,999 
00073 0534 00 1 00162 LXA BITTo1 
67 
BINARY CARD NO. BCoUMP04 
00074 0634 00 1 00116 SXA LASTC,l 
00075 0534 00 1 00027 LXA oM22,1 
00076 -0500 00 0 00126 CAL 1101 
00077 0361 00 1 00156 ADO ACL GP,l 
00100 2 00001 1 00077 TIX Aoo,l,l 
00101 0602 00 0 00127 SLII CKSUM 
00102 0534 00 1 00025 LXA JAY r1 
00103 0766 00 0 01223 DARN IITBA 3 
00104 0~40 00 0 00161 RCHA OUTPUT 
00105 0060 (;0 0 00105 TCOA 
-00106 0022 00 0 00165 TRCA ERR 
00107 -3 00026 4 00112 TXL BACK,4,22 
00110 1 f77'J2 4 00111 TXI -+1,4,-22 
00111 0020 JO 0 00034 TRA LOOP 
00112 -0534 00 1 00001 BACK LXD BCDUMP-4,1 
00113 -0~34 00 2 00002 LXD BCDUMP-3,2 
00114 -05J4 00 4 00003 LXD BCDUMP-2,4 
00115 OU20 00 4 00003 TRA 3,4 
00116 -0754 00 4 00000 LASH PXD 0,4 
00117 0402 00 0 00125 SUB 022 
BINARY CARD NO. 8CoUII,P05 
00120 0622 00 0 00047 STD CHAN 
00121 1 00500 4 00122 TXI -+1,4,320 
00122 -0634 00 4 00126 SXD IIDl,4 
00123 1 77300 4 00124 TXI -+1,4,-320 
00124 0020 00 0 00042 TRA STORE 
00125 +000026000000 D22 OCT 26000000 
00126 o 00000 0 00000 IIDI PZE 
00127 CKSUM BSS 23 
BINARY CARD NO. I:lCoUMP06 
00156 -020041004040 GP OCT 420041004040 
00157 +104020400000 OCT 104020400000 
00160 o 00000 0 00000 WORD) PlE 
00161 o 00033 0 00126 OUTPUT IOCD 1101,0,27 
00162 +20000uOOOOOO BITT OCT 200000000000 
00163 +000020000000 BITU OCT 20000000 
00164 +000000002000 HUNBIT OCT 2000 
00165 0764 00 0 01203 ERR BSRA 3 
00166 1 00001 1 00167 TXI -+1,1,1 
00167 -3 00007 1 00103 TXL oARN,1,7 
00170 0762 00 0 01203 oARN2 RTDA ) 
00171 0540 00 0 00173 RCHA SKIP 
00172 0020 00 0 00102 TRA DARN-l 
00173 o JOOOO 0 00000 SKIP IOCD 0,0,0 
00174 0766 00 0 01225 WTBA5 IITBA 5 








CORRECTI ONS TO THE I BM 704 PROGRAM 
On page 53, replace card number 0384 , statement number 729 with: 
729 EQRAT = 0 F*VXMIN + VFMIN 
IF (EQRAT ) 9050,745, 9ffiO 
9050 EQRAT ~ ABSF ((O F*VXPLS + VFPLS)/EQRAT) 




DEL N ( J) = O. 0 
On page 62 , repl ace card number 1418 , statement number 1126 with : 
IF(EN LN (J))2125, 1126~ 2125 
P = P + EXPF (EN LN(J)) 
CONTINUE 
Also, replace card numbers 1461, 1462 , and 1463 containing statement numbers 149, 













IF ! COEFT ( 4~J)-T) 2153,170,170 
IF EN(J-l) ) 170,153,2154 
IF COEFT (4, J)+100.0-T) 2155,2155,2157 
EN(J) =EN(J-1) 
CALL BYPASS (J, 3 ) 
J=J-l 
GO TO 3156 
EN(J- l)=EN(J-l) /2.0 
EN(J)=EN(J-l) 
T LN=LOGF(COEFT(4,J)) 
CALL BYPASS ( J , 3 ) 
GO TO 42 
IF (COEFT(5,J )-COEFT(4 ,J+l))153 ,151,153 
IF (T-COEFT( 5,J)) 3153,170,170 
IF (EN(J+1)) 170,153 3154 




CALL BYPASS (J,2) 
EN (J)=O.O 
DEL N( J)= o. 0 




CALL BYPASS (J,3) 
69 
GO TO 42 
On page 63 , replace card number 1529 with : 
I F (H 0 ( J ) - S ( J ) - H 0 (K) + S ( K) - DEL N ( K)) 164 , 1 64 , 17 0 
On page 64 , replace card number 1709 , statement number 309 with : 
3 09 PCP ( 25 ) = PCP ( IADD) 
I ADD = 25 
On page 73 following card number 2623 , insert 




I APPENDIX D 
SHIFT FUNCTIONS 
* FAP 
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TABLE I. - THEORETICAL ROCKET PERFORMANCE ASSUMING EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION AT ARBITRARILY 
ASSIGNED EXIT PRESSURE RATIOS 
CA ~E NO . 122 1000 . 0 2 . 500 
FUEL 
FUFL 
oX I D A ~ T 
PARAME TER~ 
PC/ P 
P, Ar M 
T, OEG I< 
H, CAL/ G 
~ , CALlI GI II< I 
M, ~ O L hi T 
I OLM/ DLP IT 
IIl LMI OLT I P 
CP, CAl/( C )( K ) 
GAMM A 
MAC H NU~SF~ 
C~ TAR, FT /~FC 
CF 
AEIA T 
I VAC, L s-~rC IL 8 
I, L B-~[C / Lll , 
O ER I VA T IVE~ 
I OLl /ULPC I P( / V 
ID L T /[: L PC I PC! P 
IO LA R/o LPC I PC/P 
10 LCS / DLPC I PC/V 
I OLI/ UHC I PC /I>· 
IO LT/ UHCI PC / P , 
I OLA R/ oHC I P( / V. 
I D LC ~ / oH CI Pc/P ' 






68 . 05 
44 16 
2 7. 0 
2 . 735 J 
20 . 488 
0 . 034 15 
- 0 . 5392 
L. 30", 9 
1.16 54 
O. 
0 . 04007 
0 .1 7353 
CH FM I CA L FnR MULA 
H 8 C 2 
H 4 
WT FRACTI ON 
I HE No r E I 
~ . 50000 
0 . 50000 
1. 00cOO 
t~ T HALP V 
CALI~D L 
12734 . 800 
12050 . 000 
-3030 . 892 
~ TAH T E~P 
OEG K 
2'J8 .1 5 
298 .1 5 
85 . 24 
DENS I I V 
G/CC 
( .7 66 100 
1.0(;3600 
1. 54'COO 
O/F : 2 . 500000 , PERCEN T FUE L: 28 . ~ 714, EcU IV ALENCE RATI O: 1. 4859 , OEN~ ITv = 1. 2692 
THRn AT 
1.7 50 
38 . 69 
4 141 
- 203 . 3 
2 . 7353 
20 . 79 4 
0 . 07750 
- 0 .4 ,6 7 




0 . 665 
1. 000 
26 1. 2 
141. 6 
0 . 0 1280 
0 . 0 3505 
-0 . 
0 . 0 10 76 
0 .1 3504 
0 .1 8 79 7 
o. 
0 .1 38 79 
[X IT 
3 . 000 
22 . 66 
389 7 
- 4 08 . 9 
2 . 7353 
2 1. 06 7 
0 . 03768 
-0 . 8 183 
2 . 25 10 
!. 11 22 
!. 460 
68 46 
0 . 9 15 
1.158 
276 . 9 
194 . 8 
0 . 0119 1 
o. on li 
-0 . 000 15 
0 . 0 10 76 
0 .1 3488 
0 .1 0060 
-0 . 090 74 
0 . 13 8 79 
Ex I T 
10 . 000 
6 . 80~ 
3536 
-825 . I 
2 . 7353 
2 1. 6 72 
0 . 071 28 
-0 . 4988 
1 . ~840 
!. 1220 
2 .1 64 
68 4 6 
!. 280 
2 .43 4 
32 4. I 
2 72 . 3 
0 . 0 1 09~ 
0 . 02 553 
- 0 . 00 47 6 
0 . 0 10 76 
0 .11 696 
0 .1 4296 
- 0 . 0 414 7 
0 .1387 9 
E x I T 
J O. OOO 
2 . 268 
3 18 1 
-11 60 .1 
2 . 7353 
22 .1 50 
0 . 00973 
- 0 . 24 10 
1. 026 4 
1. 14 44 
2 . 696 
6 846 
1 . 510 
5 . 44 6 
360 . 0 
32 !. 4 
0 . 009 75 
0 . 0 14 50 
- 0 . 0 12 16 
0 . 0 10 16 
0 .117 82 
0 . 2206 1 
0 . 0 18 48 
0 . 138 79 
EX IT 
100 . 000 
0 . 6d05 
2700 
- 147 6 .4 
2 .7 j 53 
22 . 483 
0 . 00216 
-0 . 0528 
0 . 5416 
1. 2 176 




390 . 4 
36 1.7 
0 . 007 73 
- 0 . 00726 
- 0 . 0283 1 
0 . 0 10 76 
0 .1 242 1 
0 . 41 8 11 
0 .17 22 1 
0 .13 879 
[X IT 
300 . 000 
0 . 2268 
2222 
- 171 3 . 6 
2 . 735 3 
22.68 1 
0 . 00289 
- 0 . 0645 
O .. S7 7 2 
1. 22 17 
3. 8 17 
6~ 4 6 
1 . 829 
30 . 68 
41 0 . 9 
389 . 2 
0 . 00598 
- 0 . 00 707 
- u . 02 71 6 
0 . 0 10 76 
0 .1 4773 
0 . 4295 7 
0 . 17 5 73 
0 .13 8 79 
EX I T 
1000 . 000 
0 . 0680 
174 5 
-1 922 . 2 
2 . 13 ~' 
22 . 79 1 
0 . 000 12 
-O . OOJd 
0 . 392 1 




75 . ,3 
42 7. 'J 
4 1!. 8 
0 . 004H 
-0 . u24 12 
- 0 . 039 48 
0 . 0 10 76 
0 . 155 16 
0 . 5 7665 
0 . 28 4 88 
0 .13 8 79 
EX IT 
3000 . 000 
0 . 0227 
13 53 
- 2069 . 9 
2 . 7353 
22 .796 
o. 
- 0 . 000 1 
O . 36~ r 
1. 3 \J 0 
5 . 204 
68 46 
2 . 00 7 
169 . 3 
4 39 . 2 
427. 2 
O. u0317 
- 0 . 02684 
-0 . 0 40 17 
0 . 0 1076 
0 .1 654 1 
0 . 6 1927 
0 . 3 150b 
0 .13 8 79 
EX I T 
10000 . 00 
0 . 0068 
1008 
-2 193 . 0 
2 .7J 5 3 
22 . 796 
- 0 . 00000 
-0 . 0000 
0 . 34 77 
1. 3 347 
6 .1 54 
68 46 
2 . 065 
4 0~ . 6 
44 8 . 2 
4 39 . 5 
0 . 00223 
-0 . 02824 
-0 . 0 41 23 
0 . 0 10 76 
0 .1 7383 
0 . 65 132 
0 . 338 10 
0 . 13 8 79 
EX IT 
30000 . 00 






- 0 . 0000 
0 . 33 59 
1 . 3 50 5 
7.171 
68 46 
2 .1 0 4 
9 08 .9 
454. 2 
447. 8 
0 . 00 162 
-J . 0292 3 
- 0 . 04 162 
0 . 0 10 n 
O. 179 59 
0 . 6 74 20 
0 . 35 , 82 
0 .13 8 79 
I oLl/ oLP CP I ~ 
IOLT/ ULPCP I ~ 
10 LA R/ o LP CP I S , 
0 . 859 14 0 .42 165 0 . 19025 0 .1 2020 0 . 0 793 8 0 . 05592 0 . 03903 0 . 02 81 2 0 . 0 19 78 0 . 0 1440 
- 0 . 1 1440 - 0 .11 55 7 -0 . 0 1620 - 0 . 086 77 -0 . 10900 - 0 .171 8 3 - 0 . 17693 - 0 . 22288 - 0 . 23840 - G. 2'0 74 - 0 . 259 , 5 
MOLE FRA C TI ON~ 
C IIG I 
C2 1GI 
C 3 1G I 
CIF1I GI 
CIF 2 1 ~ 1 
CIF 3 1GI 
CIF 4 1GI 
CI Hll GI 
CI H2 1GI 
CI H31 (' 1 
C2 H2 1GI 
CI NII GI 
C2N2 1GI 




HI C 1 "I 11 1;) 
HI F 11 G I 
Nll GI 
N2 1GI 
~IF 11 ~ I 
NI HII CI 
C II ~ I 
0 . OO} 17 
0 . 00275 
0 . 00340 
0 . 00693 
0 . 00272 
0 . 0003 1 
O. OOO GO 
0 . 00 ,) 3~ 
0 . 000 10 
0 . 0000 1 
0 . 00277 
0 . 0 41 62 
0 . 00 102 
o . OR873 
0 . 0000 1 
0 . 0 3864 
0 . 0 10 75 
0 . 0 19 4 7 
0 . 669 1R 
0 . 0 0028 
0 .1 0830 
0 . 0000 1 
0 . 00005 
O. 
O. 0 .41 74 8 0 .7 0098 0 . 7536 1 0 .141 88 0 . 7586 4 0 . 73 7 37 0 .7 3348 0 .72 9 47 0 . 7 260 5 
0 . 00226 
c' . 00242 
0 . 0049 1 
~ . 00588 
0 . 00230 
0 . 00012 
0 . 0000 1 
C' . 000 17 
0 . 00006 
o. 
0 . 00292 
0 . 0 4 023 
0 . 00 129 
0 . 0 740 4 
O. 
0 . 02858 
0 . 00 77 9 
0 . 0 1963 
0 . 69620 
0 . 000 15 
O. 1 1O~0 
O. 
0 . 00002 
O. 
0 . 00 153 
0 . 00195 
0 . OU632 
0 . 00480 
0 . 00235 
0 . 0003 4 
0 . 0000 1 
O. OOOO? 
0 . 0000 4 
O. 
0 . 0028 1 
0 . 03 73 9 
0 . 00 156 
0 . 06 13 2 
O. 
0 . 0204 8 
0 . 005 44 
0 . 0 1898 
0 .7 1795 
O. OOOOR 
0 .113 80 
O. 
0 . 0000 1 
O. OU27" 
0 . 00052 
0 . 00048 
0 . 00169 
0 . 00 160 
0 . 00 103 
0 . 000 1 3 
o. 
0 . 00002 
0 . 00001 
O. 
0 . 00088 
0 . 02026 
0 . 00065 
0 . 0 4409 
O. 
0 . 0 1385 
0 . 00 33 8 
0 . 0 1058 
0 . 7728 1 
O. OOOOj 
0 .1 7411 
O. 
O. 
0 . u534~ 
0 . 000 10 
0 . 00006 
0 . 0003\ 
O . 000~2 
0 . v004 7 





0 . 000 18 
0 . 00808 
0 . 00022 
0 . 028j2 
O. 
0 . 0066 7 
0 . 00 156 
0 . 00 462 
0 . 73 522 
0 . 0000 1 
0 .!3 2~ 4 
O. 
O. 
0 . 08 10 4 
O. 
O. 
0 . 0000 1 
0 . 00007 
0 . 0003 4 
0 . 000 16 





0 . 0 01 06 
0 . 0 0 00 3 
0 . 0 1555 
O. 
0 . 00U75 
0 . 00013 
0 . 00L59 
0 . 74 8,3 
o. 
0 . 13 829 
O. 
U. 





0 . OJ 02 7 
0 . 0010 4 





0 . 0000 4 
O. 
0 . 00556 
O. 
0 . 00002 
O. 
0 . 00003 
0 .7 ,650 
O. 
0 . 14030 
O. 
O. 





O. OOuO I 
0 . 000 1'1 












0 .7606 1 
O. 
0 .1 4 1 0~ 
O. 
O. 






0 . 0000 1 












0 . 760 74 
O. 
0 . 141 11 
O. 
O. 



















C.7 60 74 
c. 
0 . 14111 
O. 
O. 



















0 .760 74 
O. 
0 . 14111 
O. 
O. 
0 . 0 9429 
ADO ITI 0"A L PRGOUC T ~ WHI CH WERE CON~ l DERED AU T WHO~F MOLE F~ ~ C TI O"~ wERE LES~ li lA" 0 . 000005 FOR ALL A ~§ I G N ED CON DITI ONS 
C1H4( GI 
FUEL 
ox In"-,, , 
PRlIPE LL o·n 
C2H4 ( GJ 
~ 
0 . 47R415RE-OI 
o. 
o . I J66'107f-n I 
NI F7 1GI NIF 3 1GI N2 F2 ( GJ N2 F4( GI 
I NPUT, G-AT OM~ / G 
H 
0 .1 289599E-00 
O. 
0 . 36R4569f-0 1 
C 
0 . 1663838[ - 0 1 
o. 
O. 4 153823E - 02 
O. 
u . 5263 150[-0 1 
U. 3 159398[-0 1 
COSF \~ . 172 10 cO . v 7 . ,00 
Nn I L • • E I ~ HI FKhLII I1 " OF rll[L " I UT~L FU[L~ h~D UF OX I DAN T I" l OTA L UXInAN T ~ 




TABLE II. - THEORETICAL ROCKET PERFORMANCE ASSUMING ~UILIBRIUM COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION FOR ASSIGNED AREA RATIOS 
CASE NO. 122 1000.0 2.500 
WT FRACTION ENTHALPY 
CHEMICAL FORMULA (S H NO TE) CAL/MOL 
FUEL N 2 H 8 C 2 0 .50 000 12(34.800 
FUEL N 2 H 4 0 .50 000 12050. 000 
OXIDANT F 2 1. 00000 -3lJ30.892 
O/F= 2.500000, PERCENT FUEL= 28.5714, FWUIVALENCE RATIO= 
AEiAT 2.500 5.000 1v.00 15.0 0 2~ .0 0 40.00 
I VAC, LB-SEc/LB 325.5 356.7 31:11.3 393.4 406.3 416.5 
I , LB-SEC/LB 274.2 316.9 349.6 365.7 383.1 396.5 
CSTAR, FT / SEC 6846 6846 6846 6846 6846 6846 
CF 1.789 1.489 1.64) 1. 719 1.8 00 1.863 
PC/P 10.3 R5 26.779 67.007 115.336 228 .715 476.098 
P, ATM 6.552 2.541 1.016 0.5900 0 .2975 0.1597 
T, DEG K 3524 3220 2877 2634 2332 2083 
H, CALIG -837.4 -1127.4 -1377.5 -1510.0 -1659.4 -1779.7 
S, CALI(G)(K) 2.7353 2.7353 2.7353 2.7353 2.7353 2.7353 
M, MOL wr 21.690 22.106 22.403 22.506 22.628 72.736 
INPUT, G-ATOMS/G 




0.4784158F-01 0.1289599E-00 0.1663838E-01 O. 
O. O. O. 0.5263158E-Ol 
0.1366902E-01 0.3684569E-Ol 0.4753823E-02 0.37~9398[-01 
CASE NO. 122 1000.0 2.500 
50.00 
420.8 






-183 2 .3 
2.7353 
22.766 






73 2 .716 
0.0929 
1867 
-1 873 . 2 
2.7353 
22.7B2 
STAT[ TE~,P DENSITy 
DEG K G/CC 
L ~98 .15 0 .7tl6100 
L 298 .15 1.003600 
L 8~ . 24 1.540000 
1.4 859 , UENSITY= 1.2692 
100.0 300.0 500.0 
432.2 445.4 449.9 
417. 7 43~.6 441.8 
6846 6846 6846 
1. 963 2.047 2.076 
1463.977 65~0.052 13189.17 
0 .0465 0 .01 04 0.0052 
1601 1119 940 
-1977.7 -2153.8 -2216.5 
2.7353 2 . B53 2.7353 
22 .7 95 22 .796 22.796 
TABLE III . 
- THEORETIC AL ROCKET PERFORMANCE ASSUMI NG EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION DURI NG EXPANS I ON AT ASSIGNED EXIT PRESSURE 
RAT IOS TAKEN FROM TABLE I I 
CASE NO . 122 1000 . 0 2 . 500 
WT FRACTION ENTHALPY STATE TEMP DENSI TY 
CHEM I CAL r QRMU LA I ~[E NO TEI CAL/MOL DEG K G/ CC 
Fl,jF L N H ~ C 2 0 . 500DO 1273 4. 800 298 .1 5 0 .7 66 100 
FUEL N H 0 . 50000 12050 . 000 298 .1 5 1. 00 3600 Qx lo""r F 1. 00000 -3030 . 892 85 . 24 1. 540000 
O/F: 2 . 500000 , PERC[N T FUEL: 28 . 57 14, EW I VAL ENCE RA T 10= 1 . 48!>9 , OEN5 IT Y= 1.2692 
PARA~. E T ERS 
CHAMBER THtHJAT EXI T EX IT EXIT EX 1 T EX IT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EX IT EX IT 
Pc/P 1. 000 1.1 50 10.385 26 .71 9 6 7. 00 7 115 . 336 226 .71 5 426 . 098 573 .71 6 732 .11 6 1463.971 6550.052 13169.11 
P, ATM 68 . 05 36 . 69 6.552 2 . 541 1. 016 0 . 5900 0 . 2 975 0 .1 597 0 .11 66 0 .0929 0.0465 0.0104 0 .0052 
T, OEG K 441 6 4141 3524 3220 26 71 2634 2330 2084 1965 166 8 1600 1119 940 
H, CAL/G 27.0 - 203.3 - 63 1. 4 - 1127.4 -1371. 5 -1510 . 0 -1659.4 -171 9 .7 -1632.3 -1673. 2 -1917.7 -21 53 .8 -2216.5 
S , CAL/IGIIKI 2 . 1351 2.1353 2 .135 3 2 .7 353 2 . 73'>3 2 . 7353 2 .13 53 2 . 1353 2 .13 53 2 .7353 2.7353 2.1353 2.7353 
M, MOL WT 20 . 488 20 . 794 2 1. 690 22 .1 06 27 . 405 22.504 22 . 625 22 .738 22 .7 69 22 . 783 22 .19 5 22.796 22.796 
I OLM ILLP I T 0 . 03415 0 . 02150 0 . 02083 0 . 0 1010 0 . 00313 0 . 00210 0 .00357 0 . 00 160 0 . 000 17 0 . 00037 0 . 00003 0 . 00000 O. 
I DLM/OLT)P -0.5392 - 0 .4 567 -0 . 4894 -0.2107 -0 .. 0996 - 0 . 0466 -0 . 0 748 -0. 0389 - 0 . 0202 - 0 .01 03 -0 . 0009 -0 . 0000 - 0 . 0000 
CP, CAL/IGIIKI I. l049 1. 204 7 1. 563 7 1.080 8 0 .672 7 0 . 51 5 7 0.543 1 0.4784 0 . 4315 0 .4126 0 .3794 0 .3 538 0.3442 
GAMMA 1. 1654 1.1 639 1.1 225 1. 141 0 1.1 6 44 1. 2277 1.2244 1. 243 1 1.2608 1.2745 1.2990 1.3270 1.3391 
MACH NU":OER O. 1. 000 2 .1 8 4 2 . 644 3 . 048 3 . 28 1 3.66 9 3 .995 4 .1 46 4.276 4.703 5 . 604 6.395 
(STAR, FT/SEC 6846 68 46 6846 6846 6846 6846 b8 46 6846 6846 6646 6846 6646 
CF 0 . 665 1. 289 1.48 9 1.643 1.71 9 1. 800 1.863 1. 890 1.911 1. 963 2 . 047 2 . 076 
AE/AT 1. 000 2 .~ 00 5 . 000 10. 00 15. 00 24 . 98 40 . 02 50 . 03 60.02 99.99 300.0 500 . 0 
I VAC,LB-SEC/L~ 263 . 2 325 . 5 356.1 38 1. 3 393.4 406.3 416. 5 420 . 8 424.1 432.2 445.4 449.9 
I. L B-SE ClL ~ 141. 6 2 74.2 316. 9 349.6 365 .7 3 83 .1 396 . 5 402.2 406 .6 417. 7 435.6 441.8 
OERIVATIVFS 
IDLl/ DLPCIP C/P 0 . 0 1280 0 . 0 10 95 0 . G099L 0 • .,0850 0 . 00144 0 . 00633 0 . 00553 0 . 00513 0 .00480 0 . 00392 0.00252 0.00206 
I OL T I DLPC I PC/I' 0 . 04001 0 . 03505 0 . 02524 0 . 0 1595 0 . 00080 - 0 .00 886 - 0 . 00477 -0. 0 1295 -0 . 0 1817 - 0 . 02149 -0 . 02 565 -0.02715 -0 . 02852 
10LAR/OLPCIPc/P - 0 . -0 . 00495 - 0 . 0 111 5 - 0 . 022 11 - 0 . 0295 7 - 0 . 025 78 - 0 . 03 136 -0 . 035 2 1 - 0 . 0 37 65 -0. 04038 -0 . 04104 -0.04134 
I OLCS/OLPC I PC/ P 0 . 0 1016 0 .01076 0.01076 0 . 0 10 16 0 . 01076 0 . 01076 0 . 0 10 76 0 . 0 1076 0 . 0 1076 0 . 0 10 16 0 . 0 1076 0.01076 
IOLl/ UHC I pC/po 0 .1 350 4 0.11682 0 .11733 0 .124 05 0 .131 3 1 0 .14 00 7 0 . 146 16 0.14923 0 .151 8 5 0 .1 5902 0 .1711 5 0 .17 544 
I UL T IUHC I PC/Po 0 .1 1353 0 .1 8 79 7 0 . 14481 0.20953 0 . 33665 0 .43909 0 .41697 0 . 47334 0 . 51759 0 .54877 0 . 59682 0 . 6400 4 0 .65785 
IDlA R/I)HCIPC/P. O. -0 . 03993 0 . 0 10 1 3 0 .1 0733 0 .1 8947 0 .1 6928 0 . 20680 0 . 240 02 0.26378 0.29957 0.33010 0.34362 
IDLC S/DtiC IPC/P' 0 . 13879 0 . 138 79 0 . 13879 0 .13 8 79 0 .13 879 0 .138 79 0 . D8H 0 .138H 0 .13879 0 . 13879 0.13879 0 . 13879 
• I HC IN KCA LI GI 
WLl/ DLPCP I S 0 . 859 14 0 .1 86 78 0 .1 2537 0 . 09086 0 . 07565 0 . 06067 0 . 050 40 0.04613 0 .0428 7 0 . 0 3480 0 . 0223 7 0.01826 
10LT I OLP CP I S -0 . 1144 0 -0.11557 - 0 . Oij727 - 0 .1 0570 -0 .1 4500 - 0 .1 7922 - 0 .173 83 - 0 .1 89 79 -0.20353 -0 . 2 1356 - 0 . 22998 - 0 . 24640 -0.25325 
IDLAR/ DLP CP I S , O. 0 . 70406 0 . 75108 0 .7 5344 0 . 7Jij87 0 .7 5606 0 .7 5403 0 . 747 00 0 .741 74 0 . 73503 0 .73123 0 .72849 
MOLE FRACTIONS 
C I IGI 0 . 00317 0 . 00226 0 . 00050 0 . 000 13 0. 0 000 1 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
C21GI 0 . 00275 0 . 002 42 0 . 00046 0 . 00006 0 . 0000 1 O. O. O. O. o. O. o. O. 
C31GI 0 . 00340 0 . 00 49 1 0 . 00180 0 . 000 4 0 0 . 00003 O. O. O. O. o. O. O. O. 
C 1 FII GI 0 . 00693 0 . 00588 0 . 001 74 0 . 0006 1 0 . 000 15 0 . 00005 0 . 0000 1 O. O. O. O. O. O. 
ClF21 GI 0 . 00222 0 . 00230 0 . 00 100 0 . 0005 1 0 . 000l2 0 . 0003 7 0 .00038 0 . 000 11 0 . 00006 0 . 00002 O. O. O. 
CIF 31G I 0 . 00031 0 . 00032 0 . 000 13 0 . 0000 7 0 . 00008 0 .0002 3 0 . 00096 0 . 00085 0 . 00058 0 . 00038 0 . 00007 O. O. 
CIF41GI O. 0 . 0000 1 O. O. O. 0 . 00004 0 . 00084 0 . ,,02 4 8 0 . 003 0 9 0.0034 3 0 . 00380 0 . 00386 0.00386 
C IHll GI 0 . 0003 0 0 . 000 17 0 . 00002 O. O. O. o. o. o. o. o. O. O. 
ClH21 GI 0 . 00010 0 . 00006 0 . 0000 1 O. O. o. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
CIH31GI 0.00001 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
C2H21GI 0 . 00277 0 . 00292 0 . 0 0085 0 . 00022 0 . 00002 O. G. O. O. O. O. O. o. 
C INll GI 0 . 04 162 0 . 04023 0 . 0 1977 0 . 0091 2 0 . 00255 0 . 00073 0 . 00010 0 . 0000 1 O. O. O. O. O. 
C2N21 GI 0 . 00 102 0 . 00 129 0 . 00063 0 . 00025 0 . 0000 7 0 . 00002 O. O. O. O. o. O. O. 
FII GI 0 . 08873 0 . 07 4 04 0 . 0435 4 0 . 0?988 0 . 0 1875 0 . 0 1462 0 . 00A43 0 . 00269 0.00121 0 . 00056 0 . 00003 O. O. 
F21GI 0 . 0000 1 O. O. O. o. O. ~. O. O. o. O. O. O. 
HIIGJ 0 . 0386 4 0 . 02M58 0 . 0 1161 0.00741 0 . 002 12 0 . 00047 0 . 00005 0.00001 O. O. O. O. O. 
H21GI 0 . 0 1075 0 . 00719 0 . 00332 0 . 00 174 0 . 0004 4 0.00008 0 . 0000 1 O. O. o. O. O. O. 
HICINlC GI 0 . 0 1941 0 . 01963 0 . 01035 0 . 005 16 0 . 00 152 0 . 00039 0 .00005 0 . 0000 1 0 . 000 0 1 G. O. O. O. 
HIFll GI 0 . 669 18 0 . 69620 0 . 723 14 0 .1 3374 0 . 74516 0 . 74942 0 . 75432 0 . 75869 0 .759Ml O.1 6G32 0 .76011 0 .1 6074 0.76074 
NIICI 0 . 00028 0 . 00015 0 . 00003 0 . 0000 1 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
N21GI 0 .1 0810 0 .11 080 0 .1 2 44 2 0 .1 3 177 0 .13696 0 . 13862 0 .13986 0 .1407 2 0 .140'14 0 .141 03 0. 1411 0 0 .14 1 11 0.14111 
NIFIIGI 0 . 0000 1 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
NIHlIGI 0 . 00005 0 . 00002 O. O. o. 0 . 00000 o. o. o. O. O. O. O. 
C 11 S I O. O. 0 . 05 46 8 0 . 0789 1 0 . 09 1BO 0 . 09495 0 . 09 499 0 . 09 44 0 0 . 09 429 0 . 0~426 0 . 09427 0 . 09 429 0.09429 
ADDITIONAL PRO~UCT S WHI CH WERE CONSIDERED OUT WHO ~E MOLE FRACTION ~ WERE LESS THA~ 0 . 000005 FOK ALL ASSI G~EO CONU I TIDNS 
CIH41GI C2H41GI NIF 21G I NIF 31G I N2F21G I N2F41G I NIH31GI 
INPUT, C- ATOM S/ G 
N H C 
FUEL 0 .47 84158E - Ol 0 .1 289599E - 00 0 .1 663838E-O l O. 
ox IDANT O. O. O. 0 .5263158E-Ol 
PKOPELLAN T 0 .1366902E -OI 0 .3684569E-OI 0 .47 53823E-02 O. 3759398E-0 1 
CASE NO. 122 1000 . 0 2 . 500 




CASE ~O . 122 l 4c Q. 6 2 . 5CJ 
Fl,[ L 
FUEL 







CHU I LA L HIK ~ U LA 
t- e C 2 
t-
TABLE IV , - SAMPLE H,P PROBLEM 
WT FRAC I [ m, 
I ~EE \lO TE I 
:J . 50LGt 
v . 50uCe. 
1.00('('C 
f:N TH ALPV 
CA L/ NO L 
12 734. 800 
1 2,~0 . COO 





1, E~ K 
2"~ .1 5 
29d . I ~ 
&5 . 2', 
DENS [TV 
G/ CC 
0 .7 86100 
1. 003600 
1. 540000 
C/F= 2 . ,000LO , PERCE NT FUf: L; 2R . 57 !'., [1.l;[ VALtN L[ MA T IO; 1.4 8,9 , UCNS [rv = 1. 2692 
ECU[L[tlR[L~ r HEM~[nVN'P I C PkO~FR T[ [S 
P, AT ~ 
T, CEG K 
H, CALl e 
S , CALl I G II KI 
1', t' OL \, T 
I CLt'l CLP I I 
I [; Lt' Il.U I P 
CP, OLII GII KI 
G.t'PA 
~CL E FRACT[ OI\~ 
C II G I 
C2 1GI 
C3 I G) 




CIt- lI GI 
ClH?I GI 
C 1~' 3 1 C I 
C2fo2 1v l 
C INII G I 
C21\21~1 
F II G I 
F2 1r; 1 
HII G I 
H21 GI 
HI CI N[I C I 
H IFll GI 
Nil C I 
N21GI 
NIFLI GI 
N l h ll b l 
I CO . O 
4484 
27. C 
2 . 69E I 
lO . 5F.S 
0 . J 32e 0 
-G . 50te 
1. 23 40 
1.16 S0 
C . OC2E,) 
0 . 002C! 
a . a0 3 1'. 
0 . ,)0 727 
0 . OC2I:6 
0 . 000 4'. 
O. CC CCI 
0 . 000}2 
O. CCO ll 
O. OOOC I 
0 . 003C6 
o . 0 4C'19 
G . OC 11 6 
0 . L'~5t l 
c . vcee l 
0 . 'J 35' 0 
C . dcel 
0 . 02U2 
C . 6 744 ? 
0 . OCC28 
" .le8e' 
O. OOC( l 
0 . OCO(6 
68 . C5 
441 6 
21 . 0 
7 .73 53 
20 . 488 
C . 0 34[5 
- 0 . ~3n 










C. OOG I O 
O. OCCOI 
(\ . C0277 
0 . [ 416 2 
v . 'llC2 
0 . 088 73 
C . OO(j~ 1 
0 . C3864 
O. C1C15 
C . C l ~41 




(' . C0L(:5 
30 . CO 
4272 
2 1. 0 
2 . a l ~ 1 
iO . 2!!3 
C.0)73'l 
-0 . 6 172 
1.4747 
1.1 5 79 
0 . C03 76 
0 . 00300 
0 . C093 
0 . C~617 
C. OC I 5 1 
0 . 000 14 
O. 
0 . 00026 
,~ . C(,00 7 
O. 
(I . VL223 
0 . 04362 
~' . C0076 
0 . G'I496 
O. COOC I 
C. 04641 
0 . 0 1049 
c . G I 712 
r . 6~792 
O. Ou027 
( .1 ,,734 
O. 
0 . 000 0 3 
10 . 0( 
4C8? 
n . c 
2 . 9235 
20 . cn 
0 . C42 1L 
-0 . D3L 
1. 74 0 3 
1.1 46.l 
C. 00 4 5 1 
0 . 0032 1 
0 . 00462 
0 . 005 18 
0 . C009_ 





0 . 00 161 
0 . C455c 
Co Cuos, 
0 .1 0267 
G. 
0 . 05 741 
0 . OC984 
0 . 0 14 2G 
0 . 6428S 
O. C0024 
0 . I(6)1 
O. 
0 . 00CC2 
3 . 000 
38ec 
27. 0 
) . 0 43 ~ 
1<) .7 56 
0 . (, 47<2 
- c . a6~3 
2 . 0 111 
1.1 38 1 
0 . <-0525 
0 . 00330 
0 . iJC5 35 
0 . 004 19 
0 . l 0052 
C . oooe2 
O. 
0 . 000 15 
:) .. 00(,3 
O. 
0 . 0,) 1(' 9 
O. L46 U' 
0 . 00034 
0 .11 05 1 
O. 
0 . 06960 
o . ,ca~ 1 
O . ~ I13 a 
0 . 62692 
O. loon 
0 .le5 /. 6 
O. 
C. C-uO.; [ 
I. _,~o 
3706 
27 . 0 
3 . 1 ~4q 
19 . ,33 
0 . 05 16 1 
-0 . Q960 
2 . 4 23~ 
1. 1307 
O. ')OSSO 
0 . 00328 
0 . 00602 
0 . 0034 1 
3 . 00u32 
0 . 0000 1 
C. 
o . :Joe II 
; . 00C<:2 
O. 
0 . 000 15 
C. 0474 1 
(,00024 
O. 117 24 
O. 
C. 08041 
C.00 71 ~ 
0 . 00920 
U. 6 13C I 
O . OOOI~ 
O . 10~ B 7 
O. 
L . OOCO I 
C. 3CCO 
352 ? 
27 . 0 
.1 . 2 7 8 1 
19 . 3 1C 
(. . 0560 1 
- 1.1 3d) 
2 . H4~ 4 
1 .1 228 
0 . 0e627 
0 . 0C3 16 
0 . 0 06 74 
0 . 00270 
_ . OCC I '} 
t. . 
U. OOCO 
... . Ct: Cv l 
U. 
0 . 00('49 
U. 04750 
0 . CGC I6 
t. .1 2 42S 
lJ . 
U. 09 163 
C. C0649 
0 . 0072 1 
<- . 598,,9 
C . OG e I4 
L .1 C438 
C. 
O. 
0 .1 000 
3371 
2 1 • . J 
3 . 39 16 
19 .1 25 
0 . 059 66 
- 1. 2692 
3 . 26 7 2 
1.1162 
C. 0065 7 
0 . 00299 
0 . 00 74 0 




0 . u00 0 5 
L. O(_CO I 
C . 
(' . uOO)3 
0 . 04 120 
0 . 000 1l 
0 .13036 
O. 
0 .1 0 11 5 
0 . 00 543 
0 . 00 575 
C. 586 19 
L. uOO I 2 
0 .1 0 407 
O. 
O. 
C . 03!J C 
3213 
2 7. 1.. 
3 . 5 U ' 
1 8 . 94j 
0 . 063z-1 
- 1. 4[j1 
3 .16JO 
1. I C') ( 
0 . <-06 17 
0 . 002 17 
C. 00812 
0.00 l 6Y 
C. CLCJ 7 
O. 
O. 
0 . %00J 
O . 
o. 
0 . 00 "2 1 
0 . 046~4 
0 . 000.)7 
0 .136 17 
O. 
C.llCl' 
0 . 00438 
0 . U() 446 
0 . ,7343 




lJ . IJIOO 
30 78 
27 . u 
3 . 0332 
16 .7 88 
0 . 06625 
-1.~444 
4 . 2623 
1.1 0 43 
0 . 00684 
0 . Ou25 4 
0 . 00819 
0 . OU13 4 
0 . 00v05 
O. 
(i . 
u . OQU02 
O. 
L . 00l' l4 
0 . J 4511 
0 . 00005 
0 .14 2 37 
Q. 
0 .11 679 
(l . 00357 
U. 00353 
O . ~6250 
0 . 0000 1 
0 .1 03 10 
C. 
U. 
AU[rI O/,A L PRCI ' UC 1 S ~t-[CH W[I\~ CC~SlDl::f(l::D BUT WHO~[ ~'C L E F~ACTlONS hEME LESS IHAN 0 . OG0005 FOf( ALL ASS [ GNED CONOlI I ONS 
[ IH( GI LZII4 ( C I ~. J~ ? ( C 1 N IF) ( ; I h21'2 1GI 1'<2 F 1,( l,; I 
I NPLT , G-Af[.P~ / G 
FlJEL 
CX [ CA~T 
PKCP E LL <Ii\ 1 
N H 
C . 4 184158(-0 1 C . 1 2~95q9E - OC 
C. u. 
O. 136bQ :Zl:: -01 ( . j6~ ~ ~69E-OI 
CASE hO . 122 14t9 . 6 2 . 50C 
C 
( .1 66383 8[-C [ G. 
O. C. 5263 15 8l-Gl 
0 . 47~3H 23r- _~ ~ . )75939br-O l 
heTE . ~E 1 G~ 1 rMAtT[r~ o r FLEL [ N TC TAL FLFLS AND cr LX[UA~T [ N TOTAL LX I CANT~ 
N1J-1 J( GI C I ( S I 
-..::J 
-..::J 
TABLE V. - PROGRAM INPUT 
Card Card name Optional Number of cards Card format 
type card? 
1 Reactant No 1 to 30 (5(A2,F7.5),F7.5,Al,F9.5,Al,F8.5,Al,F8 . 5 ) 
~l to 15 oXidants) 
1 to 15 fuels) 
Blank No 1 
2 Omit-Insert Yes Any 
Blank No 1 
3 Problem (H,S;T,S;T,P;P,T;H,P; or DETN, case ) No 1 
a 4 Schedule (of pclp, or P, or T) No 1 to 5 
Blanka No 1 
as Schedule of area ratios Yes 1 to 3 
Blanka No 1 
S Mixture (~, o/F, %F , P, T, code, debug) No Any 
Blankb No 1 to 3 
aFor DETN problems, the schedule cards and the blank card that follows them must be omitted. 
bThere may be one, two, or three blank cards. 
~ l~ One blank card: Program returns to read another sequence of cards starting with type 3. 2 Two blank cards: Program returns to read another sequence of cards starting with type 1. 3 Three blank cards : Program terminates . 
(4(2AS,3X)) 
(A5 , I5) 
(5FIO . 2) 
(5FlO.2) 
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TABLE VI. - EXAMPLES OF TYPICAL REACTANT CARDS 
Reactant formul a Rela tive Code Entha lpy , State Temper- Fuel Density , gl cc , or 
weightsa for callmole ature , or heat capa ci t y 
or moles oK ox i- ca l / (mole )(OKj 
moles dan t 
Column 
1 - 2 3-9 10- 11 12-18 19-20 21 - 27 28 - 29 30-36 37-38 39-45 46 - 52 53 54-62 63 64- 71 72 73-80 
N 2 . H 4. 0 . 5 12050 . L 298 . 15 F 1 . 0036 
N 2 . H 8 . C 2. .5 12734 . 8 L 298 .15 F 0 . 7861 
F 2. 1 . - 3030. 892 L 85 . 24 0 1. 54 i 
N 2 . 0 . 780881 M O. G 298 .15 0 
0 2 . . 209495 M O . G 298 .15 0 
AR 1. .009324 M O. G 298 .15 0 
C 1. 0 2. . 000300 M - 94051. 8 G 298 . 15 0 
H 2 . 2 . M O. G 298 . 15 F 
aRelative weight of fuel in total fuels or oxidant in total oxidants as designated in column 72 . 
-.~--.------.-------------
